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The Deparunent of Chief Administrators. of Catholic Education (CA4E) of the'-
Na:ional Catholic Educational Associatkm (NCEA) established a National Center for
Research in Total Catholic Educadon in 1978. It was to contract with organizatitms
and individuals to perform research on topics in Catholic educatkm The Center was,
seen as a CACE service to its memberabecause many are not able to support reseaich
due to staff and funding limitations. It is suppolied by contributions from dioceses,
archdioceses, religious Congregations and !lather imerested parties who purchase
certificates of interest in the center. It is,,govemed by t Board of 12Arecurs elected
from amcavi those purchasing certificates.

In early 1982, the Center Board met to deVelop a request 'fax proposal. They
decided to solicit proposals for "A Study of Effective Catholic Schools." This was to
build upon the.studies ofjames Coleman ate colleagues and Andrew Greeley.

In brief,. Coleman and Colleagues bauncAhat siudems in ,Catholic schools have
higher achievement scones and a greater opportunity to fortkipate h the common
school ideal dian their public school counterparts. Greelef reporter' the *elks of
Catholic educadpn are strongest among disadvalabged minority youth.

Although that good news was apd continues to be encouraging, the research
indicsed how little is known about hOw schools become effective. In an effort to
remedy this, the Research Center, trough Its Board, awarded a contractto The
Huron Institute of Cambridge, Massachusetts. The protect was to look carefully at
how Catholic schools are organized, the kinds of students they enroll, and the
policks and procedures that distracted* their operation.

The pr it ire fait the protect :fete:

Anthony S. Bryk, Peter B. Holland
Associate Professor , Advanced Doctoral Candidate in
,Harvard Graduate School of Education Administration. Plans**, and Social
Senior Research Associate .. Policy
Huron Institute . Harvard U

5*

I/ This itrecutios Summary - e, on that hweatigatko, k brings to fruit the
dream of those who the Center in 1978-Furthermore, it is an approPtiate
way to commemorate the catenary or the Third Pletim Council of Baltimore. At it,
the American Bishops decreed, ". . that near ivery.chaett a pariah schoca is to be
bulk and maimahaed..

'"On behalf of Cathdic education in general acid NCEA in particular, I want to thank
those who cooperatid with, suppormd. and conducted this mew& The acknow-
ledgments at the concha of this ippon name those who have been of particular
assiscux4b.

A special worrd of appreciatkan is due Tony Bryk and Peter Hdland. They are to be
commended fcateir cooperation, strtsitivky, and integrity in Inireing this protect to
'completion. This &waft Simmmary isone of two documents " by them on
the findings The other is a technical report available through the t4 Publication
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sales Office. Though the project was supported by the GCE lidearch Center, the
and judgments the Investigators express in these documehts do not news-

reflect those of the Cana membership.
iris the hope of the Research Center members that this irojeti is the first of nuettiy.

All will have as their -ultimate purpose the invitation of the Scriptures to inaease in -
wisdoin before God. In doing this, Catholic education and Coholic educators strive
to be more Wilful to the viibm of Jesus and their mission. This mission is sum-
marized in the wads of Pope John II -in h1st1079 talk to young peopleT./ Madison
Square Garcten in New -York

I would late to tell you why the church ofinsiders tt so important And.expentbso
mucheenagy h order to provide"you and millions of other young people with a_ .
Catholic =Weston. The answer op be summarized Ir. one word, In one person, 4

Jesus Christ. The church wams to communicate Chrkti to you. his is what education
Is all snout,, this is the meaning ot life to ljnocr Owl*:

Bruno V. Mann
Diream Resealtikarvi InService Progpsms
Staff to CA CE Research Center Board
National Catholic F.duciacional AssociatiOn (NCEA)
Washingtco, D.C.
'Mc Feast of the Reserrection, 1984
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his document summarizes the results of almost two years of ingldry !;to the
effectiveness. of Catholic schools: Although it focuses on Catholic secondary sdvJols,
some attention is given toaementary schools, particularly as they. interact with their
secondary 'school counterparts. It is a story of. much goodness but also of some
tensions and two deep-Seated problems.

.
PWOR RESEARCH ON EFFECI1

Most reviews of school effects litersure
husky, by James Coleman and mho's,
1)e called "input/output studies" at
nationwide surveys to measure both
and student characteristics, and outputs
ment measured on standardized tests.
from it developed from human capital theory. It suggests an investment in education
can promote social reform. The focus on school resources such as staff/child ratio,
salary schedules, and.numbei of books in the library had a distinctly economicberg..
as did the choke of the input/output

Educators were disappointed hw the results
fa

this earry research. It suggested
school achieve mem was de ermined mainly by family backgrousid rather than schoo:
characteristics. While these findings were subtect to considerable debate, further
analyses failed to yield substantially differera ansdusfpns.' One inwittrtint and
esiduring consequence of Coleman's walk, however, was a redefinition of the central
educational. issue achieving equality in astaants assumed priority over equal
school inputs. Research gradually began to shift from scnidny of, educationa rel -

sources ward the outcomes of education and thefactors believed to influence those
outcomes.

From the point of view of most praessional. educators, more resources are py
definition highly desitable. However, reseurces are really only means for sddressis*
ihe primary educadanal concern& curriculum, the amount and quality of instuctiod,
selecdon and maintenance of a talented and committed faculty, providing a positive
dimate to shape student life, and overall institutional leadership. As more recent
educational research began to focus on these areas, certain stributes with
effectivp public schools emerged. Further, these findings appear to be iyeli
consistent across diverse contexts and research methods.

SCHOOLS: A BRIEF REVIEW

with Equality cjEducatiorka Oppor-
fished in 1966. It introduced what came to

effectiveness. It was one of the lint
inputs, oonsiting of school, family,

conceived primarily as academic achieve-
research and much of the work emerging

lb

fi

1. Nommen critklues and reanalyses follteed the publication of /Well( y gjEsitarationcdOpporninin.,
ton, DC.. US. Once of Education, 19(4 Vim at the m*v contnibutiona to din debate west Wiorahan4P., and
filosteller, F., On ilijuatinf qfilkiteasionsi Oppoittenity . New 'Yotig Random House, 1972.4enclo. C, al . hteimally7
A Reassaffmant qfthe Vitas gran* and Schooling in Americo, New York RandomHouse, 1972. and meicit ti., eY

ea.. pow Affective k Sithoobrie A Creical Isaitiand Synthesis of Resawrb Fbattlims. Rand Cosporatko, 1971.
16
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Ronald Edmonds: research on Victim Scboolsfili the. Urban Pdfro,sittl the work
by Michael Ruhr and others on a saint* of secondary schools in London servirg
low-income student* are two of the most widely cited examples of thiinew strain of
inquiry! Edmonds suggests the key characteristics &successful schools are strong
administrative .16adetslikc, An orderly school climate, teachers' high
emphasis on basic skills; and frequent evaluation of, studente.priogress.
embeds these findings within a more general argument: thelailare of students to
learn is due primarily to the school, and schools neither could illy si-A; ild explain
away failure by referring to cultural or social class deficit.

Rueter and others reach a Amilar conclusion. They argue that a tonstellation of
factorsthe amount of time spent on instruction, the presence of incentiv s and

. rewards for achievement, the ambiance of .the disstoom and school,. sa. .. the
opportun1des for the students to exercise responsibilitycratea pakticular ethos,
or set of values,attkudes, and behavior, that characterizes effective schools.
. It is only within the last three years dtat research on the effecdveness of Catholic
.schools appeared, James G. Cibullat and others reported in 1982 on an examination
of Inner-.City Prim& Elemnsary Scbools, most of whit% were C.v1ol1.3 They con-
clude the effectiveness of these schooli derives from strong instintional leadership,'
the. shared values of the staff about the purposes of the school, a safe and orderly
environment, and elarity of mission and purpose. Cibulka et at gathered ally. limited
data on student achievement, basing thdir conclusions primarily on parents' reports
about school quality and theft reisons for choosing a Catlxdic

Until publicaticm of the book by Andrew Greeley, Alinority Students in atthollc
Schools, and the tomparikm volume by James Coleman, Thomas _Hoffer, and Sally
Kilgore, Public and Pritytte tScbools,there wtfi virtuallyno iketature on the effects of.
Catholic secondary schools!' For this reason, their resarch proved both seminal aid
canroverlial.

Colenian et* conclude that Catgolic schools.p : high cognitive at
than public schools; that they are less radally ;.:4, and that thevariation

across students in patterns of achievement Is much less-dependent upon fattilly
mound Greeley's results are even more powerful In some ways. Analyxing.
same data base as Coldhanwal, Greeley claims large differences in the addevement
of minority students in Catholic aild in public schools. Further, these differences are
greatest for the most disadvantaged youth-,--students from poor fiundies, where
parental education LS limited, whti are enrolled in a general program.

While Coles= es at and Greeley report extensively on the effectiveness of
Catholic secondary schools as Compare:110 their public school counterparts, their
results provide limited information about how thest higher achleiement levels ate
produced. Coleman et at suest that school pops on order and .discipline, and,
features of school climate such as the amount ti homework and absenteeism, play a
major role. Greeley added to this list of explanatory factors the nature of they
governance arrarwnent for the school and the quality of instruction as reported by

.'61111 1,,

2. Ste Edmontb, R., "Effective tichtx (b. ft;r the 110= hour,- Eilitadkittil leaders*. Apra Nku, 11)81: =Id Rutter.
Sr ,ayasl., Vern 71sousnnsi Hours: *omelet" School& wed Thrir Iffrcis'on Cunhritkqe: Ilarrard tIntveNt4r
Press. 1979. Two other vtIckly cited ttudori ter: Bruulawer, W., et al School Soaal Stsrans anti Stookey Acineintrient
Schools Con Ainkr Dgermin , New York Meer, 1979: Veber. G.. "Inner at. chorea din tie -rayon to Read: Pour
Sutreslipl Sdloo10,- Crunch filf HAW Ethic :00m, Occusiortai Pavers No 1$, 19'3.

3 tidE Ubtilka. J.. et I., Inner tar Mast Ehmentery 31:book A Ma*. Mikvaukre. WkIvniervial XtUtitielie
Ullingliirf Praia, 1982.

4. Coleman, 3., IFkifer. T., and Kilgore, tip, ht. Sclx/a Neu k Rusk 11(191(.. 1982. (*leerier, A,
Catholic II* Schools and Atimonty .Sruljent5, New Brum', kit, NJ.: Varebactiunikly142
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students. Since a comparison of public and private schools wat the primary focus of
both studies, the educsional variables examined Were primarily those that differed
between the two types of schools.

AtNis 01' tills REM...A:140r

Despkethe increasing:vOlume of research on effective schools and the numerous
recent reports on secbtxbry school reform, Catholic schoOls remain virtually unix:.
ambled. Thus, our central research purpose was to identify the factors associated with
the effectiveness of ttwse schools through a broad exploration of their academic and =
social organization. 4

This raises a question: by what criteria should Catholic schools be judged? Student
achievement has become the yardstick used by rhatt researchers.in evaluating the
effectiveness of public schools. While we believe it important to look ac student
achievement and its causes, we alsehmakttain This is not tlw, only important aspect of
schooling. School staff and parents tend to assess sects' dart' schools in terms of a
broad set of criteria that include organizational, social, and emotional objectives. For
Catholic schools, one would have to add to this list a greater emphasis on value
orientation aid personal developmera. This represents a broader conception of
effectiveness than we typically see in moOte rdt on school effects.*

'In brief, our aim has been to seek out the distinctive features of good Catholic
schoo ls. that matters about these schools both in terms of how a social scientist
might view them and as the individuals closest to schoolsleachers, students, and
parents ---per them? What makes them work? Can these fakures heoreserved
where they exist? Can they hu replicated, transported elsewhereto other Catholic .

schools, to any school?

1

RI- OF twR INQUIRY

Several concerns pointed us in the direction of a field research approach. Firia, it was
obvioto that some aspects of y effectiveness. that hammed us would he
difficuksome would argue : able --too assess by criantitaiVe means. inter-
views and classroom observations might yield more producdve.daa.-

Second, as our &azure review indicates, littk is known about the subject of our
inquiry. This uncertainty convlicates the design of a quandtadve study which re-
quires explicit specification of the research quesdo4 at the outset. There Is little
opportunity for otmid-e srse correction should you diticover you asked the wrong
questionsand there was a more than even chance we would make such 'mistakes.
Here, too, held research seemed advantageous because of its flexibilky. As the
prefitnimuy data analysis proceede;d, subiliquempvestigtaion,could be redirected.

Third, we judged it Imp:warn that the study design allow ample opportudides for
the subjeas of our research-Lparems, studems, and teachers in Catholic schools
to influence the content of that ,research. If this wort was 40 have meaning fob,
educators and pumas, it should consider the aspects of their schools they regard as
salient. We sought to grotind our research on schOol effectiveness both in the existing
educational research literature and in the experience of those most familiar with
these schools.

A

Szt2 Lawreir C4thi*xa In her new book, Tbe Goad 141, Schwa, Nev ; York NaSit: hooks. 19113. amyl pi the
ii4ra of institutional guixhiriai ai the basis to a broader a toceptuagitaion of cifeethe schools. We fiat this idea quite
towable, idthuisgh (AU 4:holm of meant methods is somewhat &flown.

4
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Nevertheless, exclusive reliance on a qualitative approach entails substantial Erb-
lents. Some questons of interest to us could hest be examined by traditional
quantitative means. Identifying differing patterns of Owl achigvement and the'
possible causes of these patterns falls in this realms Further, there are some simple
descriptive questions that survey research isrideally designed to answer: how large
are Catholic schools, ha percentage of students are enrolled in acetic pro-
gram.% holy many mathematics courses do they take?

In acklkion, certain atpects of field research troubled us. How does one know the
descriptive reports are valid and free of bias? Even if they are factual accounts, to why
extent can we, or should we, generalize beyond thI set of schools? Amuvey data base
as a companion to .t set of case studies could strengthen both the validity of the
individual accounts and the ability to generalize overall field research findings.

Thus, we settled an a study design combining field and Davey research. This
technique $ employed effectively by Edmonds and Rutter et c Recent writings on
social research methods generally Support the efficacy of a multi-method appr.aach.

Field Research

The field research sample consists of.z.even Catholic secondary\schools selected from
f

5 archdioceses and 1 diocese: Boston, Baltimore, Cleveland, touisville, San Antonio,
and Los Angeles. In terms of Cinholic school enrollment, each of these is among the
twenty largest dioceses in the United States. As a set, the provide good geographic
coverage of the areas with to ajcv concentrations' of Cabolic school.

We asked the superintendent of schools in each of these dioceses io nominate
some "good schools that we might find interesting to visit." We described in so ne
detail our broad definition of effective schools. Since we were interested in schools
from different types of communinti (urban, rural, and suburban) and with different,
mechanisms for school-governance (religious order, diocesan, and parish or biter-
parish), ive asked each superintendent for nominations in each category. The super-'
intendents suggested a varied group of schools, including some ttcommended for
reasons Other than high achievement. The 'superintendems also provided us with
descriptive data about each school. This 'included tuition levels, perantsge a
graduates attending college, academic organization, whether coed or single-sex,
school size, and estimates of the raZial and social class composition of the sttKiele
body.

In choosing the finarset of schools,. we sought maximum diver/01y sons to optic
the Tame of contemporary Cart it education in Amerka:poor schools and affluent
schools; schools varying in size from 130 to over 1500; coed and simle-sex schools.;
all-white, Bally mixed, and an &Nat* school; sch0015 where.M.Klent enrollment is
almost exclusively Catholic sand schools where over forty -five percent are now..
Catholic. We rejected Vane schools Muse they had a reputilion as being
'ally elite within die systetit we wanted good schools; but not just dm brsirscbools,
A brief description of each school in the final secondary_sample follosts. As weed
beforetruxl, their actual namesare not used to maintain confidennality.

Boston.
Si. Rid:aryl's is a coeducational diocesan high school in a tilkidle.class suburb oi

Boston. Its musient body of 900 is almost exchxsively white. The cUrriculura
academic and collegereparatory. Approximately 80 percent of dw graduates akar
college each year.

St. Prams' HO School 45 private inter -cry sdiocAl in Baltimore. It--_-
cu nicuken emphasites college preparation and corlevel employable skint. 11.*
student body of 540 Is about one quartet! black and cones hugely from working-.
familiei.

11
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Sr. Cornelius' is a coeducational diocesan high school serving low-income
working-class families in urban Cleveklut Nearly 1000 students are spread ovir
three campuses, rewiring well-planned transportation schedules for students and
teachers. Black and Hispanic students comprise approximately one quarter of the
enrollment. Abdut 65 percent of. the graduates attend college. St. Cornelius' cur.-
riculum indqdes academic, vocalional, business, and special education programs.

Si. Madeline's 114* School serves an thrust exclusively black middle.class
student body of 660. in Los Angeles. Ninety-two, percent of the graduate attend :
college. Founded in 1889, St. Madeline's is a private,4urban school for girls.

Si Edwartrs High School, the hugest school in our sample, enrolls 1
d ents. A private boys' school 'in suburban Louisville,- its student- body is almost - .

exclusively whlk and middle class. Founded in 1864, St. Edward's has
preparatory program that includes 12 advanced placement courses andäkollege
attendance rate of 90 percent. Its tuition of $1410 is the second-highest in our sample.

St. Peter's Is a coeducational' inter-parish.high school located In inner-city San
Antonip. Its population of 365 students torn lower-income and wdrk.ing-class
families is racially balanced, composed of almost equal numbers of Hispanics, blacks,
and whites. St. Veter's features,both an academic and a general curriculum. Its tuition
of $900 is the lowest in our sample.

Bishop O'Boyk High Schad is located in suburban, semi-rural Fresieridt Colt
Maryland. Originally founded as a parish high school in 1829, the school bqco..:,-
private in 1972. The student body of 130 is upper middle ciao and 90 percent white,
with 95 percent of the graduates attending college. The tuition of $1950 is the h
in our sample.

4

The field Work was organized into two parts, conducted in the fall of 1982 and the
'spring of 1983. A team of two visited etch school twice for a total of 10 to 12 perm
days. During the first rounqof visits, the team interviewed staff, students, and parents;
observed classroom and salmi school fife, and collected extensive documentation
:on each school. These activities-addressed .wncerns within six broad areas: the
school's philosb'phy and mission, curriculum and academic structure, school organi-
zation .and staffim student life within the school, finance and governance, and the
Catholic character ofthe school

We oxiceivedd* initial visits in broad ternisijkliberaely exploring a law
number of issues than we would eventually -treat *the final report. The agenda was
shaped by the existing research onoeffealve schools, by our personal experience with
Caholic schaols,' and by our previous ptviessional *endeavors in a variety of other
contexts. We left ample opportunity at this point for those We were ttudying to
influence our agenda. The pflinguy purpose of this phase of ours research was to
develop a field-based set of hypotheses about the features of gciod Catholic schools.
We looked for the visible signs, but we were aLsoiattentive to 'the unspoken and
sqmetimes unrecognized revectsthe Va ucs that are shared, the conflicts that are
Nometimes hidden.

, While an interpretative framework of this sort is useful as ideas are developing, it
can be blinding if left unchecked by empirical evidence. The search for the latter was
she main purpose of the second part of the field research and an auxiliary function of
the survey meant (loathed below. .

While the first part of the field research was exploratotT, the second was highly
We returned to the schools in the spring of 1983 with 18 propositions

embedded' in six gesteraltheinese These themes provide the topical organization for
the sections that follow. We developed a .detailed data collection plan consisting at
thematic and structured inteiviews, questionnaires,. i *classroom observation pro--

to 12
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tonal, and procedures for document review. Every item in this data collection effort
related to a proposition or set of propositions.

In the course of this work, we conducted approximately 350 interv*ws
principals, teachers, and other school mat we observed In over 160 das,srooms; we
collected almost 2000 questionnaires from students, teachers, and parents. Taken
together, this material provides an extensive empirical basis for our field research:

Stiri4X% Re'teitr4. &, a.l iiktai big./ asid BE(0,41

ideally, one might use case study results to design a follow-up quantitative inquiry In
a larger set of randomly selected schools. This provides a rigorbus test of the
tenability of the general propositions formed in the field research and an opportunky
to address dualse issues for which case study fesearch is not well-suited. While we
lacked the resources to undertake a survey of our own design, we were fortuixtte that
a curreot large-scale national data collection effort by the National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics (NCES), Hi* School and Beyond (1-55B), included a random sample
of Catholic secondary schools and contained data on a large number of questions of
interest to us.

We drew the Catholic school sample from the 11.558 tapes: 84 schools and 5495
students. We selected a large number of the questionnaire items for data analysis.
Some of these were useful as they stood Others were merged into composke factors.
This process of constructing varifiles was guided by the research on school effects .
and by the propositions developed from the first part of the field research. The INSB
file contains extensive data on student and family background; school characteristics
such as social composition, staffing, resources, and climate; students' attitudes and
behavior as they relate to various aspects of schooling; and a broad array of outct7ate
measures, including aademic achievement, educational aspirations, and affective
and social development. It represents our primary information source for Section 5
of this; report and provides important supporting evidence for the other sections as
well

IR) 1llC lAtt I` LINT sUMMAlft

Each of the following sections parallels a section in the technical report. Using
summary statements set in italics, we highlight our findings. We provide,-some
elaboration on each statement and offer a glimpse of the empirical evidence that
supports it.

Producing this manuscript has been a difficult task. We try to sketch in a few pages
the complex nature of a set of social institutions and the characteristics of those who
shape them. In doing this we identify common themes and unique features that
contribute to the making of an effective school. We include excerpts of descriptive
accounts from some schools in order to provide a brief look inside those schools.
Unfortunately, the summary nature of this document precludes more extensive
description. We tilicourage you to read the technical report.
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THE

CATHOLIC
CHARACTER

OF THE

SCHOOLS

The obvious ways in which schools manifest their Catholic character involve
specific religious activities such as liturgical services and a required religion cur-
riculum. As we move beyond the visible features that mark a school as Catholic, it
becomes necessary to examine the social and cultural fabric of the institutionthe
Conflicts and the shared values, the explicit and the hidden. There are no simple
procedures, however, for guiding this asseastment Thus, our objective remains
modest: to describe cerutin-features central to the Catholic diaracteuf the schools

T we visited, knowing that ours is at best a partial sketch of complex institutions.
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The religion curriculum in the schoolS we visited generally consisted of three
required full-year courses, and a choice of-two semestnelectives in the senior year.
Althoukh we found some variation across schools in course tides, topics covered,
extbooks used, and teiching methods employed, there were a number of
similarities among the programs. A description of a typical cuniculuni follows.

Religion 1 Thit cow* encourages students to exatnine and reflect on the meaning
of their lives. In looking at their relationship tootle world, students are asked to
consider the role that 'faidr and belief in a personal God might play within this
context. This s objective is addressed through study of the Old Testament as the
expression of a community's womkr about G04. Students are encouraged to think
about their roles within the Catholic Church, their parish community, and society as a
whole

Religion 11 This course might focus on the Christian person, with emphasis on the
nature of our relationship to citrseff, oth'ers, and God. The life of Jesus is discussed
trough examination of New Testament scriptures, and particularly the central theme
ofhese scriptures, a call b5 self-reform. The course looks at some of the challenges
teenagers face in living their faith; peer pressure, obedience ;versus freedom, and"
sexuality. The course ends with a treatment of the swraments and the liturgy of the
Church and their role within a vital contemporary Christian community.

Religion 111 This course focuses on moral behavior and the p ?onsibility for
making moral decisions. Students reflect On their own modal values and compare
them to a morality based on thureb teachings. Nodkais aboutsin in the world, and the
need for personal redemption and reconciliation, are (=mined in the context of the
demands associate with living a moral life. The formation and use of conscience is
emphasized. The second phase of the course relates these principles to specific
moral issues, both global (e.g. nuclear disarmament) and personal (e.g. sexuality).

. Senior " in a typical religion curriculum might alga include; Ciristian
Liftwiyles, a of marriage and otlwr lifestyles; Belieand Unbelkf, an Investigation

1 5.
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into the ultimate ontological questions; Contemporary Catholic Fat tab, an examina-
tion of the roots of Catholic faith, induding tradition and heritage; The Meaning of
Life. an Inquiry into values that will guide students in their choice of a personal
PhiiosOPhr, and Death and,'[..lying, an examination of the issues aid concerns
surrounding the reality of death.
... The religion course sequenced escribed above assumes that faith is a developmen-
tal process. Full. comprehension of the meaning of Christianity requires an under -
standing of one's humanity and the nature of belief. As the chairperson of the' religion
department at St. Edward's stated, such a course sequence has four objectives:

to ex se students to Jesus' teachings by exploring the New Ttmament;

to help students develop an understanding of the process of adolescent growth
and development;

to lead students to see the development of faith as a parallel to human growth;

, to help students explore the value of prayer, worship, and the sacraments in
their lives.

Two of the schools we visited had a much more traditional form of religious
instruction, placiiik heavy emphasis ors the notion of faith and Catholic practice as
received truth, and using didadic instructional techniques. This is a marked contrast
with the other schools where Socratic teaching methods were commonly employed.
Nevertheless, religious instruction in even relatively conservative Catholic schools
today differs substantially from that of only a decade earlier. It differs still more kiwi-
the 1950s when the Baltimore Catechism was the organizing guide for all elementary
and secondar religion courses

In addition to changes in curriculum, Catholic schools have added some new
elements to their religious activities since the 1950s. In particular, we have witnesied
an increase in retrearafid-aposwlk- ae..viee programs. Contemporary retreat pro-
grams in Catholic secondary schos direr considerably from the earlier days of
silent recollection. The central feature of these "days of recolleaion" in the 1950s was
the sermoris delivered by specially traine d priests to several hunched stuckents in the
school chapel or audkorkmi. Most of thr typical rakes day consisted of these talks,
interspersed with opportunities to go to confession and attend Mass, and with silent
refleaion.

Current retreat programs typically Involve group activities for freshmen ind
sophomores at an off -campus retreat center. Usually directed by a faculty member,
the retreats m4glit also involve a priest for the sacraments, and feature films, discus-
SiOnS, and talks by students and faculty. The retreats provide opportunities for
students to think about their relationships with their parents, frkinds,and God, and to
share their caverns and listen to othe in a relaxed atmosphete.

For the funk= and seniors, retreats may last three cwfour days and Include several
faculty members. At one school we visited, a team of 14 personsfive faculty (one a
priest), seven graduates, and two senior leadersare regularly involved Over the
course of the year, 54 of the 80 faculty work blithe retreat program as reties ksklers,
bus drivers, substitute teachers, and follow-up mss. This sum facuky
involvement reflects the importance attached to this activity within the total life of the

si:hodApostolic service programs, sometimes . led social action programs, confitutenwse
another major eletriera in the religious of most Catholic
programs, which emerged in Catholic secondary schools in and early
1970s, represent the most tangible sign of the Catholic school's commitment to a just
social community. AA a board member of one of .the schools_ remarked, "A school
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irixiuki not call itself Catholic if it du'esn't have an apostolic service program."
The director of the prweam at St. Edward's spoke about his perspectives on

student service prograMs.'
I believe in service. It's important for students to realize that the things they do make
a difference. We can heal people and make their lives better. We can raise the

_awareness of others Physical contact is'vital for Christianky. Some of our students
are sheltered from poverty and from pedple of diikrent rases. This program is
important because it makes them more aware. Work with the elderly is particularly
eye-opening. The mildews [also' see that underprivileged and himdicapped kids can
be happy. They realize that the poor don't choose to be poor. This is a iiew
understanding for mom of them.

At Bishop aBoyle High School, freshmen and sophomOres regularly visk local
nursing homes to talk with patietus and perform small errands for them. The older
students work in an inner-city soup kitchen. They asskx in preparing lunches and in
distributing the food to the needy. Although the school is relatively close to the
inner-city, most of, he students had not seen the povertypf the area until they became
involved with this program.

Students, parents. and
faculty hate tail ing
foncfitions about the
retigiou.s character f,f
(be school. 77w
traditional fra mews',*
that stnemes one's
personal relationship
with a Supreme Beim,: is
.in tension with a more
tacit niertical perspectite
that emphasizes social
responsibility and
communal
mks. tionships.
ten8iatt reflects a
similar conflict within
the American Catholic
char cb.

We have already alluded to this tension in our'dlscussion of the differem orienta-
tions of tht religion curriculum within Catholic schools. ConceptiOns range from a
relatively formal doctrinal approach, emphasizing the knowledge that all Catholics
must possess, to a focus on developing individual conscience as the central compo-
nent in fidth development While these ccierasdogoriemadons are most obvious in
the structure of the religiot curricukun, they are also manifest in the content and
organizadon of retreat programs, and in the relive emphasis given to apostolic
service activities.

This tension alsoticcuts between parents and teachers. On a set of survey ques-
tions conbenting the role of religion in their lives, waits' responses tend to
emphasize/he vertiad dimension of fakh. They express a view of religion as prima -
rily a relationship between God and themselves that provides the strewth to succeed,
Offers solace in moments of trial, and sets limits on personal behavior. Teachers,
while also attesting to this vertical dimension, were more likely to claim that the
horizontal character of mean --the concern fox social Imam and airing about
otherswas equally important They tend to experience rel*ion as a liberating
force that challenges them to social action.

We found similar differences between parents' and teachers' responses concern-
ing religious beltwior. While approximately 75 percentkotthe parents and teachers
repon they regulatly attend Sunday Mass, teachers were twice as likely as parents to
be ifivolvedin social service or neighborhood protects. Parents tend so appreciate the
indivklurd spirituality in Jithidi they were educated and to have less perscmal ce-
menter* than teachers with the post-Vatican Ilmq)hasis on social respomdbility.

We also asked students about the role of religion in their lives. Many of their
responses were neutral or "no opinion," suggestkv that while studetas have a broad
knowlec* of Catholidsm in both its horizontal and vertical dimensions, they have
yet to inknualize either aspect Where studerks offered an opinion, their answers
tend to fall between those of thkdr parents and their teachers. On the issue of social
and commultky acdvism, studems were more poskkre than their parents but not as
much as their teachers.

For us, these tensions :awn' an institutional vitality. School ,staff are actively
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engaged in the struggle to seek after truth and create meaning, coherence, and value
in the contemporary Catholic school. This requires identifying the essential Catholic
values, and s,eeking to interpret and preserve them in an increasingly complex and
changing world

chaplains played
sereral rides in the
%hords zee visited:
pashir, cYalinselor.
canceptualizer, and
animator .if the
( histian cointnanity.
( haplains can provide
a pareeefod integrating
flax- within the life ar a.
uhfil. leachers, inch
lay anti religious.
prarale a suppartie
base for this (era* and
'I/1.ilasaff. stahstanttall

Thaffi utimmun life iii
Ni 1,01
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Five lithe schools we visited had chaplains on their staffs. These ministers served a
variety of functions, mkt:eating liturgies, visiting students and parents in hospitals.
praying with families who had lost a member through death, hearing confessions,
serving on ;, ;, teems, and counselling studerks.

Some r, extend their roles in a variety of ways. At St. Cornelius' High
School, the chaplain had organized a mime troupe to act out the gospel at a school
Mass as it was read by one tithe stutters. In our interview, he alsb spoke of his role as
counselor within the se hoof community.:

When something comes up osidhroin:e tx. remarriage, for example, the students will
&A:n(1 their parents. I make no judgmam of parents who are married out of the
Church, but try to point out the supports that these families miss by living 001iskle
the Church community. I think that in their parishes many ackiks get the message
that they aren't wanted. Students arrange for me to meet with their panto, and
sometimes they are ready for reconciliation with the Church. That's a valuable pan
of what I do here.

At St. Richard's, the chaplain planned and developed the school's religion pro-
gram, which emphasizes experiential learning and discussion. Although each course
has a well developed syllabus with topics, learning activities, and discussion outlines,
none has a required text. While several books are used for' pans of c:bsses, the
chaplain wanted to ensure that teachers were flexible in presenting material to
students and that there was no over-reliance on textbooks. More generally, the
chaplain seemed to infuse vkalky into tbe school. To a large extern, his spirit became
the school's spirit.

Unfortunakely;the severe shortage of ordained priests as well as the reluctance of
some bishops and personnel boards to assign priests to high schools limit this
ministry at Catholic schools. Two tithe sample schools, St. Frances' and St.
Peter's, do not have a ckhiblain. Without a Priest regularly on oedipus, the
schools find it 1.-..ore difficuk to schedule daily, or even regular, Masses, as well as the
sacraments of reconciliation, baptism, or anointing of the sick. in such cases, schools
must vary celebrants, with the result that students have no opportunity to get to know
a single chaplain and build a relationship with him. Although the presence of a
permanent chaplain at these schools might not insiandy improve the religious
environment, the Catholic character of both schools is substantially weaker in this
absence.

Teachers, both lay and religious, provide a strong complement to the chaplain's
role within the sdlool. Having integrated Vatican II ideals imo their lives, they serve
as role models for the personal behavior of studems. In their daily Interactions with
studerks, they make concrete the Meaning of a Catholic school ant: Catholic values. It

.expressed in their religious practke; in their personal lives, and in the dedication
they bring to their teaching. Without the strong presence of teachers enthusipdcally
committed to building the school carimunky, the spirit of the school would surely
suffer. . .40r

11.
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Conflicts can also
emerge between the
religious and academic
purposes of the school,
They appear strongest
in schools where
academic quality is
high. families rdlen
choose these schools
het-aus 4 their
academic excellence.
ghile the religious
character of the schools
is acceptid as a part 4
the total program, some
tensions arise ab(41,0 the
amount of time and
etirrgV devoted to thirst.
activities.

This conflict was evident in the sample scams with the strongest, academic
reputations. Their status as high - achievement schools is often a major reason for their
sdection by studeras and parents.' Many looked on these schools saa good economic,
lummox: attentkuice would enhance one's chances of admissim to a premier
univerity, and would tdtimately increase the oppcstunities for genii* a good job. In
some casta, parents and students have not endorsed the religious goals of the school,

with regard to social Justice and respcarabilky, but simply accept them in
eagerness to share in the academic excellence of the instkution.

The 'conflict is mast likely to susface over the amount of time spent on apostolic
service protects and classes missed for retreat progiams. Balancing the emphasis on
academia; with a commitment to Catholic values and action can be a real dilemma for
schools. It bectanes necessary both to preserve the fundamental tradkion and yet to
interpret if anew for each new cohort of families and studeras and in the face of an
ever changing environment .

. .

1. see Janes Malta, Thnothy O'Brien. a'nd Donald &WC. Mourraty Primo Blentetwary So talk A Rusk
Milwaukee: University Press, 19112; also Peter Holland, An ibUilttitlab011 at Fatten Affictingilnental
Choice of and Other Private Schools", Harvard Universick Graduate School of fit, Qualifying Paper.
1902.
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1:14tsitat of
nn-o Alic students
in t atholic schools
increases annually.

n/Prof/0 schools hare
made some
ae comnudations. for
these students.
particularly in terms of
retreats. apostolic
ser-Hce activities. and

An influx of non-Catholic students is a recent phenomenon in Catholic education.
In general, elementary and secondary school enrolls erts are slightly over 20 per-,
cent minority and over 12 percent non-Catitolk:. In some urban areas, Csholier
elementary schools gre overwhelmingly minority and about one-third non-Cahcalc.1

t. h1adeline's provides a secondary. school example. This urban college-
preparatory school. for girls is approximately 93 patent black and five per em
Hispanic. The racial composition of this former elite academy for whites changed
slowly in the late 1960s and then -alter rapidly in the m1d-1970& At the same time

2. Limited &tram Cutbolicilememary and Secuntisry Sdroots, 1982-83.
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rune an increasing number of no n-eatholics currently 45 percent, up sharply filom
25 percent just three years earlier.

The religion Curriculum at St. Madeline's reflects the priorities of most of the other
schools we Visited: scripture, sacraments, morality, the Church, and social issues.
discussions are employed frequently in religion classes. Although the curriculum is
updated periodically, widespread changes to accommodate the large nom- Catholic
contingent have not been made. Non-Catholic sorts are required to take reli;ion
each semester, and teachers attempt to present the material in Wys that might he
relevant to these students. The school also has an actiVe aposiolic service program in
which students work in soup kitchens, nursing homes: voter registration drives,
elementary schools, and ardxfficesan peace and fustice projects.

Students whose religious home background is fundamentalist are a concern for
some of the teachers, including the chaplain. Since fundamentalists oppose any
interpretation of the Bible other than a literal one, the notion of sacred myth, and the
concept of religious stvry as theology, disturb these students. Fundamentalist stu-
dents also commented on the extent of ritual within the Catholic church, especially in
the sacrinents: TeaChers report that these students found this quite different from
their religior, which puts great emphasis (In the written and spoken word. With
regard to m3=1 issues, religious practice, and the importance of prayer, the fun-'
damentalist students were quite similar to other students in the school. .

Of the sample schools, St. Madeline's had perhaps the most extensive religious
services program. The sacramental program was quite active despite the latge
norpCshohc school papulation. In the school 'liturgies, however, some conflicts
emerged. Although the instructional and experiential programs were successful, one
faculty member noted that the liturgies were "a real struggle." Slw spoke of the
difficulties in celebrating Catholic liturgies in a school that iswwirly 50 percent
non-Caholic.

One reason liturgy is not as meaningful as it could be is because it is not connected
to their lives. We should involve kids using symbols and the arts. our kids have the
arts in their blood. The reason it doesn't work is because they are not involved in the
way we do liturgy k's a spectator sport for them . , I can't get the kids to
participate. it's complix. Some don't partidpate because they don't relatc to ft and
some because they are non-Catholics. The liturgies are like a prescribed formula,
something done to them, led by a white, adult male. There is not a lot of sharing.
Although there are some nice moments, they don't feel like it's their own.

This comment echoes some of the tensions over the role of religion within the
scPool and the conflicts over the ways in which this role should be expressed. It also
introduces another issue about which the American Catholic Church is
ambivalentthe role of women. Cle 'rly, some within the school perceive liturgy as
an event that requires an adult white male to preside over a group of faculty and
students who are overwhelmingly minority and all female. Although it loses some in
the recounting, the messwe she wished to convey seems quite clear.

5
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Cathy lk schools biwe,a
distinctire character
that transcends
reiigious programs and
personnel. This
charecter is rstflected in
the sywkd interactions
among students and
faculty. the roles that
teachers guanine and
the ways in which they .
view their work, and the
commitment of
students, parents, and
faculty to a shared set of
humanistic vaiguis, This
school culture reflects
post-Vatican tl
conceptions of the
Colima lk church that
emphasize community
and social
responsibility.
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1

Besides the obvious folic features o( a schoolits programs, activities, and
personne14:-the schools are also "Catholic" in other, somewhat ways. These
may apppar less distinct to those who have a long affiliation with IP schools, but
they would be quite noticeable to anyone approaching them for the first time. They .

extend to the cote of the in thetercepdons of students, parents, and staff -
about the nature and purposet of the' senool and the ways in whichishese groups
interact with one another.

Data from both questionnaires and interviews with students and teachers indicate
teachers know their students by fkar and have suhstantial contact with them both in
and Outside the cbssroom. Partly of the relatively small size of Catholic
secondary schools and partly' by design, teachers assume a diversity of roles within
the schools as advisors, coaches, and activity moderators.

In describing the hiring of teachers, principals spoke of "building a staff' rather
than filling a slot wkhin some academic discipline While expertise in the latter is
obviously impcxtant, consideration is also Olen to the role each new faculty member
could and should play within the school as teacher, coach, adviser, countiekr, and
activity moderator. For many faculty and students, the life of the school extends well
beyond the traditional 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. boundaries.

Many teachers we interviewed described their work in the so pool as a ministry.
yhile the financial rewards for teachers in Catholic schools are meager, their
perklanal satisfaction Is very high. They value students not only for the quality of their
=den* pursuks but also for the nature cf their interaction viidl the life of the
school and the world outside. They exPress a stsong commitment to hummistic

-.values (see Section 4 for more extensive information on faculty).
Parents too cared numerous comments about the frequency and 'qUaUty of the

exchanges between their children and the facuky. They see their adolescerks' schools
as humane and geared to smiths' needs, in sharp contrast to the Catholic schools
many of them attended in the 1950s. They generally report that school discipline
codes today are more flexible and attuned to individual needs rather than those they
themselyes had encountered. Many poems express the that they could have
attended such friendly and responsive Catholic schools their formadie years.

Student data from /MB corroborate these points (see Figures 1.1 arki 12).
Catholic school simians are more likely than public school students to report that
their teachers enjoy ewer work, are pint and understanding, and treat them with
respect. Sinillarly, student reports from !MB sutrport parental claims about school
discipline. Catholic school students rate the strictness and effectiveness of school
discipline much higher, and also regard it as somewhat more fair. While caution is
warranted in any sin vle armadas' of public with Catholic schools, when these tkaa
are viewed in the context of our own observations in schools and the extensive
testimony (item:hers and parents, we believe they provide a colment picture of life
in Catholic schools grounded in an extensive empirical base. A

4
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This sectijin is the first of three on the nature, of academic life within Catholic
secondary schools. Substzquas sections discuss the character of tratnaaion (Section

'3) and facuky roles and concerns ( ----..., 4). -

This secdon ..-1 to develop a , ,- central to our findings: the curricuhnn and
academic' :,., of catholic .:. it.. ,111,! schools play crucial roles in advancing.
the trod aims of the school. A consensui`eadsts among parents, students, and staff
atitufscflool aims and the mechanisms needed to address these 'Vat The shared
cdmmitment resulting from this consensus is a powerful force shaloing schoOl life

ricl a base of supporder the work of the teacher. All this has a sulptandal imciact on
student achievernetnt1 . socializaion, and personal development.
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Amerltan secondary eduction occurred during the late 1960s and
I earlr 197(. This was in response to the desires of students and educators who

wanted schools to become more humane and relevant to student needs.' Many
secondary schools, including a large number of Catholic schools, experimented v)ith
new ways of organizing curriculum, scheduling classes, and allocating school time.

These innorikani were predicted on one central idea learning is Intrinsically
Interesting and through their rigid structures schools inadvertently suppressed this
natural Interest. Student learning would accelerate if these barriers were removed.

The schools we visited responded to this movement in Okras vrays,A typical
plan organized Instruction Into three components: be group teaching 40 percent
of the time, indiViduld study 46 percent, and small group discussions 20 percent.*
Student and teacher schedules varied daily. Furthermore, students had significant
discretion in the use of time

Plans such as this required changes in schools. Class periods were reduced from 45
minutes to smaller units that could accommodate complex scheduling. Teachers
needed to develop new skillsp be able to direct independent study proieas, lecture
to large group, and do long-range curriculum planning. The emphasis on indepen-
dent study created the need for self-paced curriculum materials. Because these were

1. Sir, for ex:maple, Clarks Silberman, O in the aservam. New York. Readout Home, 1970 Christopher
Jencks, Inegthetity. A getesesiment q'Et uf Family and Stherling In Ametica, New Yittit. Basic 901.014
1972.

2. For more information on this program, seej.I.loyd trump and Deimos Miller. Secondary Silva! Currk
impratmem, &room Anyn & Bacon, 1968; J. Lloyd Tamp, Image of the Raw Urbana, CAleuheiston n the
Diperitnettial Study of the Utilizaboa at Staff in die Secondary School, 1959:1 Lipyd Muni, and Dorsey Barthams
Facia on aetveve, °door Rand-McNally & Company 1961. In addition to the programs described here, there are
other payments such as education by appointment, Irons prostate leornkts, the Model School Pft4111114. and
Stanford scheduling that aroused comparable so:de irtmived similar eche:ailing and csarricubr charism

23
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.either not available commercially or,expensive, teacliers often created their own.
This process required substantial training and preparation. In short, tiw
academic organization had effects that exceeded the obvious changes in school
schedules.. )-

Five of the same schools changed iftstnrctional strategies along these lines.
Although details varied, most schools initiated changes in the early 1970s. Typically,'
they with them for about five years before returning to a more traditional

For example, St. Peter's adopted modular scheduling in 1968 and education lao
appointment in 1975. In 1986, both programs were elhninsed. the former director
curriculum at the school spoke of it as "a control group for innovative educsors."
She thought education byvppointment worked well with bright and motivated
youngsters. Parents, though, complained about the ainqunt of 'tinstructured dine
given their children as well as the lack ti homework. In ackliticm, they sensed that
students were not focused in their use of independent study time. Accompanying
these parental complaints was a decline in the size ind quality of the student body.
The school then found itself conducting a program that required motivated and
talented students with a changed student body.Parental complaints and the declining
ability incoming students seemed to encourage a cycle of further decline Everau-
ally, the school stopped the cycle by returning to a more traditional structure. In our
interviews, parents and teachers were gratified the ,school again was emphasizing
teacher directed instruction.

A similar experience occurred at St. Frances'. In the early 197(, the school
established resource centers, aige ant? small group liiitniction, Learning Activity
'PackagesDAPs), and continuous progress learning? Although the initial response
was positive, parents and prospective students began to perceive that less homework
was demanded and academic standards seemed lowered. The sense of lower expec-
tations was reinforced by an emphasis op course electives that developed employ-
able skills.

In 1982; a new principal at St. Frances' instilled a more rigorous philosopini in the
continuous leach* program. It emphasized more homework. increased written
and research assignments in LAPS, and more scheduled class time, especially fix
freshmen and sophomores. As the principal reMarked:

If you want to categcnize the changes that have taken place within the school, rat
could say that were gone Wont an innovative to a more traditional program. And, in
general, the students and parents are pleased with. this change, and the acuity like
the increased rigor at the school.

-

In general, experiments in academic organization led to more teacher respon-
sibilities for curriculum development and more stress on limited fiscal resources.
These combined with questionable assumptions in the underlying educational phi-
losophy to create general problents. Finally, after a period of experimentation, the

3. Learning Arthity Packagers or LAPS as they are o mtmonly (Alen include objectives. riot readings on the
particular topic, retnenres for additional it and a sus ref assigmnenb musk' lindlated in ItruilY.Irtien
tatideras 4:ornpltie their asstpunents and think they hair mastered the nrattrud in the LAP, they request a teat on dui
scetitat.

4. What remained to clear in these analyses was whether the ends of education, tole. ite . directed
leaping, and the means toward those ends were the same CAmskierahle stmeem stilts ait6 titian whether this
educationid philosophy was equally appropriate for all students. Some argued that a stniouret: Program was more
appropriate fur disadvantaged children. Without reviewing the details of this argument, it is sufficient 10 note thilethe
eihreational philosaphy of Catholic fltikXAS rraithionally has been more closely aligned with the Later than the
former.
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schools emplwized once again the core academic program that was their tradition
and that served students well in the pas.. Nevertheless,'some potdtive con.sequences
tom the innovations remain in the schools we visited. The cuffieulum is broaderand
more flexible, the teaching more student-centered, and the general eftwironment
more humane than the Catholic sdriools of the 1950s and early 1960s.

iatholie sect, ndary

emphasixes (OP'('
academic courses.
Althou,t,,h She sample
schools offered students
a ntode.st range ftir
electives. their specified -
the- major portion of
ttirse:s required for
graduathm.

tt

An *Jade,* Core. Fiveof the sample schools were primarily college Oreparatory.
Two others provided a broader range of offerings. St. Frances' had several courses in
home economics and balminess. St. Cornelius' offertd business and vocational elm-
tives along with special programs for learning disabled and educable mentally
retarded. Evell in the latter two schools, a centraacatkmic core for all students was
requiredt except for the educable mentally retarded.

In general, the range of curriculum in iCatholic secondary schools is !podest
compared to a comprehelisivie public high school. The typical Catholic secondary
school emphasizes academic foundation courses: mathematics, science, English,
social studies, and western European languages. The choices available to students at
the sample schools were limited Although most cif the schools offered acakmic

Required cou.ed from a low of 14 of 21 needed graduation at one schod
electives, they specilkcl. an average of 75 percent of requirentents,

to a high of 20 of 22 needed fur graduation at another.
Although die core academic curriculum varied among the schools visited, a typical

distriOudon included: four credits-in English; three credits in.social studies usually
western civilization, non-western cultures, and United States history; two credits in
mathematicsusually algebra and geometry; two credits in scieneetypically phys-
ical scierx:e and Nok4gy; two credits in foreign largiguage, with Fr Spanish,
German as the most common options. Addptions. in ition, as mentioned earlier, all
Aiwa% required four ofyears religion.

Further evidence for this emphasis on an academic core; is found in 11# Sc
and Beyond. Table 2.1 indicates that Caholic school students take more academic
courses than public school students. For example, the typical student in a Catholic
secondary school takes an average of 1.12 years more of mathematics and .62 years
more foreign language. Furthermore, recent analyses of transcript data from !LS&B
indicate Catholic school graduates average 15.7 credits in "new basics" sUbjects
compared with 12.5 credits for public school graduates.'

TABLE 2 1
Ntimber Of Academic
Courses Taken By Public
Arid Cabolie High
"whool Sruc;ents

mows
Foreign Lon9uoges
Physics and Olemarty
Mothemono

. max
scoot.

yis
55 In

2.07 yrs

CAMOUC
sow*
1.72 yes

.82 yrs
3.19 yrs

a

S The Sialkmial CA,mmiikston nt FM:01CM C in Ethle.nkni rel'Ommended t u heft sclinol students -lay the .

rt outfit* ms its the Five New hAtc.- taking manses in English t 4i, mathematics t 3), science t 3). socral studies 13 ).
and computer science ( .5). The Nallorotal Octierfer filducalom 1i ea Skietin (Februiey. 1944) summarizes an
analysis 01. 12.080 Iranscricas from 19112 NO school graduates and fin& Catholic :extol students aver over 3.2
mow atones than public school students in the fwe -new Isaac.- atrat. The Ballet* dues ne et el impair to hn1lc and
public school students in each area.
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The distribution of core academic courses required in the Cat olic schools we
visited is compatible with recommendations from several recent school reform
reports. John Goodlad, for example, recommends an increase in the number of
required academic courses and a decrease in the number of electives, especially in
vocational education.° Mortimer Ader, Ernest Boyer, Theodore Sizer, and the Na-
tional Commission on Excellence make similar reconunendations.7

Closer Look at the Corkcohina
,

Our. field work focuses on mathematics and English curriculum. We observed
classes in the ninth and eleventh grades, talked with department heads. and-inter-

..
s iewtd teidiers. Our findings summarized in what follows.

Ma4letnatics Curriadwn. es curricula vary across schools depending
on student ability level. At St. Cornelius', the offerings were typical of the schools we
visited (see-table 2.2). There are three sequences to aroma to student abilities:
remedial, academic, and honors. Although students are usually required to take only
two mathematics arses for gracluittion, many take three or four.

;...e.f3L.: 2 4) GilADE
_

rr.r:Ii.rrrqZt,-.` Of 9 General Moth I Algebra I Algebra I
(..,-,Jra...s AT 10 Pre-Algebra Geometry GeomenyiNgebra NIt' Algebra I Algebra N Mgonometry/Analysa

12 Geometry ittIorlqtnellYLOknaYsIs Calaika

f',

students in sequence 1-,--10 to 40 percent at the schools we visitedneed special
preparation for standard mathematics courses. For these, mathematics instruction
might begin with a review of the four basic computational operations, percentages,
decimals, fractions, and practii:al applications of mathematics. Pre-algebra coursek
build on these and introduce the Idea of a variable and equations itnrobring variables.

Sequence ILenrolls from half to three-quarters of the students at the seven schools.
It A designed for students with average mathematics abilities and skills. Students in
Algebra I study equations with one and two variables, exponents, radicals, quadratic
equations, and linear graphing. The typical plane geometry course includes the
theorems oftudidean geometry with emphasis on constructions, congruency, simi-
larity, and applications o f the -Pythagorean Theorem. Algebra II and Trigonometry
extend the Algebra I treatment of LaMar and quadratic equations. They also ciwer
graphing of first and second Order equations, conic sections, irrational and complex
numbers, logarithms, trigonometric functions and identities, and series and se-
quences.

The final sequence is for students with above-aver-41e mathematics abilities who' .

qualify for a five-year sequence, in high school. The content of the-four years in
Sequence Il is collapsed into three years to allow the addition of calculus or other
electives in the senior year. St. Edward's program was especially complete. It con-
tained both Calculus AB (elementary functions and calculus ofa single variable) and

a

john tlicx snail. A Hate Called Sthool, New York; McGraw Hill fleck Ottnixim 1984
7 Mortimer Adler, 71w Poidrita Proposal. New York MacMillan Publishing Cmparn% 1902; Ernest foyer, MA

School, New York Harper st Row, MINI Theodore Smarr, lorsires Compromise, Horst. liougharo Mifflin (A Aripans....
1904: and Natkinal Garsan lonun Excellence, 4. at At* Washington, 1) t: tic wernment Printing (*loin,
1901
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Calculus BC ( AB plus infinite series, and differential equations). This school offered a
total of 27 courses in mathematics including full courses in linear algebra, probability
and statistics, and computer programming.

&Wig) Curriculum. The English program at St. Richards acts typical for the
schools studied. The ninth grade emphasized narrative and descriptive writing, thZ
rules of ,grammer, vocabulary development, and introduction to four literary
genrespoetry, drama, the short story, and the novel.

Tenth grade students continue work on graMmar and vocabulary. They also study
the literary genres begun in their first year. At this level, there is more emphasis on
critical writing. Students typically analyze and critique short, stories and poetry. They
are also expected to write essays which articulate a coherent point of view on a
controversial topic.

Eleventh graders survey American literature from the colonial period to the
twentieth century. Emphasis is placed on the relationship between historical and
social contexts and the styles and interests of the period authors. When appropriae,
teachers of American history and !miff English dames amigo complementary
readings to highlight these relationships. Writing assignments include essays, critical
papers, and research projects.

During the senior year, students read English literature from the Anglo-Saxon
period to the twentieth century. There is a continuing emphasis on writing skills,
English mechanics, and vocabulary development.

major variations to this pattern involve the range of literature studied in a particular
year. Several schools offer American literature in the sophomore year and Enitlish
literature In the junior year. In this sequence, students choose from several electives
in their senior year-These include advanced placement English, world literature,
literary seminar, and special interest coursese.g., American novels, creative writ-
ing, oumalism, and contemporary fiction.

,Curriculurn Variation Amos Schools. The schools visited use electives to com-
municate to students and parents their distinctive features. For example, St. Edward's
offers 12 advanced placement courses, four computer courses, and other advanced -
humanities courses such as sociology and philosophy. On the other hand, St. Frances'
makes available business courses such as stenography, data processing, typing,
bookkeeping, and accounting. In addition, there are a limited number of home
economics courses. As indicated earlier, St. Cornelius' offers special courses for
handicapped students.

In general, the range of electives is relatively modest. It is intended to complement
the academic core curriculum. This policy is significant in two ways. From an

. economic perspective, it provides a viable response to the fiscal constraints affecting
many Catholic secondary schools. By concentrating efforts on a narrow set of
activities, Catholic secondary schools accomplish much with modest resources.

There are also significant social and academic consequences to this concentration
of effort. Previewing findings that we detail in Section 5, the courses students take are
the strongest predictors Of academic achievement. Since Catholic schixil students
take more academic courses than public school students, a substantial part of the

ei higher achievement level in Catholic schools is related to this fact.
Further, student background characteristics have a weak effect on academic

achievement in Catholic secondary schooLs. The analyses conducted to date suggest
one point: the scluxils' commitment to an academic core curriculum accompanied
by high teacher expectations and appropriate educational activities to support those
expectations are keyJactors In producing this achievement. The combined effect of
school characteristics attenuates rather than amplifies background differences
among students.
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Teachers in Catholic
schools expect all
students to master a core
academic ectrwft'aiant.
regardless 14.

round
tracteristics. kUrtber,

they believe this
curriculum is
appropriate without
reference to the
/postsecondary plans
student.

Teachers' perceptions about the academic orientation of their schools were simi-
lar in the sites we visited. High levels of agreement were found across many questions
tha Aced about the role of a core curriculum, college preparatory courses, honors
prqcrams, and diversity within the curriculum. These attitudinal responses are
consistent with the curriculum structures present in these schools which emphasize
required academic courses.

The responses of teachers to two questions suggest art important distinctkm. While
only a third of hem agree a college preparatory curriculum is best for everyone, over
three-quarters agree all students should take and master a core academic CUITICUIUM.
They held these views regardless of students' background or educational aspirations.

Further evidence of these high ecpectatit,ns were encountered in interviews with
teachers. They spoke of the mastery they expected from their students. A mathematics
teacher at St. Edward's stated:

I expect that the students will be able to study for themselves.... I expect quality
work from them and will ask them to do it over if it isn't right, and this applies to the
remedial as well as the honors students.

An English teacher at Sc. Peter's spoke about what she expected from students;
I require that certain standards be mai try to be compassionate. I listen to them and
sometimes accept their excuses if they fall short [e.& their hormwork iss btel But
1 also let them know that they can and will learn if they work sa it, and I expect them
to do that.

Data from High School and Beyond provide some corroboration for this. Over 70
percent of Catholic school nude= indicate that at least half of their teachers "make 4,,

them work hard to learn." The figure for public schools is 58 percent.
in edition, these teacher expectations are strongly supported by parents and

students. Evidence of this is found in our interviews, especially in the respcitses to
questions on school Fab and the adequacy of school programs. Peer group envi-
ronments further support the academic objeaives of the school. Very high percent-
ws of Catholic school students in both the field sample and in 11S6/1 respcmd that
their-best friends are interested in school, receive good grates, and have- p skive
attitudes about the school and their classmates. Time shared beliefs provide the
basis for mutual commitment among parents, students, and staff. They have a power-
ful influence on behavior.

school poticies
assigning students-la
classes combine with the
required academic core
and a modest range of

The Catholic schools we visited were structured to include honors, academic,
general, and remedial programs. Aldfough some schools offered electives on topics
such as small gas engines, horticulture, and cooperative office education, we did not
observe the multiple tracks of acadmnic, general, trade, vocadonal, and occupational
programs often found in a comprehensive public school.
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Most of the sample schools had flexible 1)01!cies for assigning stude.nts to classes.
Students reported they were not kept from classes in which they wanted to enroll.
Though students were assigned t6 some classes, 'particularly ninth arid tenth grade
mathernatks and English as a result of a placement examination or elementary school
achievement tests, other class assignments were more random. In junior and senior
years, students' choice of electives became the important factor in determining class
assignment

At St. Frances, a small number of students were grouped by ability in freshman
mathematics and honors mathematics along with grades.10 to 12 English sections. As
a result, most teachers had classes of diverse student abilities. Other than the single
honors sections in English and mathematics, the other classes were heterogeneous. It
was not unusual to find students from 'afferent grans taking the sve courses. In
general, students have extensive contact with a diverse group of classmates.

St. Frances' also has groups of advisors that encotirage sttifient mixing. This type
group was not found in most schools. The groups consisted of 12 to '.5 tents who
ranged across the four grades. They meet daily fQr a fifteen minute session with their
.faculty advisor. These meetings are similar. to homeroom periods but provide an

pity for informal conversation and small group counselling by the faculty.
Although new students enter the grotip and others leave through graduation or
transfer each year, it was common to have student] remain with the same advisor
throughout their high school program. This established long-term associations with
schoolmates and a faculty member. ,

St. Edwafd's had the-most extensive ability grouping of the schools we studied.
Historically, studen'were assigned to a section based on ability. They remained with
this section for all their classes. However, when St. Edward's instituted a new
compitter scheduling system in 1%3, this allowed for more flexibility in aslifeing
students to &uses. With the t system k was passible for students to go from one
honors class to another according to subject matter rather than having to attend all
honors or regular academic classes.

Even within this school, the 'mast''.stratified we observed, the alkwation of re-
sources diminishes -stratification effects. For example, St. Edward's assigns extra
resources and some of its most experienced tethers to students who need atkii-
tional assistance. Unlike most public schools, the honors sections here tended to be
the largest, with as many as 41 students. On the other hand, the remedial dames in thq
spegal freshman and so ore program averaged between 15 and 20 in a class.

During our site visits at St: Edward's, we observed and interviewed students in the
re iiedial classes. Freshmen in the program have 90 minutes per day of 'English
instruction. This includes 45 minutes of reading which Is not taught formally. to other
students. The extra time and small class size provide opportunities for individual
tutoring and small group work. The students we interviewed thought the program
helped them a great deal in other classes.

This program was adopted two years ago and strongly supported by the faculty.
One of the teachers in the program spoke of its strengths:

I like it because it gives these kids a chance to he successful. Before, they saw
themselves at the bottom. Now they talk about being in a special program that gives
them a chance to devekr their academic skiffs. (The learning that occurs) gives
these kids a much more positive attitude about themselves.

Faculty and administrators iealim this program uses greater resources than any other
within. the school, but as one teacher commented:
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We'ee always been con-klered as a school for academically tak-nte4 students, and to
a large extent we are. This program, however, gives us a chance to make a difference
with student.' who really need our help.

Parents of children enrolled in these classes support the program and appreciate the
special opportunities provided their children.
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In ea"ch School visited we intervieWed a random sample of students. One of the
questions we asked invited them to talk about several of their schoolmates whomwe
idendfied with yearbook picraes. We asked if they knew each student, how they
knew him or her, and what each person was like. Students' responses to our inquiries
indicate a high level of personal identification in the ways students describe
classmates. They spoke about other students in the following ways: "She's a friend of
my big sister." "We go to the moviestogether." "She's in the play, the drama noupe,
here." "My good friend knows him." "We're in the same advisor group." "I've talked
with her around the school, but I can't remember her name. ""He plays on- the
basketball team." "We went to the same grade school together." "ism her in Church
on Sunday."

Students at stn'aller schools knew maof their schoolmates than students at larger
schools. At Bishop O'Boyle, the smallest school in our sample, every student we
interviewed knew all the other 'students about whom we asked. We showed the same
collection of randonily selected yearbook pictures to faculty members. They. also
recognized all the students. At the (shit. extreme, St Edward's, with 1500 students,
had recognition rates closer to 30 percent for students and 40 percent for faculti.

It appears then the small size of many Catholic secondary schools facilitates
extensive social interaction among students and faculty. ibis; in turn, contributes to
the sense of community within the school. Although High 'School and Beyond has
limited Information on the nature of social interaction within schools, the available
data tend to support this proposition. Students in fatal schools have more leadership
and executive 4.; . They are also rnme likely to repon that tlxir teachers are
interested in them, t that they, in Wm; are interested in schtxg.

We believe, though, there is more at week here than the effects of school size.
Regardless of Are, across all seven schools we visited, we encountered few com-
ments of the type, "He's a jock," or ".She's really studc up." Negative stereotyping of
students using comments such as these were virtually nonexistent. These interview
data are further corroborated in student questionnaire responses. More than 85
percent of the students consider the relationships among students either good or
excellent Only 11 percent thought students became impatient with slower
classmates. Only ten percent agreed that students from lower-income families had
fewer opportunities in the school than more affluent students. An even smaller
number,. four percent, thought students igtxxed classmates who needed help. Re-
sponses from faculty and parents to the same questions produced similar results.

The cumulative effect of these data and our field observations point to a crud
phenomenon: there Is a shared set of values among student, parents, and faculty that
views the school as a social context committed to a vision of Christian community.
This sense of community is accomplished with students who are quite diverse. As
noted in Section 5, aboui 15 percent of Catholic secondary school students are
miry and 12 percent acne non-Catholic. In addition, a wide range of parersal
occupational arid educational levels is represented Yet, there is homogeneity in one

30
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impanant respect there is a commitment to the broad goals of the Catholic school.
We found considerable support for the irk= the aims of the school-inirolve more
-tan striving for an opdmal level of 4r' I . v . A strong sense
of social responsibility and standards of personal - which value Idndness,and
caring toward others also ate espoused. 'these -are values that students aspire to
attain. Furthermore, as we shall descdbe in Segion 4, the 'staff live and actively
atternpuo foster this vision.

In sum, the snag size of most Quholk secondary schools and the modest diversity
in their academic programs combines with packs on assigning students and faculty
to classes to minimize seareotyping and differentiation among students. Facuky and
staff strongly support these policies. Furthermore, they berme students can ana will
learn and that it is their fluty to see that this occurs. Finally, the commitment
to Christian community provides cciterence and meaning to the entire enterprise.

31
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lawst single portion of ieachers' and students' lives is spent in classrooms.
Here curriculum and academic organization meet teachers and stutktnts to create a
social context for instruction and learrdng. This secion considers the nature of this
social context within Catholic secondary schools.

'..
Despite the age of the
Pbysical plant in many
tithe sample srhools.
the facilities were clean
anal free of grYiifill and
tither signs of
vandalism. This general
sense of cleanliness and
order carried over into-
the. classt'titim to create
a phy-sisal environment
conducive to learning.

t

The buildings housing the schools we visitecirange in age from a colonial mansion
erected in 1750 to a contemporary glass and brick school/convent complex con-
structed in 1966. The three most modern schools were built in the1960s in stable
residential suburban settings. The others were located in older buildings in inner city
areas.

The newer schools tend to be larger, better equipped, and physically similar to a
modest suburban public school. St. Madeline's Is a good example. It had pleasant
exterior lines and well-kept trees and.lawn. The interior space was well-designed
with wide hallways and indirect lighting in clams. In brief, the physical envi-
ronment is spacious, bright, clean, and uncluttered. Although it is nearly 20 years old,
the building looks almost new. It shows few signs of adaescents' wear and tear.

Some changes have occurred in the interior of Catholic schools over the past
twenty-fin years. These are fewer religious stsues. One is more likely to find plants
and = carpeted floors, and a wider range of colors as was the case at St.

1 line's. These changes create a total effect thar is softer and less austere than an'
ETA.

The general ambience of St. Madeline's conveys a sense of older and community.
Ste' an work and posters are displayed neatly throughout the hallways and in
classrooms. In walking through corridors and lobbies, one is likely to encounter
numerous groltps of girls sitting on-the floors in small circles talking excitedly about
the events of the day. There is obvious affection amcmg students and teachers. A
personal embrace or kiss as students greet dassmses and to hers is common. These
interaction suggest a great deal of human caring. Comments from students and
faculty conveyed the same impression: the environment and culture of this school
feels like bottle.

The initial wproach to St. Frances'an inner city Baltimore school provides a
stark contrast to St. Madeline's. The barbed wire fence surrounding the back of(he
school yard is difficult to overlook. ViSi1015 must ring a buzzer and he screened
visually, by a secretary berme entering the schOol, located in a troubled neighbor-
hood. As one moves inside, the ambiance changes dramatically. We were struck by
how much the external world ---the poorly maintaimd structures, the loud noise of
traffic and the hectic IL* of the cityis left outside the school doort. The main lobby
resembles a turn of the century manskm, large and gradously appointed. To the left is
a sittim room furnished with period furniture and an old or lei rug. The floors are
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marble. An attractive wooden staircase with highly. polished bannisters and floor
boards leads to the upper floors. A large stained glass window frames the staircase
landing,.

Despite the age of the facility. and the need for major structural renovitigns, it is
clear much attemion is given to the physical environment at St. Frances'. It isa source
of much pride The general climate of the school conveys a strait% sense of tiadkion,
stability, and affiliation. This creates a psychological boundary as pronounced as the
physiod boundaries separating the school frotn the -city 4

Even in the larger schools such as St. Edward's where the 3 w structure is more
traditional, the sense of pride Atom the school and the feelings of community it
engenders are strong. Alt hough eiabongie physical plants are not a distinguishing
characteristic of Catholic schools; they are generally dean, well maintained, and
orderly. Respect for the physical Institution is a value shared by staff and studems.
Further, this sense of respect transfers to the social environment as well. The overall
effect is of a safe. supportive environment conducive to learning.

Classroom Instructional
mate.riah were
traditional. In (Addition
to minx textbooks.
teachers reguhtrIv
employed simple media
devices Nadi US
oterhead Projectors.
Few .Nch,,ols more
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tter.asln
compuhtrs.
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Teachers relied extensively on textbooks as the major instructional source. This
was especially true in nutthentadcs, science, and fore*n bnguage classes. In English,
social studies, and religion classes, more examples Of teacher produced mrkerials
and wit:sheets were found.

Most instrwtion was in conventional classrooms, although we noted a kir in-,
stances of Instruction in makeshift settings like the corner of an audkcaium or part of
a basement cafeteria The sexing pattern in the dassrocans was tradkional students
in rows of desks or tables facing the teacher in the front of the classroom. An-
occasional class had a seminar arrangement with students and teacher seated in a
wall circle facingeachother. In most classes, however, the sheer number of students
aid not make this seating plan feasible.'

The instructional aids housed in clastutxxnsbooks, audiovisual equipment,
maps, globes, posters, and charsvaried greatly escrow schools. Virtually every
classroom contained chalkboards, bookshelves, and bulletin boards. In general,
teachers had access to the basic instructional materials required for their job.

In terms of mote spedalized equipment, most wadies had ready access to.fihn
projectors and overhead projectors. Instructional television and computers were less
available, however. One school had a relatively Comprehensive computer center
offering both instructional computing and extracurricular computer activities for
students. Computer education programs and facilities were quite limited in the
remaining schools. Some plan to make improyetnents in this area within the next
Year-

Tem:hers choose various approaches to deccxatirakthetr moms. Bulletin boards
often display material relevant- to course cement Examples of this are a Shakes-
peare festival poster in a junior Englis.h claw, a diagramd the solar system in the
physics lab, and a scene from the Loire Valley in a French III classroom. Numerous
items encouraging =tong schaol spirit were also presaa. These common findings
include slogans exuding school pride"We are the Royal Family!" at St. Peter's
where the team nidmame is the Royalsand posters exhorthwaitendance at school

1. The reciting slar mw and column arming arrangement swears to he a tativersai characteristic of secondary
edam:mast Other resent iem such as Goodad and Sizes found shutter arrangements in the field sites they visited
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athletic qr social events----"May the, Force Be With Us Against Aquinas Prep on Friday!
Get Your 1 idret for THE GAME Today.4 There were also displays of students' work.
Art projects, collages for religion classes, and examples of student writing were
prominently exhibited in classrooms. Ur message teachers wished to convey was
clear we are a vonununity, and your contribution here is valued.

tItliough teachers use
class time in numerous
WRVS, in many classes
we found a general set
qactirittes. this
consisted 414-aura
discussion. review,
practice and drill, and
E41VdnaittiPl. Teachers

' reported regukr
homework 4tssignments.
en:Moved testing as an
essential Part of their
teaching. and used
other megisures such t
written work and
discUSSION 10 evaluate
student prtsgress.

In the sites we visited, dass periods range from a minimum of 35 to a maximum of
minutes. The average period is about 46 minute. During the second round afield

research, we used a structured observation protocol to document carefully teachers'
use of dass time. Table. 3.1 indicates the time allocated for 13 different activities
observed in 57 classes.* These data indicate that most classroom time is spenton six
activities: discussing, introduction of new material in the foqn of teacher lectures and
derimnstradon, review of homework, in-dais writing assignments and homework,
clerical details, and quizzes, tests, and drills.

TABLE 3.1. Average Amount of Time Spent on
Various Claisro-om Activities (Field
Ri;search'Somple)

*CUM
AMOUIff OF

NS Minutes)

DUCISS0011 12.4
IftetU00(1. New Material 10.3
Homewoth Review 6.7 I

Minn Assignment in Ooss 3.8
Genoa! 2.6
Wham Amignent (Composition) 2.1
Out. lest, 1.9
Review of OW, Tee, DWI 1.6
Oral Reading 1.6.
Review of %Mow _ 1.6
Skint Reading .5
Test Preen :2
PA Annountements .1

TOTAL 45.8

One of the better.dasses observed was an honors Algebra I class at St. Richard's.
This well-planned, quick-paced freshman class worked on solving equations in one
unknown by substitution, graithh*, and Intuition. The teacher began the class by
describing bdefly. the igan for the day, how it related to who they had been doing,
and where they Wete gcdtlig. She then lectured kw about 15 minutes on the new
material. Afterward, some studems went to the blackbosud to work on Emblems
related 63 this topic Toward the end of dass, she gave a brief quiz on the homework
assignment from the pervious night and ass*raxt some new homewtxt. She spent
the final minutes of class reviewing work with students absent the prer.ous day.

\tr
2. The dna prompted hiTahle 5.1 andereminases the arammtvidass dine devoted so activities. In ardent)

get as muds infoneationts we could du/Snell, limbed Odd mem* time, we did classrooms where
a OA period testima uederway. Oma from teacher queationnaires mamma that whale polled am occur at Wm once
every three stela AO teatime time neared so M Table 3.1 Is for ohm rpthmegintiV,
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This class was unusual because of its crispness and overall quality of instruction. It
cktes share several featum found generally in Catholic secondary school classrooms.
In partictuar, teachers in our field Sample indicate testing and homework are a basic
component in their teaching. They give at least one quiz per week and a test every two
or three weeks. Approximately two-thirds of the teachers report they give homework
three times a week. Over 50 per of the students in the field skes report
they '1 InOre than five hours per week on homework. Higfr ST:pool and Beyond
data (see Section 5) indicate these are typical respcmses. Brolly, a surprisingly high
62 percent of teachers respond they "always" or "usually" grade 'students'
homework.

In addition to tracking the use of class time, we also cloo.unented the types of
teaching stranies employee We categorize teacher-initiated instruction into three
groups: OrklaCtic instrixdon where lecuring or teaching by telling is emphasized;
coaching where the .teacher works with Individual sub:lents in a drill and 'practice
format* socratk where the teacher employs questioning to enlarge ideas, probe, and
generally stimulate higher level cogrddve skills.

Virtually every class visited involved some aniount of didactic instruction. While
t he most common strategy, it was rarely the exclusive one. Molt classes involved
some amount of individual coaching and socratic wad**. The latter, howet;er,
might only be for a small pcaticm of the class. It was more likely to occur in English,
relkitim, or social studies.

Perhaps the best example of discussion teaching was an English cbss in which the
poetry of Langstcm Hughes as analyzed. The teacher elicited comments frozmn
students and encouraged them to use them as a basis fix interpreting the poem. The
teacher probed this upper-middle class white student group with questions such a&

Have snap of you ever been in a situation where you were in the minority? What did
that feel like? Have yea ever been in a situation where life has been extra hard' What
was it like? What do le know about Langston Hughes? What insights do you have
about ht life after raiding his poetry?

Although classes of this type Were rare, we did observe a mix of activities and
teaching tedutiques, even though didactic beaching was the most frequently em-

*played Across virtually all classes visited, we found a strong emphasis on student
accountability in the form of regular homework and frequent testing.

3. This system for categorizing dam teaching is based on ideas advanced by Mollie:ter Adler, Its e Para
Proposal, Pies# VT* Maentiffan book Ca, 1982.

. Assessing the engagement ci students in classroom Instruction is an elusive task.
Fundamentally, we want to document oognidve pocesses not observable directly. As
an alternative, one looks for behaviors that indicate these latent processes may be A.
occurring. We approached the problem in two ways. First, we looked for indicators of
no involvement in classroom activities: students with their heat's on their desks;
students withota books, paper, or pencils; and simians taring to others during class
instruction. Second, we noted signs of acdvetudent won: contributions to
class discussions; working out problems at the boon* reading aloud from the tom
and asking questions. At two Redetermined points, 10 minutes into each dals and 10
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minutes before the end of each class, we recorded what each student was doing. in
the 57 classes observed, almost 90 percent of the students were engaged at the first
checkpoint. This fell to slightly under 80 percem at the secooN assessment.

These data suggest a Willi level of student engagement in classroom instructkm.
Further, the relatively snuill proportion of students not engaged refrained from
interfering with the engagement of others. Across all the classes visited, we did not
observe a single incident of student classrbom behavior that disru the ittStrUC-
tional program. Du from teacher questioimaires in these scimols f national
information fmiij Iftb School and Beyond indicate these are characteristics of
studem life within Cmholic schools. They are not !Waked to the classes we observed.

Fewer than five percent of the teaehers in.our sample report any of the falowing
problem& student fights in class; students under the influence of alcohol or drugt
physical Or verbal abuse of students; students ridiculing other students; and excessive
absences or tardiness. Failure to do homework and minor Infractions were cited by
fewer than 15 percent of the teachersis regular classroom problems:

Studem data from 166B offer a similar picture. Figure 11 indicates the low in-
cidence of students cutting classes, refusing to obey Instructions, talking back to
teathers, and physical musics on teachers in absolute terms and in comparison to
public school& Similarly, the vast majority of Indic& students: mass a strong
interest in school both on their pan and on the part of their friends; believe that the
academic quality of the schools is either good or excellent; agree almost -uriani-
mously that their schools hate good mutations within the community !B&B data
from principals provide further confirmation.

FIGURE 2.1.
St,:ider,r Rppors Aboc,:

PrCbleilW Perent(ige.
Stunk -111", WhC

rhos therA.*.

Probleftls
Oftq)

END of

Nespendenis
60%

40
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As we integrate doze iarious source and types of data present in this se cdon and
the precedi% cmes, a clear picture tit life within Catholic school dessroOms emerges.
Students ary engaged in the initiiictional prhcess. They see their teachers as

inierested in them as well as mien and under sanding. Teachers are also firm and
committed to high standards. Mutual respect among students and teachers alike
characterizes the soda' envirmimas. The incklence of disruptive behaviors of taw

' kind is very lc +v. $ an environmem conducive to lesining. And in fact, learning
does occur.
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:)FACULTY
ROLES

AND
CONCERNS

Secifin 4

The Caholic school community has been experiencing a quiet transformation
for some time. The percentage of lay faculty has increased steadily each year over the
iast two decades Lay persons now constitute 78 percent of the teadrers. Our
proleakm, decided in Section 7, indicate that by 1995 most Cad-solk school faculties
will be rdy lay. This transformation has pmfound Implications for the academic

st and *I-ftW character cif Catholic schocgs and the manner in which they are financed
and governed It is particularly important because et the central role Catholic schenl
faculty have in creating the schoolemirotunetx and in shaping students' experiences
within that environment. This idea, introduced in Section 1, is elaborated further in
viha follows.

on nsus exists within
the fa flies lot the
schools te visited about
the academic purposes
ft," the school fond the
organization and
:methods cif instruction
employed to address
these purposes.
Teachers. lay and
religious. ,bare similar
conceptions of their role
in the schools. From this
per. cline, the
transformation of
Catholic school faculties

from prethInsinantly
religions to lay is a
story ofcontinuity with
tradition.

When analyzing
religious practices and
opinions on moral
issues. we noted
dgferences between

COMPARISONS OF RELIGIOUS AND LAY FACULTY
.IN CATHOLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS

4

religious orders have shaped the character of the Catholic schools
they sponsor. These orders are responsible for dv school tradition, part of which
includes a commitment to an academic core curriculum., We found strong support
from religious and iay faculty in the field sites about this aspect of the school's
mission. 1%5Itchets' questionnaire resporktes indicae religious and lay faculty agree
that students should take a core academic curriculum (77 and 76 percent, respec-
tively), and all students should master such a curriculusn (80 and 85 percent,

). Similarly, only 29 percent of religious and 33 percent of lay faculty
all students should be required to take a college prepalatory program. We

interpret these data as strong support for the principle which organizes the academic
side of embolic secondary schools: an academic core curriculum is awropriate for
all students regardless or background or post-secondary plans. When discussing
academic goals for Catholic schools, tbe transformation from predominantly re-
ligious to lay staffing is a story of continuity with tradkiOn.

ReNglious and lay faculty also advocate similar educational philosophies and em-
plo comparable instructional methods. Both groups emphasize regular homework
and testing. In our sample, 58 percent of religiocs and percent of lay acuity
assigned homework a minimum of three times per Similar percentages
indicate they "frequently" or "always" graded Eighty-seven percent of
teligious and 90 percent of lay. teachers report that test* is a regular part of their
teaching. fir the classes we observed, both lay and religious teachers tend to empha-
size teacher-directed instruction.

in commenting on the spiritual climate of the school, religious and lay staff
espouse similar human values and sumdards for social responsibility that should
guide personal behavior. Both lay and religious faculty believe overwhelmingly that
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their schools should foster social justice and caring, promote the building of a
Christi= community, and offer students the opportunity to interact with persons of
other races.

The parents interviewed express saisfaction with the work of teachers within the
'schools. They note no obvious differences between the performance of lay and
religious faculty. Students also report that both religious and lay teachers were
accemible and made time available for individual studems. When asked to differ-
entiate between the two; students were often at a loss. They generally cite the younger
age of the lay faculty members.

When we turn our attention to religious practices, however, there are modest
differences between these two faculty wows. Whereas all religious members indi-
cate they regularly attend Sunday Mass and about 50 percent regularly go to amfes-
'sion, the lay faculty responses were 70 and 16 percent respectively., Approximately 33
perms of religious staff and 16 percent of lay faculty are currendy working on satial
service or steighbmbood projects.

The questkms on moral issues indicate a greater divergence. Approximately
one-quarter of the religious faculty and half of the lay staff remarriage after
divorce is "usually" morally del. While only four of the religious staff
thought premarital sex between adults who loie each other is "nsually" morally right,
about one-quarter of the lay faculty agreed with this statement Finally, on the
question of "legal abortion tithe danger to the mother's health is great," 11 percent of-
the religious faculty and 35 percent of the lay facukY thought this is "usually" morally
right-

We snouid.be careful not to read too much into these data While the differences
between lay and religious faculty on certain religious practices and moral issues
suggest some conflict, this is by no means unique to Ca hulk school personnel. These
groups mirror disagreements within the American Catholic Church. In fact, given the
diversity of opinion within the contemporary Cab o& Church, in our view there is a
remarkable consistency in the positions expressed in the teacher questionnaires.

GENERM. CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHERS IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS:
THEIR ROLES AND CONCERNS

High School and Beyond data and the NCEA statistical summaries provide descrip-
tive information on Catholic secondary school faculties.' Slaty percent of these
teachers are female, 89 percent are white, and 78 percent lay. The total staff includes
16 percent female religious and six percent religious brothers or priests. All Staff have
at leaSt a bachelor's degree, and 42 percent have their master's, At present, national
data on teachers' age or religion is limited.2 The median age for Catholic secondary
school teachers in our field sample which shows a high degree of consistency wkh
national data on other indicatms was 35 years. The stiffs were 85 percent Catholic.
Religious facility were typically older and more experienced than lay colleagtues. In
the schools we visited, the' religimis faculty averaged between 10 and 25 more years
of teaching experience than the lay staff.

I W#0.1rates Cabe* Eieffrefflary and Sea ' Sdsaals, 1982-83.
I. See ANN:tonal Parra& afCalbedic Secondary Scboatt Melba:Inlay Report, Fbase t, Wohinstun,l) C.: Nakmai

Catholit Eduottonoi Astioctation, 1984.
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The tipjeal teacher in a
Catholic secondary
school carries a Beaty
workload. it includes
multiple class
preparations and
extend's,
extracurricular
activities. Teachers in
the field sample spend
over 40 hours per week
at school. Over Ind,
Barr after-school
responsibilities such as
Crwthing or moderating
activities.
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Teachers in our sample report they spend an average of eight hours and 15
minutes at their schools each day. The typical teacher arrives shortly after 7:30 in the
morning and leaves approximately 3:45 in the afternoon. She teaches five 45 minute
periods per day. This may include responsibility for a single section in one course
and two sections each in two others. She also spends 3 hours and 45 minutes in class
each day. She might have about 45 minutes for class preparation, aPproxhnatelY an
hour for lunch and personal time, and 30 minutes for passing between classes. The
remainder of her time on campus is spent 'correcting mem and working with
individual students.

After the instructional day, many teachers participate in coaching athletics, mod-
erating extracurricular activities, and performing other school-related duties. Forty:
nine percent of the teachers in our sample schools modem between one and three
co-curricular activities such as the Spanish Club or the debate team. Trticatly, this
requited about six hours per week of the teacher's time throughout the school year,
When it comes to coaching athletic teams, 24 percent of the teacher's report spending
an average of nearly 11 hours per week on such activities. In addidoti, half of the
teachers report they spend an average of over eight hours per week on other
school - related responsibilities like bingo, fund-raising, and parents' meedngs.

Teachers also report spending between egight to ten hours per week at home on
school-related work. Th.'s includes correcting papers, reading for class as*nments,
rnd preparing for the next day's classes. Adding together the regular wad aim tin*,
extracurricular activities, and home preparation, it is clear limy Catholic school
teachers devote over 50 hours per week to work.

While this data overviews faculty responsibilities, a brief look at a typical day for an
individual Catholic secondary school teacherin this case, Margie McDaniel, a
second year faculty member at St. Peter'sis instructive.

Margie usually arrives at school as 7:45 A.M. She begins her teaching day with
homeroom at &15. At &30, she teaches an English I class for average ability studems.
It meets und! 9:20. She moves immediately to a- remedial reedits section for 15
stucknts, her next instructional period. During her free period from 10:10 to 11:00,
she may correct papers and prepare materials for one of her later classes. From 12:00
to 11:50, she teaches an hcarors section in English 1. Lunch with faculty colleagues
consumes &out 20 mirages, and the remaining half hour may be spent talldng with
studems involved in one of the co -curricular activities she moderates. At 12:401 she
begins her second secdcat of English I.ft is followed by an English II section for

li<y students.
The remaining part of her afternoon schedule changes wigs the seasons. During

the winter, she coaches basketball for the girls' varsit team from 245 to 4:15. This is
=may followed by an hour or so of administrative work associated with being the
girls' silk& director. In the fall, she coaches junior varsity volleyball. In the spring,
she assists with softball. 04 days with no athletic practices, she may sperm' a few hours
on her dudes as English department chairperson. She rarely leaves St. Peter's before.,
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5 P.M. On many occasions she stays at school well into the evening for athletic events
or parents' meeting. She estimates she typically spends at least two weekends a
month arthe school for various co-curricular activities.

Margie spoke with enthusiasm about teaching and coaching at St. Peter's. She
enjoys the students and the communiN spirit. Getting to know students and having
some influence over their personal tltroWth is rewarding. Although the hectic
,schedule is sometimes overwhelming, she claims her organizational skills and ability
to use the productively have grown in this process.

On numerou.s'occaskins we heard strait.* comments linking positive testimony
abouischool life with a remark about how stressful it can be. In particular, teachers
mention the daily stress of correcting papers, admonishing students, monitoring
cafeterias and hallways, meeting with parents, and the extended work days. One
teacher stated:

Although I really enjoy working with kids, I get tired at times. The pace is hectic, and
it ahvays seems that there are more jobs that need to be picked up.

atholic school faculty
thei, role as

broader than prin-iding
lasiruction in a subject
matter area. They are
concerned to the tip
f prsou each student

Ulan (4 /U
f 14Ch student knows.

t H if ffilICT A Of trishrs
report the! totisider
their work as as ministre
and their role as one ftf
shaping young adults.

We asked teachers to tell us why they taught at Catholic schools. We encouraged
them to reflect on how they felt about their work. To tell this story, we rely heavily on
their ccxnments.

Virtually every teacher interviewed indicated their work is more than the live-class,
seven-hour day. In addition to being committed to teaching, class prtparaion, and
the instructional programs, they spoke also of the emphasis on personal values and
community at their schools. A sister at St. Cornelius talked about her situation:

I don't view it as job. What I see here, and one of the reasons, our religious
community is here, is for the education tithe poor. . I think the importance of this
work is not only in the academia: but also because we teach personal values and are
concerned about meeting students' other needs as part of what we do.

A faculty member at St. Edward's reflected:
I see wharwv do as teachers on three levels: We are role models in that we are living
examples tithe beliefs that are taught to religion classes. We also have an obligation
to teach values. I used to think that I was a Spanish and French teacher. Now I know
that my values are a least as important as the content I teach. Finally, I remind myself
that we play a four year part in these students' lifetimes.. . . What we have to transmit
is a vision for the future to.help them mold themselves into the kind of persons they
want to become.

A faculty Member of St. Frances spoke about integrating life with learning in her
claSses:

As far as I'm concerned . . . besides the background on literature, grammar, and the
like, we discuss life and the problems that students are likely to encounter. it is ju.st
as important what they learn about life while they are here as what they learn about
academics.

dearly, teachers in Catholic high schools see themselves as role models fur their
students. One teacher stated succinctly a :view shared by

Fven if teachers don't teach religion, we teach by our lives. Basically, this school is a
good environment, and we teach by our example and who we are. We strive to make
students more conscims of the world around them and how they fit into it.
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Finally, some teachers spoke about their work as a ministry "of helping people,
being involved, and feeling fulfilled as a result," as one teacher phrased k. Some view
why they do as integral to the church's work in education and religious
nom. TheThe first and most obvious aspect of this is in teaching religion. The chairman
of the religion department at St. Edward's said:

In hiring teachers, we look for ministers. In some schools, people start as teachers
but then plan to get into business or some other area afterwards, but we reinforce
academic work and ministry here.

In addition, some teachers claim an important part of the work of the school
involves supporting students whose families are troubled Principals and counselors
in many of the schools we visited commentedon the increasing number of students
whose families experience stressful situations such as divorce or unemployment. In
reflecdhg on this ministry within schools, one teacher spoke of the surrogate patient
role that teachers and schools take on for some sudem.

amazing when you hear them talk about their families. It's like they don't have
any stability at home. Their life here at the school is about the only thing that is stable
in their environment. I feel at times due we function almost like parents for some
students-

In troad terms, many faculty view their multiple school roles, teacher, coach,
counsellor, and adult model as a ministry unto Well. On numerous occasions we
heard comments such as:

This Is basically my ministry. This is my way of serving Grid in my life. I think many of
the faculty here look an it in this way.

The manner in which Caliolic school teachers talk about their work is reminiscent
of the :miff* roles played by public school teachers in an earlier era. As recently as
1945, many public school teachers were forced to board with families in the commu-
nity because of limited incomes. A positive result of this practice was that teachers
were an integral part of the community in which they taught and whose values they
shared. As Diane Ravitch recounts:

Even where waters led independent lives, they were expected to spend after-
school hoursm supervisors of extracurricular activites and to know their students:
they, in turn, could count on patents to support and reinforce the demands male by
the school. Colleges and universities never questioned their rude in locoparent&
they were responsible for the young men and 'women in their care, as if the
institution itself were the wen&

This description of an earlier age in public education seems similar to the scenes
we. observed and the voices we heard in today's Catholic secondary scools. Faculty
believe teaching values and shaping the lives ofyoung people by action and exampk
are just as important as the academic components &their work. They interpret their
roles as including concern for personal and academic development. Parents support
this concept They remarked ofte in our interviews that the academic quality and
personal commitment of the faculty were major fact .in their decision to send their
child to a Catholic high school..

3. 1/1Ark. Ravatelt. 7Zwe 7k:whin! aissoar, '.kw York: Bask Hooks. 2983
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In interviews and on qut.sticxmaires students report almost unanimously that their
teachers are availdble to assist them before and after school. A group of seniors and
juniors spoke of their teachers in these words:

The teachers are here to help you. . . They really do care about you. After you're
here at the school for awhite,you begin to realize that they are ready to talk with you
and listen to saiat you Ix to talk about.
This school is stung academically and the reasm is the faculty. They're good
teachers, dedicawd people, and the prepare us well for college.

Parent questionnaire data corroborates these points. Nearly 90 percent of the
parents characterize teachers' interest in students as either "good" or "excellent."
Over 80 percent indicate "teachers definitely are willing to help 'students before and
after school." Almost 50 percent of mews repott extensive student-teacher itlierac-
dons occurred in their schools. Over 60 percent of the parents agree that "teachers
support students from troubled families?' In interviews, parents spoke of teachers
treating their children with respect This enabled the students to grow in self-respea.
Other parents commented that Catholic school teachers support the values of the
`family. They thou& this was very important.

High Sdmol and fleyorui data confirms these views. Catholic school students rate
their teachers high in evaluating their interest In students inside and outside cast.
This is also true of the respect, patience, and understanding that readers demon-
strate. The evidence hum parents and students indicates an enthusiasdc endorse-
ment of Catholic secondary school teachers. As we parent said, "They are generally
very e7cePdonai PeoPle:

Prindpals' reports from liS&B provide further evidence. Principals in Cathdic
schools are less Moly than public school principals to rate teacher absenteeism as a
pr e. in fact, Catholic scholl teachers are absent less. Catholic school principals
are also less likely to indicate teachers at their schools lack motivation and conunit=
menu. This data stggests a high degree of satisfaction byettholic achools-principals
about their faculties.

Mere aas a disquieting
note /iland in the data

led from' teachers.
.11though they
denititistrato. 44 1,11MX
f omptitment to their
stioietti and their
scholi, they indicate

'We document in Section "fthat Catholic school teachers' salaries average 30 to 4.0

percent less than their counterparts in public schools. Many of the teachers inter-
viewed spoke of holding second johs and making personal sacrifices to continue
teaching in Catholic schools. One.third-year teacher talked about her struggles:

worry about my fmances quite a bit. I always have a second and sowetimes even a
third jobselling in depart:mem stores, working as a youth counselor, and the like.
It bothers me that I might not be able to afford to stay here, because I really enjoy the
girls and my work.
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The salary schedules at many schools limit tiw range of individuals whoare able to
remain on the faculty. An experienced teacher at St. Frances' noted:

There are no men on the faculty. They couldn't afford it. OUr faculty consists oftwo
dLstihct groups: young. college grackiates on their first job and wives of settled
businessmen for whom the money isn't important. In general, k's the last group that
Stay&

_Teacher questionnaire data indicate a high degree of dissatisfaction with salaries.
Sixty-five percent thought their salaries too low. None thought them too high. Only
15 percent thought their salaries about right, taking into consideration other intangi-
ble benefits of teaching at such schools. St. Cornelius' and St. Edward's were the ma
,schools a which the salary schedules were most comparable to local public schools.
Fewer dun ten percent of these lay faculty members income that salary would be the
main reason for leaving the school. On the other hand, at the schools with the lowest
salary schedules, nearly 30 percent of lay faculty list low salaries as themaior'reason
why they might leave the school.

Most knportant, only 38 percent of the teachers thought their schools were paying
"the most that they could afford." This data suitgests a credibility gap between
teachers and those who set salaries. This point is supported by teachers' responses to
questions concerning their twee of involvement in establishing school policies.

On the one hand, teachers felt strongly engaged in classroom and curriculum°.
matters. On the other hand, they indicate very low levels of invavemem in find
and policy matters affecting the whole school. Our data shows 95 percent of the
teachers in the schools visited say they had a good deal of influence over their own
teaching, and 60 percentirepon they exercise a good deal of influence in the area of
curriculum. Only seven pert, though, lawn they had much say In the financial
management and planning occurring in the school. The figures are also low (17
percent) for teacher influence on school policies. As one teacher remarked:

I fed frustrated that I'm never armed for my opinion. I think I have some valuable
ideas and yet I never get a chance to express them to, the people in charge.

Expressions of this type were not common in our rviews. They provide
evidence, though, that some teachers feel a bck of influenceyithin the school they
personally suppott, often at great sacrifice.

In our view, there is an aspect of the tra donmaion ci Cabo& schools from
religkats to lay institutions that demands more itention. We believe atachers are the
great strength of Catholic secondary sthools. Their extended work days and broad
investmera in school life reflect an uncommon cledicakal. For this reason, we take
notice of the surprising degree of disenftanchisemem oaf lay faculty from financeand
govensmce matters in Catholic schools. The cunt successes and the future of
Catholic schools depend on the cominued commitment of the lay faculty. Those
imerested in the survival and health of Catholic schools thould not ignore the voices
of those so essential to continuing the tradition, and who, in growing numbas, staff
the schools.

Even as we point to this vexing trotdem, we also note we did not -observe
inclicadons of open conflict between administrators and faculty in the schools
visitecl. As we demonstrate in Section 8, this seems due largely to the strong sense of
deference to rel4gious faculty that influences governance within Catholic schods.
Whether this continues, however, and for how trs, remains an open question.
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This section is primarily an analysis of data from the national survey on American
secondary schools, Higb Scbool mod Beywd. We present our findings On the 1980
cohort of sophontorei questimed again as seniors 1982. Data from our field
studies are relegated to a supporting role.'

This section is divided into four parts:
A brief description of Catholic secondary sdaciols based on the .10641 data that
indudes a discussion of some maim. differences among Catholic schools as well
as how these schools compare as a grow to public schools
A brief examination of the institutional factors associated with quality secondary
schools;
A detailed exploration of the nature of the iftects of Catholic secondary schools
on students' academic achievement, post-secondary educational plans, and
affective and social development;
A discussion of selected findings from our research on Catholic sdbaoi effects

The first ma parts provide background inbrmation for the third pan. The third pan
is the heart of this section and the centerpiece of our entire research effort She we
summarize in few pgyas a voluminous amount of statistkid analysis, the fourth pan
is added to highlight selected findings that areal general interest.

(ATHOLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND THEIR STUDENTS

Our primary research inftrestin analyzing the iff&II data was to explain the nature
of student development in Catholic secondary schools and the personal and institu-
tional &tors odated with that development. We considered four factorsz the
personal, family, and academic background of the stfiden4 the charactettstics of the
school auended,by student; the nature of the student's engagement with the
school from the - of student ladtudes, behavior, academic and co-
curricular acdvides; the academic, affecdw, and social development of the individual
student Several constructs enter into the composition of these factors. Each construct
is measured through a series of vidables. Figure 5.1 presents the theoretical and
measurement framework used- in structuring this investigation.

To facilitate the firesentadon of the analytic results in part three, a brief description
is provided of Catholic schools and their students based on HY&B. Some of what we
report is documented by both Greeley and Coleman et at1 Nevertheless, we
include it because it is Important data for understanding our m;suks:

1 Cp
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FIGURE 5 1 Variables Whicb Comprise the Major Constructs and Factors

C0115111UCTS 08011111014 %%MAKE NAME

Persancd. Family. Acadernk
and Atiosiernk Background
Background

School
Charactettaks

Elementay Sid

Demographic
Charadeestics

Social Goss

A composite variable consisting at informcsiat on:
College ambitions in grade 8
Repealed elementay sdsool ("Wets)
Remedial group placement at high school
Etienne. exam required far high school saw
Caholk, public. or mixed

Sex
Race (wpm*. block. white)

Religion (Cathode. non-Catholic)

A compost* consisting of information on:
income

mental educagonpatent°, -
- selected household possessions

Financial Soadice School tuition as a percent of famgy sicorne

Religiosity A composite variable ccxtesting at
Ftequency of attendance or reggious services

Student thinks of self as religious person

One ar two parents in household
Number of sibling
Home oreehip
Parental engagement with the student
(monitor school waft 'peak with student
about personal manes, islow student's
*hereabouts)
Parental involvement in school matters (PTA.
parent-teacher conferences school projects)

Average sodql doss level
Social doss dhensty of school
Percent black enrollment
Palter* Hispanic entament
Principars wpm of dIscipfine peoblems
Students' repots abdut ftequency of abusive
bettovior (school overage)
Incidence of do:iplin.problerns (school overage)

Student( *Mu* ravened academia
(school average)
Students' use of time for academic
(e.g. mote ha mewak less TV. less
Peer attitudes towards academics

. Tuition 1980)
-pupil expenditure (1980)

School size
Student/faculty ratio

Frkulty Resources Stoning saw level (1980)
Pement of faculty well advanced degrees
Percent of machos at school 10 yeas or longer
(faculty stability)
Percent of faculty who leave each year other
than resterment (faculty turnover)
*indoors reports about problems with staff

Family
ftructure

Parental
involvement

School
Social
Context

Disciptnaty
Climate

Resources

Academic Background

Catholic Elementary EVIMINICe

Female
Black
/*conic
Hart-Cnthakc

Student's Social Goss

Financial Sacrifice

Religiousnes

Single Pcsent Household
Fan* size
Home Ownership

Potential Engagement vAth Student

Parental Involvement with School

School's Social Goss
Soda! Gass Diversity
% Bladr Students
% Hispanic Students

School Discipline Rabiems
Abusive Behavior in Schaal

Sdiool Disciplines), Camas

Students Academic Attitude

Students' Academic Use of Time

Peer Academic Attitude

Tuition
Per-Pupil Expenditure
School Sue
Studenz/Foculty Ratio

Stoning Folzuky %lay
% faculty with Advanced Degas'
% Faculty > 10 Years ai School

Annual Focuky turnover

Incidence of Stott Problems

4 .00
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Catholk schools are
diverse. Two structunid
features contribute
siRnificantly to this
diversity. The first is the
sex composlihm itf the
school (male only,
female only, or coed).
The second is the school
governance structure or
sponsorship
arrangement (religious
order, !parish, or
diocesan). ,

Over 40 percent &Catholic secondary schools are single-sex institutions. Of these,
apimiximately 60 percent are all-female.2 In terms of governance, 40 percent of all
Catholic secondary schools are sponsored by relAgious orders with the remaining 60
percent moored by dioceses and parishes. Since it is not possible to distinguish

. between diocesan and parish schools on the basis of /LW data, this sectirm
combines the two. (Fora further discussion of governance differences, see Section
8.)

jn addkkm, sex composition and sponsorship are themselves related. 3"he law
majority of order secondary schools are single-set. Only two of 84 in the
HS6B sample are - order coeducational schools. This facrcombined with th
results of other analyses described below to convinceus of the need to join these tv.:.
classifications Into a single set of related caegories: boys' religious order schools,
other boys' only schools, girls' religious order schooh, other girls'only schools, and
coed schools. Table 5.1 indicates the substantive differtmcesmom these five grows
on four kens: the background of students; school characterbdcs; met
ment with the school; patterns of academie achievement and college plaris.

Rel4gious order school students' tend to be more affluent and have higher
achievement and college aspirations: These schools generally have hiker tuitions
and attract a larger proportion of public elementary school students. in comparison,
cowl school students tend to be more religious. A larger percentage of them also
have a Oaholic elementary school background.

There are other substrmtive diarences across schools that result directlyfrom sex
conwosition. Regardless of the type of schod attended, girls tend to spend more time
on homework, watch less television, are less likely to work for pay or have a
discipline problem, and have more positive attkudes towards acadanks. On the
other hand, boys, are more Iltely to have leadership roles around the schod andtake
more mathematics and sdende courses.

The girls' nay-religious order school is (Mince fran the other four. The average
social class and income level is considerably lower and is actually less than the
national averme for pulAk.schools..lhe =Oxides of students toward academia are
las positive. Over half the girls are enrolled in a vocational or general program. This.
is a distkict amtrast with the general pawn among Catbok schools where MT& 70
percent of the students are in an academic prcgram. The overall achievement level
and permamp of sturkmts wtfi ooze plans in this type school are lowest maw
the fives/naps. Here, too, they are lower than the average for public school students.
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1 imeo.i Diti.:Nevces for Selected Variables Between Carbolic and
S:::.,)ols and Among the Five Types of Corti° Schools
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swoons OACKGROIR4D nra2864 nam2.51P* 02492 n219 aza900 nts2050 ni2352
Family income $37,896 $31,791 $3& 306 $25.431 $33, 757zr $33.596 $27.851 1133,385
Social Class) .266 .09Zi .166 -.711 .014 -.518
Religiousnets3 -.168 .094 .025 -.355 .108 0 -.723 -.614
Parental liwolvement in School Motets .011 -.084 .149 .032 .053 0 -.218 .009
Potental Engogemere With Student -.034 .012 -.041 -.322 .066 -.445 -.3474
% Mods Entailment .076 .069 .028 .027 .037 .042 .105 .069
% /*want Enro'ment .125 .092 .091 .149 .072 .089 .127 .081
lit From Catholic llementory St hoofs .524 .506 .461' .699 .617 .572 .021 -
% Non-Ccshok Enrogment .116 ,.091 .126 .145 .120 .121 .750

SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS no$114 n11 ny$17 nEt11 nus,34 nix84 n=94
,

School Size 830 767 470 577 502 546 845 110

% Annual Teadsets Turnover .104 .095 .149 .Q66 .128 .124 .072 mallos

% Teachers at School 10 Yeats or More .305 .313 .174 .223 .147 .184 383
Tuition (1980) $ 1,101 $ 993 $ 1,049 695 687 $ 833 00 mob.

Peeftspil Expenditure $ 1.634 $ 1,354 1.312 $ 796 1.320 S 1.310 11.
StudentITeacher Ratio 20.1 19.4 15.9 18.3 18.0 17.8 17.6 01.1.

% Teaches With Advanced Degrees 518 68.6 4442 37.0 36.6 42.3 40.9 4.10.1

Rat Step. 1980 Salary Scale $ 8.754 $ 9,187 $ a483 $ 8.365 $ 8,669 $ 8.635 $10.273 .1111.1

% Students in Vocational Papgrom .023 .048 .063 .343 .103 .102 .282 =NM,

% Students in General Program .135 .187 Ata .2012 .180 f- .183 .336 .,
% Students in Acadernicprograrn .43,us .765 .774 .414 .707 .715 .380 01

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT `MTH
THE SCHOOL

Homework. Ns. /Wk. 5.862 5.000 1.332 4178 5.565 6.144 4.114 5.372
Days Ateent in 3 Month,. Unexploineci 2.288 2.154 9,849 2.217 2.277 2.221 3.410 3.101
Television, flis iWeehdot 2.676 2.323 2.090 2.538 2.918 2.451 2.705 2.428
Readiness for Cosi .083 -.157 .127 .055 -.040 -.026 .035
Incideno? of Discipline Problems' .314 -.021 -.043 -.146 7.027 0 .509 .328
% in Leaderthip Positions .539 .554 .409 .417 .465 .473 .487 .580
Peer Altitudes Towards Academics" '.073 .089 .201 -.208 .036 0 -.380 .106
Yeas of Mathematics Gausses & 793 3.713 t 3.365 2.748 3.119 3.189 2.066 2.899

&Science Comes (chemistry.
II/Vtrtsk3) 1.154 1.067 .729 .623 .782 .820 .547 .aaa

*!' Yeats Foreign lama .Courses 2.356 1.325 1.792 1.069 1.400 1.717 1.104 1.372

Olff0DAIES
Senior Achievement Compost** 58.5 57.0 56.3 53.5 55.2 55.8 50.9 55.0
%Planning ro Gracktuje from Canna 83.3 75.1 74.5 44.0 62.4 66.5 41.4 08 6
'01CMM

Vie pitAlc school scrople eon 11% random wimple of wheals tram KM
giblic school rest ft ac ad to resemble thee:dal doss old croodemic pogrom distiburlons in Cothok schook
*Standorozed variables cenrered on vieloteed meals and eamiard devil:0x* from meal Catholic sample.
:Sample rim are untreightect
"An ocodawnic achievement compceee aeated by 10145 condone of wirer Ivor odersement in 1/bcobeliay. lkiading. and mahernarics. Ir e exiled to a moon al
50 and a Irandod deviation of 10 far magma temeasmpla.
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The data presented in Tabk 5.1 suppcat the conclusion stsed earlier: there are
major differences between students in Caholic and public schools,Figure 5.2 shows
that these differences are carried over into academic achievement. For example, the
average Calm& school senior had 73 percent of thelLSSB vocabulary items correct
In the public school sample, the average was 62 percest correct. The average Citholic
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school senior had 61 percent of the mathematics items correct. For public schools
seniors,. the figure was 52 percent. Similar differences were found in reading,
science, writings, and civics (compare bars 1 and 2 for each panel in Figure 5.2).

Caution is necessary in interpreting observed differences. Catholic secondary
schools students are sliglily more affluent than their public school counterparts.
They are also more likely to be enrolled in at academic program (see Table 5.0.
While Catholic school students generally display higher levels of achimmetn, these
and other diffecencei can bi attribtned to these two considdrations. We employed
the statistical echn1queknown as standardization to compensate for differences in
social class and acakimic program enrollments. In essence, standardization provides
an estimate of the results we would have obtained if the public sample had the same
Social class and academic program distribution as the Catholic sample.

The last column in Table 5.1 presehts the public school results after adjustment for
social class and academic program enrollment. The differences are reduced substan-
tially on most background and school engagement variables. Similarly, in comparing
the first and third bars for each panel in Figure 52, the large initial Cabo& school
advantage in academic achievement is tedueed climatically. The academic adffeve-
ment of Catholic school seniors is nowonly slighdylAther than their public school
counterparts in most academic areas. In science achievemed, Cathelic school
seniors are slighdy below the at#usted public school sample.

Before proCeeding to pat two, a disclaimer is in order. comparisons of public
and Catholic school students just preser.ted in their and unadjusted form are
strictly for descriptive purposes. They are given only ( -demonstrate a pattern of
reladonsfdps existing among the factors of interest in this research. There has been
much controversy over the adequacy of any statistical method to compensse for
prior differences nonequivalem groups such as students in Catholic and
public schools. standardizadon analyses presented do not fully respcand to these
critidsms. Furthermore, it is not Blear that any analysis of /LW for this purpose can
be immune to such isms. We do not offer the standardization analyses nor
intend that they be used for purposes ci comparative jaigments about to relative
efficacy of Catholic and public schools.

.

; sN . ?( t t ir;} ' r(
, \-1#:ttr; ft,1;,;'11-

*Acta-teacher ratios and the percentage of tvith advanced degrees are
similar in Catholic and public schools. Catholic schools are comparable to public
ones, then, when considering these factors, fitly viewed by the general public
as indicators of quality.

The average Catholic secondary school enrol a abet 550 students. Over 30
percent of the schools, however, enroll fewer than 300 students.5 Unless well
endowed, a secondary school of this size finds k difficult to offer a full rouse of
academic courses. It also finds it difficult to provide necessary instructional supmats

.
such as science laboratories.

3. See the United Slates Carbolic and Elensenney SecondarySao* 15 8,3.
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Community It raw a14-ra There appeais to be an Ideal school sizerineither too large to inhibit dr strong
int 74-(ist. the Y.17 $1',Vi it n sense oftonununity disci 'd in Section 2, nor too small to offer a full curriculum

and adequate instructional facilkies. Goodlada suggests an ideal size for a secondary
school' is between 500 and 600 students. The current distribution of Catholk schools
is within this range The resource constrahis under which mots Catholic schools ,
operate (seeiSesion 7), may push the econoniic side of the equation in the direction
of a larger scem data indicate that Catholic secondary schools are growing
larger.5

In general, the organization of fiscal and hum6- resourfes in Catholic schools
inwAves several tradeoffs. There are only a few of these schools which do offer all the
features of endowed private schools. These tend to run diverse programs on vast,
welequipped campuses with a small school size, low student/faculty ratios, and
relatively. high faculty salaries, Most Catholic schools have to choose from among
these alternatives in .developthg their mission.

There are certain 4tructural features of Catholic schools that work to benefk.
The emphasis tat an acadetik core and the modest range of electives rai n the

physical plants typically found in an affluent suburban public school or a"finandal' eldv
stress on resources. Similarly, most Catholic schools do not have the

independent school.
The most signific tint differentiation across schools occurs in .the manner they

choose to deploy human resources. Boys' schools, for example,
larger dun girls' schools. They also operate with laws* class sizes. vi ten combined
with a relatively high tuition by Catholic school standards, these features allow boys'
schools to kay teachers higher salarks, In comparison, girls' religious order schools
pay lower salaries. They also are smaller in size and have a more favorable
teacher ratio.ratio. In essence, boys' schools strive for economic efficiencylarger
schools focusing almost exclusively on delivering an academic program to students
in relatively large groups. The girls' schools, on the other lund, more closely
resemble the private academysmaller schools with smaller classes- and a more
intimate, personal environment.
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4. John L. Gaol:Had, A Mew (biked Scbani, New York: McGrawHit 1984.
5 See the 191124u Stanitiad IAVort, op cit.k fc Id* two factors are at work: enrollment expansion In some

schools mid a disproportionate nay of closings among'smatler (gthm$IS. Our analyses of the fisiul constraints on
Oahu& schoob suggest the smaller schools arc mute likely to he forced to dose. At the same time. stronger schools
are amend, erduying grea poptdarity. Some are paths* kit-Teasing their enrollments ki ountain tuition costs
Unfortunately. we know of no data source that permits separating out these two effects

Both our field research and the 11.5&B analyses reported later in this section
indicate that faculty instability ,is a tnajcir "I !Li problem for many Catholic
secondary schools. IZ&B data indicate 12.3 of the teachers in these schools

t turnover each year. This compares with 8.8 percent for public schools. Over 15
percent of Catholic secondary schools have annual teacher turnover rates in excess of

On balance, there may that accrue from a modest turnover rate. Our
20 percem. Turnover rates obegOlefitsperoent are not that rare.

field imerviews with new teachers suggest these individuals bring vitality and high
levels of commitment to the school. Both of these can act to refresh the faculty and
renew the spirit of the school.

Our ii&SB analyses stigma the key problem is not teacher turnover per se but
faculty instability. Only 17.8 percent of the teachers in Catholic secondary schools
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have 10 or more years experience in those schools. The comparable figure for public
schools is almost 36 percent Our analyses indicate a stable faculty is one of the major
institutional factors that have direct efkcts on studem achievement Further, our field
research suggests that astable faculty cote is alio essential tapreserving the tmlitions
of the school and inculcating them to each new cohort of students and =chefs. Thus,
annual turnover is not rily problematic. In fact, it may be beneficial as long as
there is a Ada faculty drat maintains the integrity oldie academic program
and transmits the tradftion of the school

The major Impediment to building a stable iculty core appears to be kw teacher
salaries, particularly at the top of the salary scales Historically, religious staff have
constinned the stable faculty coins for Catholic sckels. As a result, the effects of a logy
lay salary schedule were minimal. As the &drools are steed by more lay persons, low
salary schedules become increasingly problemadc. In some of the secondary schools
vied, the salary scale peaked a113,000, This raises questions about the ability of
Cshcdic schools to maintain a stable lay faculty regardless of their dedication or their
commitment to institiationad valuel. This area should concern all those involved in
the governance of Oftholie schools. The long term institutional and fiscal *conse-

,quences are fin--reaching.T

6. IOW, is not well designed to examine this issue The only survey queakin on faculty salaries concerns starting
salaries. Our field and *tame reearch. however, Indicates that tatting salmis% are of far less importance than the
top of the salary scale. See Section 7 for mate details.

7. Obviously, OW could have too muds of a good thing Calcifkation of ready ks lately tube as problematic as severe
instahihty 115Sit data suggest this is not an issue for most Catholic schools. The must sable Catholic facukies, those in
bor.' whey's, are equivalent to an average public school. .
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We created and used three measures to gauge institutional quality:
An overall school assessment based on sudents' responses to survey questions
on a range of topics from the adequacy of the physical plant to the quality of
school spirit
An evaluation of teacirer quality based on students' reports about the quality of
academic instruction and laecific characteristics caf their teachets (e.g., level of
commitment, patience, and understanditg);
Principals' reports about problems with staff regarding the level of their corn-
tnitment and absenteeism.

While the 11S6B sample' provides an extensive data base on individual Catholic
school students, it is a modest sample (84 schooli) for examining staistical relatkm-
ships among school variables. We did conduct various exploratory analyses at this
level. The sample though, is not sufficient to develop a complete model of
institutional quality. As a result, caution is warranted in interpreting the reported
statistical rebtionships among school variables.

In general, the nature of school climate, including both academic and disciplinary
components, is slowly amociated with institutional qualfty. This appears. to be a
solid finding. In addition to the statistical association of school climate with the
institutional quality measures, we also found school climate to be a powerful predic-
tor of students' attitudes, behavior, and academic and co-curricular activities. ft even
has a modest direct relationship with the outcomes of schooling. This is discussed at
more length in the next stn.
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The effect of school climate, then, appears to he extensive. For example, the
incidence of student discipline problems is the strongest correlate of staff turnover,
even Stronwr than starting salary level. These data seem quite consistent with our
field observations. This is especially uue of our finding that teachers in- Catholic
schools are willing to make considerable sacrifices to work in an environment that is
personally supportive and that has students committed to learning.
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We wanted to determine which aspects of Catholic secondary schoolstheir
climate, organization, staffing, and resourcesmight be important contributors to
student development. To assist us in this task, we constructed a general model of
school elect's based on previous research in the public sector. The model is pre-
sented in Figure 5.3. It is different from the traditional "input-output" models
typically used in school effects research. These differences are &scribed in what
follows.
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Identifying school effects is complicated by the fact that different types of students
attend different kinds of schools:In particular, the family, personal,and academic
trackground of students influences the kind of secondary school that they might.
attend (arrow 1 in Figure 5.3). This background also has some direct effect on the
students' school performance (arrow 4). As a result, any simple comparison of
achievement levels across schools becomes difficult to interpret. For example. let us
compare two schools where achievement is high in one but low in the'other. Assume
the high achievement school has abundant resources and highly qualified teachers. It
also tends to enroll students from more affluent families. On the other hand, the low
achievement school has fewer resources. It tends to enroll more disadvantaged
children. To what should we attribute the observed differences in achievement
between schools? Are we seeing the effects of variations in school policies and
resources? Or, are they merely differences that result from the characteristics of
students who happen to attend different schools?

There are other complications. The involvement of students in school lifetheir
attitudes and behavior, the academic and co-curricular activities in which they ellipse
duriAg their secondary yeatlare instrumental in advancing learnit To preview
the argument presented in what follows, students' engagement in the 'Mu' Nional
process plays a central role. Now family background and school characteristics affect
students' learning depends largely on the degree to which these factors influence the
nature of the students' engagement in the educational process. For this reason, the
student engagement factor is central to the analytic model presented in Figure 53.
The various elements which cortstitute thiS factor havestrong effects oil the outcomes
of schooling (arrow 5). Further, many of the effects of both family background and
school factors on student development work through these elements (arrows 2 and
3).

Thus, to assess the effects of school characteristics on student 'development in-
volves more than identifying direct linkages between school factors and actievement
( anovv 6). In fact, an exclusive locus on arrow 6 is misdirected. Our analyses indicate
that much of the effect that Catholic schools have on student development occurs
through a two stage process.* School characteristic% influence the nature of students'
engagement. This, in turn, is the causal factor influencing the outcomes of schooling.
Analytialy, this requires both identifying the important student engagement vari-
ables and determining how students' background and schoOl characteristics influ
ence these variables. Thus, in our analytic model, the focus is on arrows 2, 3, and 5.

Fortunately, statistical methods such as regression analysis provide some help in
sorting out these relationships .9 They permit us toialce into account that any rely ion -

ship of intereste.g., the association between a school's tuition rates and students'
science achievementmay exist within a netwcak of many other relationships
eat., the effects on science achievement of student's academic background and the
number of science courses taken. In particular, the regression technique helps assess
the unique contributii In of each student background, school resource, and student

Eta dirt usmon of the two stage nude! 44 him sciatic 4 rest itirces can affect student achiesement see R. Marlowe.
"interpreting the Evidence on tichoOf Ettccuveness". restimvs Collate Ream', fi3. 1, Fail 19f41. 19 35 The authors
also wish to aekninviedge the helpful a:harems from Richard Montane to an earlier draft of the. section

9 As indicted in the mtroductory section. there is link- research on the effects of Carholk secondary scouts.
Although research tin public schools ss extensive. it we/Tied unprinklit to .et.sunie that these findings would
necei.sardy apply hi Catilaii %Chock% it ?termed imp punt, theirfme. to take an expkirattay approach to the Wt8
data lest we miss something td significance. Fiat this reason, we relied heavily on simple statistical techniques such as
frequency disinhistions, acv Asiatic, breakdowns, and TcSressittil analyses. 1 Am e limited financial tesouri es, we have
undertaken no structural equalk311 modellingieg, LIMB.) to daze We hope fa, est t air results thrt ;ugh mail analyse+
tri the future
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engagement variable to each of the outcomes of schooling. This is accomplished
while taldng into account all the other relationships present in the data.

Because of space limitations in this summary document, we cannot fully recount
the details of all analyses undertaken. Instead, this presenuftion is organized around
three questions. The answers to them constitute the core of our findings. These
questions "re:

di How do stmlents' backgrounds influence the type of school they attend?
dD How do students background and school characteristics combine to influence

the nature of students' engagement in the school?
How do background, school characteristics, and student engagement factors
combine to influence the outcomes of schooling?

Before answering each of these questions, a caveat in order. Statistical analyses
search for relationships among individual variables. They address questions such as,
Is the tuition level associated with mathematics achievement alter controlling for

average differences in fiunily income acroto schools?" From a sulxitandve point of
view, however, we are often more interested in assessing the strengthpf the relaion-
ships among the constructse.g., what effect do school fiscal resources have on
academic achievement? While statistical analyses can be quite} in establishing
associations among individual variables, drawing condusioa-about causal relation-
ships among constructs is a very complex teask. It inevitably involves at least a modest
degree of interpretation and infemare. It is in the latter regard that we rely substan-
daily upon our field observations. Without them, we would confront an extremely
complex and sometimes confusing set of statistical relationships without concrete
experiences to guide interpretation.

It, !' ;Lkt t.4:4;+' Oil I I kr( 141i

4' !

Our first set of analyses on this issue sought to identify the distinctive characteris-
tics of students who attend the five different types of Catholic schools discussed
earlier. Disaiminant analysis was the staiistical technique employed for this purpose.

-../ 41,d. it assisted us in separating two factors which are at work here. The first was social
f , If, class. This identified a group of relatively affluent students more likely to come from, .irri public elementary school. For these families, the tuition involved was less of a

financial sacrifice. These students are most likely to be found in boys' religious order
; i!_ schools and least likely to be found in girls' non-religious oider schools.

''',( The second factor focused on a religious dimension. It identified students with the
following characteristics: those who express positive views about religion; those
from larger families; those less likely to be minority and more likely to be Catholic;
those who attended Catholic elementary schools. These students are more likely to
be found in coed schools than the single-sex schools.

In addition to the discriminant analyses, regression techniques were used to
examine the relationship of family, personal, and academic background to various
school level constructsschool social class, disciplinary, academic and religious
clime, and fiscal and human resources. The findings are displayed in Figure 5.4.
Each column identifies the characteristics of students most likely to be found in a
particular school. For example, females, students from higher social class families,
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and those from faMilieF where tuition entails a greater degree of financial sacrifice
are likely to attend schools where the incidence of discipline problems is low (see
the second column in Figure 5.4). Blacks, howenar, are less likely to attend schools of
this . In general, the "+" and "" signs indicate the direction and nxtgnitude of
the lationships between student background characteristics and school charac
teristics where particular students are more (a" + sign) or kss (a" sign) likely to
be found.

EXPLANATORY VARIABILS

NIGH
AVERAGE
SOOAL
CLASS

lei FOry*Ly D31,1%9R)1,111ti P Cl!

LOW
1/400ENCE STRONG STRONG
DISCIPUIC ACADEMIC ACRD DAIC
PROBLEMS OMAN 841%ASIS

Roh.!

NIGH
ACADEMIC

ACHIEVEMENT

:t

STRONG
RELIGIOUS
CLIMATE

MORE
FISCAL

PISOUROES

MORE
HUMAN

RESOURCI3

PERCEIVED
NIGH

QUALM
MOOG

SAC KGROUte FACTOR
Academic Oackyound -4- 4

Catholic Elementary,Experience + ++
Female + ++ ++ + ++
Bloch
Hispanic
No Catholic 4-

Srudenfs Social Class + ++ + + + ++ + ++ + ++ +++ + ++ + 4 +
Financial Sacrifice ++ 4 + ++ 4 -4 + ++ +4* + ++ +++
Religiousness ++
Single Parent Household
Family Su* ++
Home Ownership 4

Total of Valance Explained .228 .066 .107 .168 .200 .177 .099 .140 .066
TECHMCAL MOIL The + and willies on sties figure me based on the noffenol segn.conc.e levels of each variable m the final regtaision model The symbols

repi.esear the following ptobobiddy
p .001

* p 01
% 05

f
A pattern of results emerged from the regression and discriminant analyses

performed on the ifS&B data. Higher social class and a greater degree of financial
sacrifice predicts attendance at schools with a stronger academic climate and empha;
sis, a low incidence of discipline problems, relatively high levels of fiscal and human
resources, high academic achievement, and high perceived institutional quality. In
general, students from public elementary schools are more likely to choose these
schooLs. On the other hand, there are different variables associated with selecting
schools with a strong religious climate: Catholic elementary school experience,
personal religiousnes.s, being Catholic, female, and Hispanic, and coming from a
large family.

Regression results also indicate siEx differences in selecting a Catholic secondary
school. Boys are slightly more likely to attend stronger academic schools. GirLs are
more likely to enroll in schools with a strong religious climate and fewer discipline
problems. These results suggest that families apply different criteria in selecting a
secondary school for their children. The emphasis is academic Itchievement for boys,
and a safe social environment for girls.
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The rekaive influence of scklool and backiround factors on a student's engagement
in the life of the school depends upon the student variable in question. Figure 5.5
presents results from a sample of four student engagement variables: number of
science courses taken (an academic program variable); amount of homework done
(a measure of academic behavior); leadershh) positions held (a measure of
curricular involvement);involvement); student's interest in academics (an academic attitude mea-
sure). We illustrate the results for these variables because eat_ is an imPortati
predictor of acalemk achievement. Further, as a set, these resalts represent the
observed variation in relatio4ships.

In fture 5.5, the wkkh of the arrow and the numbers attached to them indicate the
relative strength of each construrl's influence over the student engagement variable.
For example, academic backgroued has a strong influence on science course en-
rollmem (relation shtp strength of .073).* Social days and school resources also
make substantial contributions. In terms of interest in academics, the strongest
influence comes from academic climate (relationship strength .048), followed by
family structure (relationship strength .035).

Family backround, especially religiousness and social class, and the degree of
parental involvement with their child's schooling, have substantial effects on
academic atitudes and behavior. School factors other than academic climate have

influence. School resources, however, play a more substamial role as
academic course enrollments and students' engagement in varipus

Academic background plays the nrongea role in predicting
On the other hand, family backwound, particularly parental
school, is the stromest predictor of the student's engagement

in various activities.

10. The Index used as a measure of "relationship strength is the incrementalpercentage of valance espkeined
when a &neer of predhior variables, e.g. family structure, is comedian hi the won. The results cm be slightly
mislead% became no adteintent is made for varying rehabilky scram the outcome.variables. Since the latter ,
can aissins die imam of vadanoe d any factor on eisphin, convulsions across analyses 'am be nitdeading.
Sbnilarly, errors in the I:Drive:dent variables am cause problems in interprethe the relative contribtatial of various
constructs that predict a pardcular outcome.'

In principle, the strucauld rektionslifp pantmeum estimated by LISM. adjusts for these problems. Oftinally we
intended to undertake such analyses as a nenstdvity check on our finai roads. linfortungely, we lad the mammy
financid support for computer time. sit byes° be able totem the results reporall here duough LIMES. modeRing ht
the Rage
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The acts of StudInt Background, School Characteristics, and students'
Engagement Factors on Student Development

Students' engagement in
the life of the school
their at:nudes about
school and frienu s. their
use of time anietheir
academic wid
co-curricular activities
are the mapir
predictors of both
academic rbierement
and educational
aspirations beyond high
school. Ms altitudes .
and ht4,a fors maintain
an important but
S4)Me14,14441 diminished
role in fintering social
and .tfiecth.e
der elopment. where a
studenIN inn !aground
;WS a mare mibstantial

luenCE'.
the elfects of student

background 41,141
4'barvichristirs un
SiiideNt del .eloptnefli
delieid largely on bow
each Qic these factors .

influences a student's
rngaxement in the life of
ti 847110141.

We wanted to cmnpare the eve effects of badcground, school, and student
engagemem factors on student develop ness To do this we conducted parallel
analyses using the same analydc model *w academic achievemeta (sophomore and
senior year), affective and.sodal development (a composite across the tau years),
and college orientation (sefticc year only) The results are displayed in Figure
The width of the arrows and the numbers attached to them indicate the relative
smolt of the relate onship between any two factors. For exam*, background has a
sizeible effect on addevemem (notice the wide an-ow with a
value of .1 i in Petit 4, Al It has a =hazed effect, though, by the senior par (the

arrow in Panel B is .much narrower and has a value of only .025.)
The diffierence between models for sophomore and senior acadendc

achievement is that the senior model includes don on courses tam and co-
currkular acdvides. Both, pattictdady courses Wren, have powerful effecet on
academic achievement. Since teaching courses is the major activity of a school, there
is a certain reassuring simplicity in this findirvg.

The role of petsonal, family, and acacktnic background:powerful in predicting
sophomore achievement, is greatly diminished once we account for the school
activities of stmlents. While background has less of a direct effect on achievenxsu, ft
continues to play an in*ortant rok through its influence over how students engage
in school life. In fact, the strength of the relationship ncreases from sophomore to
senior year (from .043 to .064). In addition, as noted earlier, badcground Influences
the type of schociaftended (a relationship strength of .105). This, in turn, influences
student engagement (a relations1ip strength of .047).

Results for the' college orknteion out me are similiar to those for predicting
senior acadeadc achievement. The factor cconisdng of studaus' attitudes, behavior,
and cause (swallows is again the most imortam (a reladonaldp strength of
The direct effects of schools on college crionation (a relsionship sty of .015) is
somewbe diminished relative to the effects of background (a rebdonship of
.020).

The pattern is quite different in the social aril affective area. Personal, family, and
academic background has the lamest rifted effect (reinionship strength of .060) on
these outcomes. In adcfttion, background has a substantial indirect effect through its

rtiluence over the school type attended and the nature of studems' engagement with
that school. While the effects of students' =hides, behavior, and course emonment
are diminished, they remain sthstamial (relationteip strength of .055). The effects of
school characksisdcs on social and tdfective developmem are modest. They
primarily *mush their influence over sudenti attitudes, behavior, and
in academic and cocurricular activities.

Figures 5.7 through 5.10 summarize the results of the regression analyses for each
outanne area academic achievement in the sophomore ( 140ne 5.7) and senior
(Figure 5.8) yeark college orientation Figure 591 social and &calve development
(Figure 5.10). Each column idemifies the student backgromi, school characteistics,
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TECINCAL NOTE: Each piaure is actuaNy o synthesis of tesuks oaoss the sieved variables within each ourcofne corwrua. The
same set of bodscound, school, and student engagement varieties was evnplcryed in each aricaysis in
onempting to predict the VOfiOUS outcomes of schooNng. The numbers on each anew ate unique,exploined
variances associated with one factor as it predicts the other. The actual rimer is on average oaoss the
several recessions assoacted with eathotncome factor.

and student engagement variables that influence some aspect of student develop.
meet. As noted earlier, the and " signs indicate the directionand magnitude of
the relationships of background, school, and student engagement variables to each of
the schooling outcomes. Factors associated with positive student outcomes are
marked with a " +" sign. Factors that indicate less development are marked with a

sign.
Sophomore as ad :dement Academic background and social class for

both the student and school have a substantial direct effect on most areas of sopho-
more academic achievement. The degree of financial sacrifice required for a stu-
dent's attendance at a Catholic secondary school is also an important predictor of
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dt:11.)Ri; 5 i Aspects oi Background, Schools, and Student Engcup.me--N That Are Relcred ivoclerruc
Achieven-nt (Sophomore Year)

IDIPIANATOOY VAIVAIRD VOCASUIARY 16141ING 04411111613113 SMOKS WPM** OVICS

RACKGROINO FACTQR
Academic Oadsgnaund +++ + + + +++ + + + +4+ + + +
C.otholic Elernervaly Experiend6 + + + + - + + + +
Female +++

Clads
Hispanic

Student's Social Gas +4+ + + + +++ + + + + + +
Financial Sacrifice ++ +4+ + + + +4 +4+
R Ieligiousnes
Single Patent Household

ion* Size
Horne Ownenhip ++
Parental Engagermint %OM Student
Parental Involvement with School

+

STUDENTS EITGAGDAIDIT IfITH SO1001
Immo in Academics
Attitude Toward Good &odes
Attitude Toward Athletes-
Anvude Toward Social tile
Doesn't Fed Safe in School
Number of Unpleased Absences
Homewatk. k& /b1
Televnion. Hrs. /Day
Raid Wads. Hs Mk.
Humber al Discipline Problems
Readines for !nonunin

+++ +++

SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS FACT&
School's Sodal Class +4+ + + +
Social Oass Diversity
% Mods Students
.16 Mantic Students d'
School Disciphnoty Problems
Students' Academic M mtudes
Students' Academic Use of Time
Peer Academic Attitudes
Tuition
Pr-upd Expenditure
School Size + +
Student/FocuOy Ratio'
Starting Faculty Salay 014..
IL Faculty with Advanced Degrees
% Faculty > 10 Yawl at School +4+ + +++ +++ +++
% Annual Rooky Turnover
inndepce of Staff Problems
Ave. Religiousness of Students

Non-Gshak Students drimewor
% Caiholic Elements:8y Studene

, Atiktple Academic Tex*
AbMry Cdbufgn9
Hours of issaudion

+4+.

/44. ar4

+ + +4

Told % of Valois* Explained .291 .254 .270 .261 .303 .205
NO01104. NOM Tice '+' and '-' snows on the ewe ore bond on the of:online, significance ernris at each wrote, in ew final nigeeion model 1he weds

repesere ihe Mowing probability IPA&
+++.----- p li .001
+ S. -- p a .01
+. -
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Maude Toward Social lie
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Number of Unexassed Abeencei
Homework. Hrs. Mk +++
Television. Hs /COY
Paid Work, Hs. /Wk.
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Readings for lanucsionAc t+
leadership Expertimas + ++ + + +

Breathe Experiences + ++ + +
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Yeas of Science + +
Yea§ Of Soda Studies
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Number of Vocational Cowes
"%medal Progam Entailment
Honors Program Enrollment

Total %d Valance Explained .397 .241
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ne7uRE 5.10. Aspects of Background. Schools. and Student Engagement That An.* Related to Social and
Affective Development

1008 COMMILIMEIY FMOILY 1RAOMONAL
EIRANAIORY VARIA11113 OF COMM ORIENTAMON =DAIMON KILE OF MOWN

BACKGROUND FACTOR
Academic Oachground + ++
Cadsok Be tnentary ExperkitiCe'
Female +r+
Mods + ++ + +
Hispanic _
Nan-Catholic
Student's Soda! Gas
Hnondal Saclike
fieftiliousgess + + ++ +
Single Parent Household +
Family Ste +
Home Osvnenhlp
Parental Engagement with Student + ++ + +* + + ++ +
Pcollintal ImPIVOITIeflt we School + +

SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS MC=
School's Social Class
Social Oass Mangy
% Oladi Students
% Httpark Students
Schaal Disciplinary Problems .

Students f Academic Attitudes
Students' AcodemIt the of Time
Peer Academic Attitudes
Tuition
Per-Arpil Expenchure
School Size
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Starting Faculty Solar 4.1

% Faculty with Advanced Degrees
% Faculty > 10 Yeats at School
% Annucd Faculty TWOMIN
Inddence of Staff Problems
Ave. Religiousness of Students
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Multiple Academic Tracks + ++
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Immo In Academics ++ + ++
Attitude Toward Good Grades + 4 +
Attitude Toward Athletes + t+
Attitude bword Social Lie
Doesn't Feel Sole in School

of Unexaned Absences
Homewodt Hrs. /wit. +fi ++
Television. Hit /Day ++
Paid Wads, Hrs. /Wk
Numbet of Discipline Problems
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Total % of Yatiance Explained .238 .121 .144 .164 .221
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academic success. In both the sophomore and senior year, a ;gamin .9f higher
achievement can be expected from students arse families expend a larger perces.*
age of 'motile for tuition.

Studems' use of time is also imps ant. Students who spend a great atucitutt of dine
vraching television or who have unexcused absences from school or other discipline
probleMsgenerally have lowerkvels of achievement. Cks the other hand, an imerest
in academics and more time spent on luomewodc comribute to academic SUMS.

A marker of school factors also need to be Considered. Lamer schools with more
stable faculties, an absence of staff problems, and a Pcnkive disciplinary climate
where students feel safe all seem to foster higher moment. Academic achieve.
Mfg in smite areas, particularly in mathematics and science, is usuall lower in
schools that use malty grouping. These differences persist through senior year.
There are also elkas of mce,.sex, religion, and elementary school experience on
selected academic outcomes. Each of these will be discgssed in a subsequent section
of this report.

Senior.aozdemic achievement By senior year, the picture has chaulged. The most
important contributors to academic achievement are studenteacadesnic courses and
.co-curricular activitkft More mathematics and science courses as well as enrollment
in an honors programs have a stro% positive effect on achkvement across all meas.
Enrollments in vocational courses ancLretisedial programs predict lower levels of
addevanedt. Executive and leadership experience:, such as sPeaking heft= a grouP
or presiding over a school dub, are all associated positively with achievement.
Athletic participation, however, has a negative effect.

By senior year, the effects of students' attitudes and their use of time are di-
minished substantially. We sum,* not that these considerations are no longer
important. Maher, their effects are manifested .ttroe*h actual academic and co-
curricular school actisities. In addition, few students who continue to have discipline
problems a lower pattern of acievement can be expected.

The effects of school factors remain relatively consent from sophomore to senior
year. Again, a positive disciplinary climate contributes to high achievement. Senior
aches levels also appear higher in schools with more stable staffs and higher
'tuitions. These findings ovide further support for the argument, introduced earlier,
that the quality of some Csehtaic sea:odor/ schools . appehns to suffer because of
limited fiscal resources.

Student-teadter ratios and the amount of scheduled instrucdon, two other school
features of considerable interest, show no consistent pattern in the fifs58 data This
should not be interpreted as indicating these features do not affect stexlenfachieve-
rnent. The problem bete is analydethese varisdies are confounded with school type.
For man*, boys' religious order schools have less sohecksled insttuction and
ft her studern-teacher rathas, but also has. higher achievement. The latter is due in
lase measure to the 'stronger academic and family buisgtotsnd of students who
atend these schools. While statistical methods are intended to specify struaural
relationships from spurious ones, this is not always pomade given the limitations of a
data set. This is one of those occasicos." We believe the liS611 data cannot clarify the
real eikas in this arena.

College Orientation. The samba's social class and the nodal class of the schoo/ is a
strong predictor of aspirations for higher education. Academic background also

11. tea as a lamer let *Wm* would help substintially. An snalytas strisifixi by type of Catholic school maid
prowl* a beam bob for addressing dime COMM&
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This gain measure was then treated as an outcome variable in a regreuion "'Model
identical to tbise employed on the separate sophomore and senior outcomes."

In addition to simple gains, we untamed gains in a transformed metric The
tedmiad details here are somewhat complex." We note, however, that the trims-
kormed gain invobes an adjustment in the observed gains to agnpensate for some
statistical protdens associated with the simple gain score. These transformed gains
provide a more conservative source of evidence far the argument that foliose. is,thirsl
*proadi was also employed. It esters the sophomore score as another 'predictor
variable in a senior-achievement model. The results are quite similar to the trans-
formed gains analyses. We will not summarize them separately. The interested reader-
is referred to the technical repot for more details.

H. Rae appliociam of simple gains analysis ha re iikn shown dot the subiects with initiallywere lowest node the
biggest gains. Sidle this may reflect a pattern of real change, k is well Iowan that in part 11 is an artifact oldie gain
score itself there is no genendly tweed uPon hest goy to solve this, good danonadysis practiceFawns shot
wend techniques he used The results can then be compared fur co Icy. We have done this.

15. We used a negative eiqrayential grower model to nuns& inn the sophomore and sector scums h has din
duwacteristic that the expected rate of gain is proportional taMedi:same from a perfect score. Facept for a wale
boor, it is identical to the learning rates used-by Coknun cf at, cik

Changes in achievement
and college orientation"
from sophomore to
senior year present
complex pattern.
Academic course of
study contributes
substantially to gains. A
positive academic
climate, a low inci ence
of discipline prof) s.
and m.,67-
reso14 es also
con WI
Incons stential are
academ and.scial
class brae run:lit-and
the social dam of the
school; (tar results
suggest that in sinne
areas. the more
dioadt.antaged students
are making the biggest
gains

The -patterns of results displayed in Figure 5.11 is complex. It suggpsts that the
influences of school and background are,competing with each other. In pan, they
cancel each other out Some results are identical to those already noted earlier. For

. example, enrollments in science ami mathetnaks courses are strong predktors'of
gains across all academic areas. A few variables previously not related strongly to
achievement are now more influential. For example, there are strrmger negative
effects on academic achievement and collew aspirations for students who work
while in schocil. On the other hand, academic background, the student's social dacs,
and the social class of the school do not appear to be of any consequence. In fact,
there are indications it is the more disadvantaged students who make b*ger
achievement pins in several outcom areas. We find students with-discipline prob-
lems in their sophomore year Making lamer gains in science and mithematics. In
ackliticm, students reporting weak interest in academics as sophomores make larger
gains in vocabulary. Their educational aspirations also increase disproportionately.
These results are also evident in the transformed gains analysis, a very conservative
estimate of gain for those who start out lbw.

In looking at school factors, we flndthat the academic and disciplinary dime of a
school are also associftd.wkh academic gains. The level of per-pupil expenditure
contributes to both academic achievement and college orientation. Academic track-
ing is negative4 related to gains in vocabulary, inzahematics, and wridng. Although
there are some inamskaencies," the effects of schiaol-level variables on academic
gains are similar to those found in analyses of senior year achievement.

16. There* one warm anomaly that deserves mourners The brava gainsoccur with fair cr sisistency in schools
where prindpals report a h*her mcidence of staff problems in 1980, the sophomoreyear kw our rouikin cohort.
Other maims summarized earlier inchcate that scOomore schiesrment tends to be lower in these schools.
Utifortunssely. HMO did not collect data from principah In 1902. Thus. we cannot lodge whether the gains inchemc
the effect of school improvement effort or some negroision a ft. For this ream we deckled not to Interpret this
result.
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FIGURE 5 11. Aspects of Background, Schools, and Student Engagement That Ate RiAated to
Sophornoreto-Senlor Gains
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Thus far, our remarks focus on Identifying basic structural relationships among
bickground, school resources, student engagement, and the outcomes of schooling.
We now provide additional detail on selected findings that we believe are of broad
interest

Vfrtl;iy,

1:114,1.111.

.1 is y I'1 n'IR

Both Coleman, et a/. and Greeley conclude that social class is much less arm*
associated with achievement in Catholic than in public stools. This funding Is =Hem
particularly when viewed from the perspective of equality of educational opportu-
nity. In simple terms, academic achievement in Caholic schools depends much less
on the backgrourtl that a student brings to these schools.

Since our analyses focus on factors that influence achievement within Catholic
schools, the attention.devoted to Catholicpublic school comparisons is limited.
Nevertheless, our research on the relationship of social class toaddevement across
public and Catholic schools provides further empirical support for the findings It
cited?

We concentrated in our research on attempting to understand the ways in which
social class influences athievement in Catholic schools. An important finding is that
the nature of the influence seems to shift over the Course of the secondary years. The
results displayed in Figure 5.6 Indicate the direct effect of background csi achieve-
ment is reduced substantially between sophomore and senior year. The strength of
this relltionship in senior year is only one-quarter the size of the sophomore year.
This lessening of the direct importance of badtground factors is also true for its
various compomnts including social class. The results of our change analyses
provide further corroboration. On several achievement and college orientatico
ouftxxnes, the largest gains accrued to the more disadvantaged stucknts.

Figure 5.12 displays the regression model estimates of the direct effects of social
class on each of the six areas of academic achievement. These represent the achieve-
ment differences that nt*Itt be expected in comparing two students alike in every
respect except classone is lower-middle clan, and the other Is upper-middle
class." The height of the bar indicates the she of the advantsw that accrues in the
latter case.

Each panel in Figure 5.12 provides three estimates of the social lass effect. The first
bar in each panel provides the estimated effect in sophomore year. The second bar in
each panel provides the estimsed effect in senior year before we account for
studests' course enrollments. The third bar in each panel provides the estimated
effect under the full senior year model with courses taken.

Summarizing across the six academic areas, the average direct effect of social class
on sophomore year achievement is 21 standard ckvialon units. This increases

17. Evidence 4311 this point is premised in a separate paper. See Anthony S. Bryk and Stephen ittaidenbusha -A
Hierarchical 1.4nm Maki Investiipsion oldie Effeas of Socad Ciass on Ad:Weirton hi Cacho& and Public Schaub,"
In preparation

11. IPS used a 2 mandsrd deviation crlseria for estiblishing these two poufs. This is equivalent to moving from
approidamsely the 3ant to the 67th parasite on the SES
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slightly to .23 standard deviation units in the senior year model which does not
include students' course work. When the academic activities variables are consid-
ered, the direct effect asocial class on achievement falls to .09. This reduction occurs
in all academic areas.

The results in mathematics are particularly interesting. Notice the direct effect of
social class on mathematics achievement It actually increases from .06 in sophomore
year to .29 in the senior year model that does not include the academic course
variables. When these variables are included, the effect size drops back to .06. We see
a similar but wad= version of this partem in science achievement

Recall that we noted in Section 2 that only two years of mathematics are usually
required in Catholic schools but that some students tate as many as five years. In fact,
both mathematics and science are areas in the Catholic school curriculum where
there is a fair degree of choice. Where choice occurs, however, the effects of social
ckss loom larger. In particular, our analyses indicate that social class has a strong
effect on the number ci mathematics and science courses taken. These in turn have
strong effects on mathematics and science achievement.

In general, however, much of the curriculum in Catholic secondary schools is a
required academic cote (see Section 2). As a result, this is a substantial constraint
placed on the mechanism by which social class differences translate into achiele-
mem differences higher social dos students choosing a more academic course of

Mt.
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study. These results are salient because academic policies, eg course requirements,
are in law part under the control of schools, Catholic or public. In essence, much of
the total effect of social dass on achievement wixics through factors that can be
partially controlled by schools. 'They are, in &It beim courcaled by Catholic
schools."

She social class has an influence on the type of school attended, it does influence
achievement in Catholk schools. As we indicated previously, pore affluent students
are likely to attend schools with more aatclemic emphasis. Nevertheless, inside the
school the effect of a student's social class on student achievement is greatly reduced.
Our preliminary Investigations indicate that the relationship strength between social
class and achievement in a randomly selected Catholic s.; :rod is wily one-quarnx the
size of that within a pill& schxd."

19. On balance, it could be argued that the diminished teladonshqi between social dass and achievement 'results
from a selectipn efkce Comic schools = unusually motivated lowSES students. Our analyses ;amide
support for this hypothesis. The degree of sacrifice mtached to Catholic school attenthince is reined to
achievement. Our amines indicate pert of the reduced rdadonship of soda! class wids adtievemen is amounted for
by the financial sacrllke variable. When this vtuiabk ewers the reg ression equation, the standardized coefficient for
SES inaeases by a gtatete rsaathird. It Is difficult, however, to astral= ma selection hypothesis tbedamasks tared
efts of social class to achievement from sophomore to senior war. We walk! need as won for the senior
year differences that did not rely on come enrofinsenes and coukl ea t, fact, the effects encountered there. lt
would seem that a complex Nauman wouki be required The one presented in this summary is far simpler. ft is
consistent with an tithe empirical evidence evadable to us.

20. This point is awed vigorously by John Goodlad, aSt tit.
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Figure 5.13 illustrates sex differences in student achievement The first bar in each
set represents the observed average difference in achievemea between males and
females in Catholic schools during their sophomore year. Achievement for girls Is
slightly below that of boys in vocabulary and reading It is significantly below In
mathematics and science. On the other hand, girls are slightly higher in dvkS and
significantly higher in wing.

The second bar in each set represaus the observed male-female difference in
aches during senior year. In mil, the senior year differences follow the
same poem as the sophomore year. They do tend, though, to be magnified slightly.
For example, the girls' disadvantage in mathematics and science has increased but so
has their advantage in writing.

The third bar in each set represents the estimated male-female difference based on
the full senior year model. The latter includes the fact there are significant sex
differrences in school attitudes and behavior and courses taken. Girls display greater
interest in academics and spend more time on homework. They are also less likely to
have discipline pnahlems. Boys tend to take more mohematics and science ourses
and kwer business courses. After adjusting for these differences for stitudes, behav-
ior, and courses, achievement in vocabulary and reading is nearly identical for boys
and girls. The girls' advantage in writing and civics remains virtually unchanged.
Their disadvantage in mathemmics and sckrwe is halved.

Examination of the regression results inclicses that the number of mathematics
and science course taken plays a major role here. Approximately half the senior year
differences between boys and girls in mathematics and science is due to boys taking
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FIGURE 5.13. Sex Differences in Academic Achievement
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more courses in these areas. Significant sex differences in achievement remain.
These do not appear attributable to differences in course enrolhnents. The dis-
crepancies are similar to those found in research op sex differences in public
schodei

21. descurchers agree there are huge differences between the sexes &mathematics and science athievement by
the end of high school (Maccaby and Jaddin, The Psycbology of Sex Denman, Stanford, GA: Samford Miversity
Press, 1974). There has been a son adaern 4010 point ahuntsge in for of males on the mathematici session tithe
SAT seta for decades. (See FL. Classerty, "Factors Affecting Female Participadon in Advancentscement Programs in
ihrthennetcs, Chemistry. and *two: in Fox, Brody, Ibbin, Women and Ilse afribeinaraint MyrIfyie,adttmore, OdD:
johns Hopkku Unimak Press, 1980). F for this nude advantage in mathematics and adence WI into three
categories: 1) those who believe it is genetic in origin Beams,/ and Stanley, "Sex Differences in tdadasnatica
Ability: Fact or Art ' Worm& 1980, 210k 2) those who argue k attributable primarily to different course
emanate patens in high school (e.g. Skialso, "Alithaneks. Spada' Vistulizakin and Batted Factort Changes in
Gifts and Boys, Grades Eight-Bleven," journal of fithortiorral Psychology, 19110 72; or Panes and Alexander, "Sex
Differences in Quanthathe SAT Fed:instance New Evidence an the Dffferential Coursework Hypothesis", Ameriaas
Eduaritonal lissearris Journal. 1983, 20 3) those who believe socklization and attitudinal differences act in
ainjunction with course-talks to produce these casts No research to date has been able in fully eirplain observed
sex differences on the bask of canna emollinasts or soda! attinides.
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We found no major differences between boys and girls on college °derision.
While boys have Athify higher college aspirations, the difference disappears when
all the relationships within our regression model are indtkied. In the affective and
social areas, girls have a higher locus of corkrol and a lower self-concept. They are
also less community orierked but more family oriented. The observed ilifferences
here and the diffetences estimated under our regresskm model were statistically
significant Finally, girls are much less likely to affirm a traditional role for wonien, a
result noi described in more detail.

Vic ws About womcn's Role
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In order to assess students' views about the role of women 4n society, we acted a
composite measure from their responses to three survey items:

* A working modwr of pre-school children can be just as good a mother as the
woman who doesn't wok.
It is usually better for everyme involved if the man is the achiever outside the
home and the woman takes care of the home and family.
Most women are happiest when they are making a home and caring for children.

General public-Catholic comparisons show little difference on this variable before
or after statistical adjustment Comparisons between types of Catholic schools do
show striking differences: the single-sex schods diverge sharply from one another.
Studehts in all-girh' schools tend to support women working outside the home.
Those in all-boys' schools hold more traditional views. Students in girls' religious
order schools are especially strong in terming that it is acceptable for women to
seek cateers outside the home. Students in boys' non-religious order schools lean
strongly in the opposite direction. The two types of schools differ from one another
by more than .80 stanckrd deviation units (see Figure 5.14). This is consideted a very
large efkct by mast social sdendsts.

These differences across schools reflect in large measure general sex differences
in responses to these questions. These school difkrences are amplified further by
variations wross the five school types in a wide range of student characteristics.

Catholic high school students' attitudes toward the apixopriattsiess of women
worlds* outside the home differ markedly for males and kmales and also blacks sktd
ncal-bladrs. Females and blacks are much less stereotyping. Students of lower social
class background stereotype tnore, as do students from latger families, especially
two-parent families. Athletic participation and remedial program enrollment are also
associated wkli sex-role stereotyping. Finally, students who are more religiously
mimed also tend to tam a tradklood view of women's tole

Our analyses indicate these sex role attkudes are likely to be formed before
students enter high school largely as a result of home environment and family
structure. The fact that students from two-pa tett families and larger families seem to
hold more traditional views suggests due tradidreal family badcgmund engenders
traditional sex role values. While our field work suggests that individual schools can
influence this area, h7613 does not provide adequate data to esplcse satitudinal
forma on. We continue to investigate these differenas in attitude in our research,
puticularly as they relate to single-sex schools.
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FIGURE 5.14.
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Science Achievement in Catholic Schools
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Dilfrrent patterns erne* when comparing science achievement with the five
other achievement areas tested in ILS&B. Recall that. earlier we compared Catholic
and public school stucknts' senka year achievement. We observed it was only in
side= that the adjusted mean for public school students was sl*hdy higher than for
Catholic school students. This difference is larger in the sophomore year. After
adjustment is made for social class and academic program differences between
Catholic and pablic schaols, public school sophomores averaged 63 perce& ccarect
responses and Catholic school studetas 5$ percent By senior year, the public school
advantage diminishes to 2% (67% vs. 65%). Figure 5.15 documents the advantage of
public over Catholic schools in the area of science achievement

Our results point to Catholic elementary schools as the main cause of this discrep-
ancy. Stlidents who attended public elementary schools have higher sdence
achievement as sophomores than those from Crabcdic elementary schools. This
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FIGURE 5.15.
Comparison of Science
Achievement in Catholic
and Public Secondary
Schools
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difference persists through the senior year. Section 6 of this report offers moredetail
on how the type of elementary school attended, affects academic achievement. In
brief, it appears that Catholic ekmentary schoti studerus arrive at dw secondary level
substantially disadvantaged in science. Our field research suggests elementary
schoob have limited resources. This resource limitadon Is most acute in the sdenee
area where expensive kthorattu space and eqtdpment and more highly trained
faculty' are requited. Further, the organization of Catholic schools as kindergarten
through grade 8 combined with their small size contributes to the problern. The
department mganbation an more importantly, the addidonal resources typically
available in a public middle school structure are distinct advantws for science
educatice. While there are certain bentiits to each organizational structure, small
Catholic elememary schools appear disadvantaged in the area of science instruction.

Some evidence also suggests that science education is also a problem in some
Catholic secondary schools. There is often less ernithasis on scknce in wailer
schools with fewer fiscal resources and lower school social class. This is th same
constellation of variables that led us to conclude fiscal constrains were dewactim
from the r i quality of some secondary schools. It appears these cmstraints
are t' .1 heavy toll in the area of sdence.

If Catholic schools are to maintain high. aatdemic achievement in all curriculum
areas, serious reentice needs to be given to the science curriculum and facilities at
both the elementary and secondary level.
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1 73 Elementary Schools
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Language ans. Languairft arts teachers emphasized grammarparts of speech,
sentence structure, verb tensesvoathulary, and compositkm. Their teaching
methods involved drill work, sentence diagramming, short-answer questions in
class, and maw homework. As one teacher noted, "The students have not gouen
into Mature this year. We have concentrated on grammar, sentence structure, and
paragraphs They have also spent considerable time on sentence diagramming." We
rarely vied a language arts class without seeing students at the board diagramming
sentences, taking short quizzes on vocabulary words, or reviewing sentences to
idertify parts of speeck

In one more advanced dealt grade English class, the students reviewed the
mythological stories of Zeus, Posekkm, and &Mute. The teacher discussed the
dreek notions of the prowess of the gods and goddesses and showed how literature
used these themes. The homework assignment was particularly inventive: "Write a
one-Me original lnYth that digs Iwo Pzalr myth repertoire to explain something in
today's world that you 't understand." Classes of this sort, however, were quite
unusual in the elementary schools we visited.

Mathematics. We generally observed e4thth grade students working on percen-
taws, decimals, multiplication and division of four-digit numbers, and graphing In
one school, we saw a great deal of consumer math: interest rates, profit margins,
discounts, and sale pricing. In another class, the concept of ratiosand how to use
pro port and cross productswas taught in didactic fashion to the class as a
whole. In an effort to ensure that every student grasped the point, the instructor
became somewhat repetitive ..at times.

In perhaps the best *WI grade class we visited,the tea with a warm-up A
drill, in which she held up a card with a column of numbers on it. She lined the class
up in two teams. The first student in each line would and the numbers and then
perform an operation given by the teacher,e.g., "subtract 40 from the sum." As
soon as one student had the correct answer, she would hold up another card and
direct the next pair to sum the numbers and perform the operation. The students
were very involved in this activity. After using this drill for ten minutes, she reviewed
the previous night's homework and then taught a lesson cat how to solve for a
variable by using two operations. For emenplethe studems solved equations such as -

5Y-23 =14 and wA 4)+3=6. After working with the students in this way locals:Ka
20 minutes, she assigned several problems from the textbook for homework, which
the students began during class. Student engagement remained very high throughout
this pre-algebra class.

Based on our examination of student test scores and the general level of com-
prehension in the dames observed, we wonder whether the most talented stucknts
were being challenged sufficiently. We found very few instances where algebra was
offered, although it is a fairly standard course for at least a portion of public school
eighth grackrs. Further, several of the classes used textbooks that appeared to be
aimed at the lower and middle sections of the class.

Our observations in this area highliglu a more general problem in curriculum
management for some Ca tholicelementary schools. Moo of the'inathematics classes
we visited contained between 25 and 35 students. In the absence of teaching support
such as classroom aides, individual instruction becomes very difficult. As. a result,
there is a natural tendency to attempt to move the whole class along at a relatively
uniform pace.

This problem seems likely to be exacerbated by a movement to one class per grade
level, which we observed in several of the schools we visited. When combined with
an open admissions policy, at least for children within the parish, it creates classes at
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each grade level that are quite diverse academically. This diversity can become so
extreme as to tax the abilities of even the most profident teactç For example, one
eighth grade that we visited had the students in the 120430 l.Q4ngc and four in the
range below 80. How to organize this doss 01 31 so that all ire well served remains an
issue.

Compared to public school systems, there is considerably less coordination
among Catholic elementary and secondary schools. At one site, we found an elemen-
tary and secondary school sharing a littilding, but even here coma between the
schools was limited. In general, we were surprised by how little academic comdina-
don existed across the eighth and ninth grades (i.e., the traditional boundary be-
tween elementary and secondary Catholic schools). This serves as a great divi( ' for
both schools and students We encountered only one c of aoss-registraion where
a few eighth grades students were taking an algebra course a a neighboring seam-
dary school. Giveri the questions raised above about the ability of some Catholic
elementary schools to provide adequate depth of curriculum for !be more advanced

. eighth graders, the Catholic high schools, often literally next doorr seem like an
importan opportunity missed.

Similarly, elementary school teacitera report they have few opportunities for
contact with their secondary school colleagues. They thought more 'cliscusskm of
curriculum matters across the eighth and ninth grades would be beneficial. Here too,
we heard of only one such instance in which a secondary school sought to remedy
some Inadequacies in the mathematics baitground cidw students it received. Many
teachers and administrators felt more opportunities for diakigue would be valuable.
Several suggested that the diocesan education office would be the logical agency to
initiate such efforts.

We suspect that ourfindings here are quite general. Since we selected elementary
schools that wise feeder schools to the secondary school sample, we pr&ably
encountered more opportunities for institution' linkage than are typical. We have
several cases vOrithin our sample where the elementary and secondary schools are
staffed by the same religious order. These elementary schools norrnally send a
significant number of students to the high school. Yet even here, program coordina-
don was quite limited

In general, governance structures for elementary schools varied considerably
across the sites we visited Many had school hoards, some had finance committees for
the school, and still others had parish council education committees with school
responsibilities. The layers of responsibility for the school were confusing at times,
not only to us, bin also to the members of the committees. While many formal
strucnues exist, what emerged in our interviewing was that the most important
person in the governance of the Catholic elementary school remainsihe pastor of the
parishand this has not changed since the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore in
1884. Deference to the position and perspective of the pastor ranks as the single most
prominent feature of elementary school governance.
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In raw of the schools we visited, the poor exercised control with caution and
sensitivity. Yet this grow reliance on the support, energy, and vision of one
personthe pastorcaused us some concern. Since pastors transfer positions
fairly regularly, the planning and care for the school can fluctuate with each change.
The pastors we interviewed supported strongly the elementary schools in their
parishes. What will twpen though, when such a pastor retires or leaves the parish,
and the successor ii-perhaps not so knowledgeable and kindly disposed to the
school? These governance concerns, and their effect on both elementary andseam-
dary schools, are further elaborated in Section 8.
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Minority enrollment in Catholic elementary schools has grown steadily over the
past decade. National data indicate that in 1%2, blacks constituted 9.4 percent of
Catholic elementary school enrollment, up from5.1 percent in 1970. For Hispanics,
enrollment has grown from 5.3 percent to 9.7 percent over the same period In large
urban areas the figures are substantially higher: In 1980, the minority enrollment in
the New York City archdiocese %if= 53.2 percent, and in Chicago it was 46.4 percent.'
Many schools have undergone rapid transition within the last ten, years, from all
white to either racially integrated or all minority. Such rapid social change invariably
produces some conflicts. How these conflicts play out for Hispanics and blacks in
Catholic elementary schools is discussed now.

Hispanics. We visited three schools with large Hispanic enrollment. In general,
pastors antgLigaAlcipals in these schools were making snong efforts to integrate the
Hispanic familiek--almost all of whom are folic --into the life of their parishes
and schools. The pastors told us about vecial Spanish Masses and Hispanic cultural
programs they organized for these parishkmers. Far example, at St. Martin's the
pastor prepared himself for ministering to the Hispanics by studying Spanish and by
participating in several workshops on Latin American culture and Issues. He is also
sponsoring a young Hispanic member of the parish in his studies for the priesthood.

There are some tensions In parishes such as St. Martin's over the increasing
ante Lion given to the new Hispanic =tubers of the parish. According to the pastor,
some of the older parishioners of European origin have eipressed resentment about
the time and energy he is devoting to the Hispania. They formerly dominated the
parish and still contribute a disproportionate amount to the financial sumcct of both
the parish and the school. Conflicts of this sort seem lately, given the nature of the
transition that is under way.

1. Ste Ito/Inas Vittdlo-Mattin. "How Federal Policies Discutnage the Racial and Easton* Integration of Private
Schools: in Edward McGlynn Gaffney (ed.), Princes Schools and Ike hob* Good, Notre Dame, In I 'ffiversity of
Notre Diane fans, 1981; also the NCEA 1982-83 Statistiod Report, op. t*

is
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Blacks. The situation with blacks is different. Only 44 percent of the blacks enrolled
in Catholkjelenwritay schools are Catholic.° In fact, urban Catholic elementary
schools with over 50 percent non-Catholics are not uncommon. Further, Cihulka ei
al. have documented the primary reason blacks choose these school is !tot religious
but acaaemic. The probkm is particularly delicate in elementary schools because of
their finarwiAg mechanisms. As discussed in more detail in Sections 7 aryl 8, the vast
majority of elementary schools are suppcetecl by individual parishes, which continue
to subsidize them at a substantial though declining rate. In some of the parish schools
we visited, the older, more aluent white parishioners are effectively underwriting
the costs of edutadng non-Catholics in their schools.

It is here that the questicat of mission becomes key. Traditimilly, elementary
schools have defined their primary mission as serving the Catholic students in their
parish, perhaps extending it to Cathollic students in nearby parishes that have no
school of their own. As this pool of students has declined in several of the sample
schools, the latter have reduced des site or cut backon the number of sections per
grade. This policy effectively excludes some black families who might otherwise have
supported the schools. The dominant fixce here is parish finances and priorides. In
particular, the parish subsidy for the school can be either stabilized or reduced by
reducing the number of students served. This policy also means that parish monies
are contributed ii-imarily to embolic students from the parish.

otter Catholic elementary schools within our sample, however, choose to rede-
fine their mission in broader, more ecumenical terms. In these parishes, the school is
viewed as for all those parents and studems who will support them. Parishes see this
as an opportunity to extend the work of the parish beyond traditional limits. The
school provides a particularly appealing vehicle for addressing community and social
Maim concerns: It can also advance more traditional ends, such as encouraging
non-Csholic, students-and parents to become more familiar "with the beliefs, sacra-
mnts, and traditions oT Catholicism.

The financing of elementary schools that enroll significant numbers from outside
of the parish remains a delicate issue. Many of the sample schools have different
tuition :es for parishioners and qon-parillioners, which gives at least the appear-
ance if not the reality that the parish subsidy flows. only to parishioners' In miter
cases, the issue is lust quietly ignored.

Z. See Cibullta et a, op cir
3. h is endear from out exaritinationwl elementary school &MO% whether these tution differentiats actually

necover the hill costs d non-parishioners_ Given the ways hi which patch and school fiftlUICeS have been
intertwined in the pot. .4 a fair tuition is no simple matter.

.4 substantial
proportion of the
students enrtlid in
Catholic sectintlary
schools previously
ani.nded public
elementary schools.
These generally COW

from:families that are

Almost. 20 percent of the students in Catholic secondary schools attended public
elementary schools through the eighth grade. Another 20 percent had some misuse
of public 'and Catholic elementary school! The remaining 60 percent wended it
Catholic school K through 8.

The average family income for students from public schools was considerably
higher than for those who had attended Catholic schools K through 8: in 1980 dollars

4. The group yids a mixed public and Catholic elementary schovi tradground is not considered further in Pus
executive summary. The Interested reader is referred to Section 6 ctf the ndorical *pen for More tiruikq
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it was $28,173 vs. $24,783. Similar differences exist in terms of parental education.
Further, students from Catholic elementary schools come from larger families and
indicate a stronger degree of religious attitudes and practices. Almost 60 percent of
the non-Catholics in secondary schools previously attended public schools K through
8.

Students from public elementary schools are more likely to attend higher-tuition
religious order schools where there is less teacher turnover and more teachers have
advanced degrees. They also tend to rate the quality of teaching and the overall
quality of their Catholic secondary schools higher than do students from Catholic
elementary schools, as would seem appropriate from the preceding discussion.

Students from Catholic elementary schools do slightly less homework (5.74 vs.
6.39 hours per week) and watch more television (2.96 vs. 2.63 hours per night). They
are more likely to be enrolled in a vocational program (11.5 percent vs. 2.4 percent),
and a result take more business courses and fewer foreign language and mx.he-
matio courses.

These data suggest a general pattern of more affluent students from public elemen-
tzry schools, often non-Catholic, selecting the more prestigious academic Catholic
secondary schools. These results are consistent with the interpretation, offered in
Section 5, that families of higher social class are more likely to select Catholic schools
on academic grounds, whereas those of lower social class are more likely to attend to
religious considerations.

Students from public elementary schools differ from their Catholic school coun-
terparts in several important ways. social class, family structure, characteristics of the
secondary sdiools attended, and academic activities and programs selected. It is
important to adjust for these differences before attempting u assess the effects of
elementary school experience on outcomes during di.: so -cued iry school years. We
used a statistical procedure known as regression analysis for this purpose.

The results of these analyses are pr-sented in Figure 6.1 for academic achievement
and Figure 6.2 for milege orientation, social and affective tlevelopment. The columns
in these figures represent the average difference betwevii suslents who attended
Catholic and public elementary school. A positive value ind;..-ates that students who
previously attended Catholic elementary schools are outset witog t ieir classmates who
previously attended public elementary schools. A negative value indicates exactly the
opposite. Results are displayed both before and after statistical adjustments. The
former prosides useful descriptive information about the overall differences be-
tween students from public and Catholic elementary schools. The latter provides a
basis for estimating the effects of attending a Catholic elementary school. The results
are presented in standard deviatii in units in order to compensate for the different
scales employed here. In this way, it is possible to compare the relative magnitude of
the effects across the various measures. Effects smaller than .10 of a standard
deviation are generally not statistically significant nor education.dl meaningful in
these data.

Academic achiemment. Our analysis indicates that the emphasis on vocabulary
drill and various aspects of English grammar observed in the Catholic elementary
school curriculum has beneficial effects. After statistical adjustment, students from
Cal hd ic elementary schools significantly outperform their public who( KInterprans
in vocabulary, matting, writing, as well as in civics. 'nfortunatelv, as our field work

Li
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did not focus on the last area, civics, we have no basis for explaining these resuks.
By contrast, there are no significant differences between students from Catholic

and tic elementary schools in the area of mallematics. Our observations about
curriculum limitations may account for these findings. Even more important, the
students from Catholic elementary schools petformed significantly less well in
science. This result provides further support for the finding reported in Secdon 5 that
Catholic school offerings are not particularly strong in this area. Science curricula
require specialized staff and resources such as laboratories and instrortional aids. As
mentioned previously, small school size combines with limited financial resources to
take a toll in this area.

College orientation Primarily by virtue of their higher social class, students from
public elementary schools have a stronger college orientation than students from
Catholic elementary schools. However, adjusting for background and school differ- -

ences between the two groups causes this pattern to break down. Students from
public elementary schods remain more likely to plan to attend college, but Catholic
elementary school students have a slightly higher assessment of their ability to
complete college. The latter, however, is not statistically significant.
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science. the initial
differences in
educational aspirations
and social and affective
derelopment are all
attenuated. icithfeit
statistically significant
differences remain ass.

Affectim outcoms demlopment. The observed differences in locus of control
between students from public and Catholic elementary schools are insignificant both
before and after adjustment While students from public schools have a significantly
higher self-concept, after statistical adjustment this too attenuates to non-significance.

Sodal outcomes de/dolmen:. In general, before statistical adjustment, students
from Catholic elementary schools are more likely to be community and family
oriented, and to ogress traditional views of the role of women. After statistical
adjustment, however, students from public schools are slimly more likely to be
community and family oriented. ill the difference between the groups in their
view of the role of women also ; -' insignificant.

In sum, after adjusting for the ; in family background and secondary
school factors, we find significant in school academic achievement
between students who attended Catholic and public elementary schools. We con-
dude that Catholic elementary schools are' particularly effective in the areas of
langume arts and civics, and particularly ineffective in science. There are no apparent
effects of Catholic elementary schools in other areas. The adjusted differences in
college orientation and affective and social development are small and generally
insignificant, and follow no consistent pattern.
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The first round of field work showed dearly that there weresaious problems in the
area of Catholic school finance. Although the positive academic achievements of
Catholk schools and their stabilized enrollments have received consklerable public
recognidon, much less stention is focused on school finance. Along with governance
issues, which are taken up in the next section, finance amstitutes one of the most
pressing problems facing Catholic schools. If the schools are to survive in their
present form and maintain their capacity, they must appropriately address these
issues.
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Religious order subsidies. Historically, religious orders have heavily subsidized
Catholic sctools by contributing services at salaries much less than 'market value.
Over the past 15 years, this subsidy declined nationally at a rate of about 111 million
per year. In 1967, the subsidy offset 31 percent of Catholic school operating costs. By
1982, it declined to 9 percent, and it seems likely that this subsidy will virtually
disappear by 1995.

The main cause of diminishing subsidies is the declining numbers of religious
personnel serving in Catholic schools. In 1967, 58 percent of the teachers in Catholic
elementary and secondary schools were drawn from religious orders. By 1982, this
.figure had dropped to 24 percent (see Figure 7.1.). If this rat of line continues,
we can expect less than 10 percent religious faculty in Catholic Is by 1990 and

less. than 2 percent in 1995.
In fact, our review of social and demographic data from women's and men's

religious orders in the United States supports these proiections.* Surveys of sisters in
1966 and 1980 indicate that the number of new entrants to religious life also has
declined substantially over this period. New vocations in 1980 were only 11 percent
of the 1967 figures. Perhaps most significant, an increasingly larger proportion of

1- 'These data were taken frottril Skiff:t&N NW,' t Schou& for the Yews

1967-M to 1969.78 United States Catholic Sdlools, 1971.72; (Weed StainCady& Sdxak, 1972-73; Unased Mates
Catholic Scbook. 1973-74; Bask Financial aild an tabu& Eleintemary Schack, 1974 Catholic tAQgb Sdsords and

Their Pinatas, 1978; Catboat- Elemensare Schools and Their Mamas. 1979; Catholic 1 hgh Schaub and Their

Finances, 1979; Catbolk lannentary *boob and Their Finances, 1980: Cathy& Nish *hook and Their Absences.
1980: United ..gates Catholic litenseinwry and Secondary Schools, 1981-82; United S1ahe Catholic Pletnentaiy and

Secondary Schools. 1982-83.
2. A Sarney of tbe Reeirentent Concerns pf **iota hatinaes an the United States. Washington. DC: United Sums

Catholic Conference, 1952. Confersisa of Major .Stsperkss of Wormed' Annual AM-MAW. Wmithigton,
of %Wm Superiors of Women, 1967, 1968 Marie Augusta Neal. Mr Sifter c' 191). A Repos Probe,

1981, X, 1-7NilYau
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religioin community members are either retired or infirm. The median ne of
religious personnel rose from 514 years in 1976 to 56.8 years in 1981.

Further, the number of ministerial option for aaive religious personnel has
increased s*ollicantly in the past *few years. They indude social work, peace and
justice. education, wish work, prison -, and work with migrant families.
Financial pressures crate Incentives for some religious congregation to shift their
ministerial activity away from educoion to better-payhig work. Sisters in hospitals,
for example, are paid wages tick are doulie or triple those typically paid teachers,
Some hers report they feel obligated to seek better-paying jobs so they might
provide more money for the tetanal and health care needs of their commune.

Almost half of the religious congregations realize their retirement financirg will
reach crisis proportions by 1991.1 Female communities see the problem as more

1:GURE 7 1.
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sources: These data were taken from A Stanokal Report an Catholic Oententary and tecandary Schwas tar the Years
1967-0 to 1969.7Ck UMW Imes Catticdlc Schools. 1971-72; United Dates Cade* Schack 1972-73; Weed Roes
Cad elk Soiled& 1973-74; Raft Rnancial Data an Catholic Betneieaty Schad'. 1979; Calk* MA Schad, and Tell
Rrionces. 19* Catholic liptientaly Weeds and Thee Finances, 1979; Cothak Nigh Schools and Doer finances. 1919;
Cailsok liernentow Schools and Their Rnances. 191110; Oa** Malt idetab and The Finances. 1940 United Wee
Cathak Bementaly and Secondam khoob. i901-82 United Dales Calls* INimeroire and 3110aldarY ithaalk
4982-63.

3. A *aver ty. the Retiremern Concerns Qf Re/4*ms hisdita;s in lir United Maks. op ca p. 2
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pressing largely because of the increasing ratio of retired and infirm to active
members. The income-producing base is shrinking at the same time as retirement
costs are escalating. This information is important because the fiscal health and
stabilky of the religious congregations that sponsce, administer, and gaff Catholic
schools is closely related to the fiscal health of the schools.

We conclude that schools can no longer look to their spOnsorim religious orders
for financial solutions, since many of these haye similar &Axial problems. The fiscal
position for most religious ceders is heading toward a shortfall. We see two separate
but related fiscal time bombs ticking awayone within the Catholic schools and the
second within many religious congregations that have traditionally staffed and sup-
ported these schools.

Aliened niainteriance. Standard accounting hancthooks statgest that at least two
percent of the total replacement costs of buildings and equipment be set aside each

for major building maintenance. These funds fcw renewals and replacement are
analogous to buikling depreciation allowances. A figure of two percent per year is
equivalent to estimating a fifty-yesw lifetime for a facility.

Many Catholic seism*, however, have either gm* underfunded deferred main-
tenance accounts or have none at all. Further, it appears that this has been the practice
for some dew. For inner-dtyschools the deteriorating condition and high
cost of Maintaining physical facilities pose serious dueat to the schools' ability to
survive. Constructed in an era when energy labor were less costly and vanda!ssin
less frequent, such schools are funded to meet current physical plant
needs.

Our sample schools varied widely in the if designated for plant repair and,
renewal. One school spent $76 per student building maintenance and set aside
$1.70 per student for the replacements and renewals fund. At the opposite end of the
spectrum, another school spent $199 per student an Wilding maintenance in addi-
tion to setting aside $121 per student for the plant fund. Unfortunately, most of the
schools were more like the former than the latter.

Althoteh national data on major maintenance funds for Catholic schools are
fragmentary, existing infotmation indicates that the monies available here are quite
small relative to the replacement costs of school facilities. In addition, since many of
the current physical plants of Catholic schools were erected in the 1950s or earlier,
major maintenance work and renovations seem likely. We approximate the current
replacement value of the 9500 Catholic schools in America at kw $20 billion.
Calculating deferred maintenance at two percent per year *sults in a total of $400
million, which is far in excess of the estimated $34 million curly available.
Further, we suspect this two percent figure may be somewhat conservative, since
u. any Catholic school buildings have not been maintained adequately for some time.

Faculty salaries. Faculty salaries varied widely acrom the schools in our sample.
The largest discrepancies occurred as teachers neared and reached the top steps of
the scales. The variation at this level approached 100 percent, as been in the
maximum $12,700 at St. Frances' High School compared with $24,600 at St. ox-
nelius' High School.

Catholic school salaries have always been ansiderably lower than those it public
schools' El nary school salaries have averaged about 60 percent of those in the
public sector. At the secondary level, the figure is about 75 percent.

4 'Mese ckaa weft! taken Mien the sources listed m note l and from Cr Vance Grain and leo Eiden. rl e.V of
Educational Magstics, 1911. Waihingc n.1X. Niakina Center fur Eductitional Statistics. 19E2
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All of the sample schools adotowledgeti that they felt considerable pressure to
increase faculty salaries faster than at inflation. Stveral schools set as a goal teacher
salary schedules at 85 to 90 percent of local*public school scales. Only one of
the sample L. however, was within this range.

If Catholic schools' salaries in 1980E81 had been set at 90 percent of parity, the
additional system cost for the 71,800 lay elementary school teachers would have been
$459 minim. For the 34,50012y secondary teachers, another $134 million would have
been required. Because of annual salary increases and the continually increasing
number of lay faculty members, the system totals in 198384 would, be substantially

higher. To reach 90 percent of parity today would require about $575 million at the
elementary level and $170 million at the secondary level. It is dear that aldresrdm
the salary needs of lay faculty will place substantial financial remands on Catholic
scools.

Current refcanns in tile public sector. The spate of commission reports and reform
proposals for secondary education have serious financial implications fcir public
schools. Mt is particularly true in the areas of higher salaries and career ladders in
the teaching profession, lengthening of the school year, and greater use of educa-
tional technology such as microcomputers and interactive videodiscs. It is estimated
an additional $20 to $30 billion would be needed annually to implement some
modest set of changes in public schools.* Several states have enacted already school
improvement plans and substantially increased state aid to public education as a
means for realizing these plans:Many others are likely to follow. The actions taken to
chte suggest that the estimate offered above is quite reasonable.

.r....11.M
(MtWONS OF DOLLARS)

YEAR
1964 1989 1994

Increase in Scday Expenses Due to
Declining Numbers of ROW= Staff $20 $116 $309
Reserve for Deterred Mc*reencmce
Cogs

Increase in Teacher Salaries to 90%
of Porky with PUblic School
Sdcny Scales

Resources to km:dement School
Improvement Proposals at 50%
of Public school Level

TOTALS

$400 $535 $716

5744 $1.169 $1,670

$1.000 $1,338 $1.790

$2,164 $3,158 $4,485
Some& %ear data wese taken from A Staeatcal Repair an Caialk thenowary and Second°, Schools tar. the Tem
1967.60 to 1999-70; United kalif Cade* 3chaoh, 1971.72: UAW Satea Catholic Moats, 1972-73; United Uses
Cade& Schools. 1973-74c Basic Rnandal Rata on Cade* Be iy Weida. 19711; Catholic 109h Willi and Their
Mance% 197& Wick 000111111111ry Schaal, and Their Finances. .49; Jhoic 109h Schaal: and Their Reinate. 1971
(amok Banapotorf Wows and Rio Finatatio 1901k Cadtalkilleh 5dieob and Thee Ritancea. 1980 Untied Rom
Colo& florae key and Someday Idea* i9111.1th Weed Saw Oskar Elenoweary and %candor, Scheele
19112-83.

5. Harold trace. "Education Mies to Center Stow: An Overview cr1 Recent Studies,- Phi Deka Kappan.
itiolteatber, 1953.65, 167-1""2.
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For Catholic schools to retain dedicated faculty, keep salaries from falling even
further behind thotte of public schools, and maintain academically attractive pro-
grams will require additkimial financial resources. A level of effort comparable to the
public seam estimate mentioned above might require an additional $2 billion
annually for Catholic schools Even a figure at half this level, however, seems
improbable given the current mechanisms for financing Catholic schools. Figure 72
summarizes our estimates of the additional revenues that will be needed.
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The revenue sources for elementary and secondary schools vary considerably. The
vast majority of elementary schools are operated by parishes, and historically, have
been heavily subsidized through parish contributions. In addition, parish schools
received a subsidy in the form of reduced salaries from the religious order that'
staffed the school. As indicated above, however, religious order subsidies have been
declining for some time. Even if an elementary school has a significant number of
religious personnel, it may no longer receive any financial subs* from their
presence. k

Thus, the major factor influencing the financial health of elementary schools is
financial health of the sponsoring parish. Since many parishes, particularly those in
urban areas, are pressed financially, they are unable to maintain previous support
levels. As a result, over the past 15 years, parish subsidies declined nationally, and
tuition rose in order to compensse for these lazes.

At the secondary level, only 22 percent (idle schools are operated by parishes and
are thus eligible for a direct parish subsidy. The vast majority of the schools are
sponsored either by a religious order, 36 percent, or a diocese, 42 percent. While in
the past these schools might have received a significant subsidy from their sponsors,
this is much less prevalent today. (For more details on the structure of Catholic
school governance see Sectiox 8.)

Diocesan resources, and consequendy their subsidies to schools, show trends
similar to those for the rel*iotef orders. Within the past decade, dioceses have found
their costs increasing rapidly in the face of relatively constant revenues. While
scluvls constitute an important diocesan activity, there is increasing competition kw
scarce resources from other activities such as Catholic charities, adult eduction,
university campus ministry, and research and planning. Dioceses the have supported
schools in the past are no longer able to do so. In the past decade, dioceses have
therefore generally divested themelves of fiscal responsibility for operating ex-
penses at Catholic schools. Although in some dioceses a few inner-city schools still
receive a subsidy, most schools do not.

Development and annual fund raising is another revenue source for Catholic
schools. While some secondary schools, particularly those moored by religious
communities, have had active development programs for several years, this is a new
enterprise for most secondary schools and virtually all elementary schools. Catholic
school finance specialists have argued that Catholic schools should generate, through
development alivides, liktween 10 and 20 percent of their annual revenues.1 Na-
tional data show that development and fund-raising activities have increased some-
whs. In 1969, these activities produced 5.7 percent of all elementary school revenues

6. Michael O'Neill, "A Praipnatic Approach to the Teaching Wilkey," Moissetrison, October, 1977, V///. 43-49 and
Wizard J. Burke, "Financing Strategies fur the 1980.4." Cr o& Saw, 3farsowerprest Ns rue. May, 1979. 1, N.
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and 5.3 percent at the secondary level. These figures rose to 7.2 and 6.6 percent
respectively by 1980. Although a fee Zatholic schools currently realize develbprnent
income in mew of 10 percent of their total revenue and others can see this as a
realistic goal, most are unlikely to attain this lefkl in the near fiaure.

To compensate for diminishing subsidies and the relatively slow growth in de-
velopment and fund raising, Catholic schools have looked to tuition to generate the
necessary operating revenues. As a result, tuitions have increased faster than at
inflation. From 1967 to 1981, elementary school tuitions increased nationally 516
pervert and secondary tuitions by 378 percent. in comparison, the consumer price
index rose 272 percent in the same period.

FUnher, Catholic schools have become increasinglytuition-drvendent. Figure 7.3
provides trend data on the percentw of the per-pupil cost offset by tuition. This too
has been . " .1 school usitkIns increased from 27 to 40 percent of the
total At the - level, tuition offset 60 percent of pupil expendkures in 1968.
This figure rose to 82 percent in 1981.
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In sum, Catholic schools currently face a very reduced set of options for raising the
revenues needed to respond to the fiscal primsures outlined in the previous section.
Unless a major new source is found, it seems likely that schools will become
even more tuftion-dependeta, and that increases here will be rapid. To meet its
current fiscal needs exclusively through increases in tuition would require the typical
elementary school to double its charge immediately./ We wonder how many institu-
tions would survive such a measure. And for those that did, the clientele served
would surely change.

7. Then cost of these improvements spread over the students attendft Catholic schools siMuk1 amount to $6'70
per hilitient, which is slightly higher than the $653 per -pupil costs M elementary schools for 1584$1.
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While the national financial data on Catholic schools are sobering inferences
about individual schools should be drawn with great care. Catholic schoolsare quite
diverse. Each school is administered individually. As a group, they are more like a
loose federation 'private schools than a highly centralized system. As a result, these
financial pressures are likely to be felt unevenly across schools. We sketch below how
these forces affect threeicases we believe capture much of the diversity among
Catholic schools.

&a:fisbed regbus order schools. May of the most fiscally solvent Cabo&
schools are staffed and governed by religious orders. St. Edward's in Louisville is an
example &this type. Founded in the mid-nineteenth century by a religious congrega-
tion of brothers, St. Edward's enjoys a strong reputation for academic excellence and
civic leadership. Located for many years in downtown Louisville, the school moved to
a more spadous campus near the edge of the city twenty years ago. Its student body is
almost exclusively white and Catholic. The median family income in 1982 was
$35,000. Although the school does feature a remedial "school within a school" for
approximately 60 students per grade each year, its curriculum is almost entirely
college-preparatory, with a wide selection of courses including 12 advanced place-
ment of and 19 advanced college credit courses.

For over a decade, the school has °permed at capacity enrollment. Applications for
admission exceed the openings. The school's tuition of $1450 is the highest In
Louisville and above the naftional median. Classes are large, sometimes averaging
oat_35 students per section. The relatively high tuition and the large class sizes make
it possible for the school to peg Its salary schedule at 100 percent parity with the local
public schools. As result, the school is able to attract and maintain a dedicaed and
well qualified faculty. Faculty turnover has been low, averaging less than five percent
per year over the last five years.

St. Edward's benefits from strong financial guidance provided by its Hoard of
Directors. It currently maintains over $300,000 In a fund for renewals and tePlace-
ment. Recently, the school initialed a four-phase $8 mullion capital campaign to add
specialized classrooms, computer hardware and software, a performing arts center,
and to provide some endowment for scholarships and faculty salaries. The lioard has
played a key role in this development campaign.

Given the general fiscal health of the school, there is no evident need for rapid
increases in tuition. While tuition Is high by Louisville standards, so is the median
family income. Thus the school's ability to raise additional funds Through tuition has
not been exhausted, and constitutes a future source of revenue. Schools such as St.
Edward's are well positioned to survive the financial strains of the decade ahead,
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Divas= suburban schools. St. Richard's, established by the Archdiocese of Bos-
ton in 1959, was initially staffed by a stogie religious conga' on of sisters. It now
includes sisters and brothers from several religious orders. Although the school's
enrollment fluctuiftd widely in the past 15 years, it is currently at 900, capacity for the
schod. The curriculum is college-preparatory with strong academic programs in the
core disciplines. Paints and studeras laud the family spirit of the school and the
individual attendon tha characterizes the faculty's Interactions with students.

There are some deficiencies, however. St. Richard's has no music program.
Likewise, there are no comppter facilities, despite the school's location near a major
high-tech area. Teacher salaries are relatively low, particularly for a suburban school,

ipand necessary plain renovations are constrained by limited resources.
High School and Beyond data indicate that tuition in suburban who& such as St.

Richard's constitutes about 8.2 percent of families' discretionary income. In urban
schools, the comparable figure is 9.7 percere This suggests schools that draw their
studeras from suburban areas have the potential of raising their tuition by as much as
20 to 25 percent. This may be particularly tare if tuition increases were combined
with a financial aid program and discounts for fainilies enrolling more than one child.
Such a school could realize, then, some Increased revenues without limiting the
social-class range of its student body.

On balance, while these additional tuition revenues would be helpful, it is unlikely
St. Richard's will be able to solve all or even most of its resource neech in this manner.
The guidance and strong financial assistance of a committed Board of Directors also
seems essential. Although St Richard's has an advisory board, all Jegal, poliCy, and
major financial decisions are made by the diocese. There is no tradition of strong
local board involvement at the school.

Unfortunately, there is no simple solution. To move school like St. Richard's to a
position such as St. Edward's takes much time and effort. There is a broad base of
potential support that could be tapped for this school. The community. is relatively
affluent, and some of the school's earlier gradusees have become quite successful.
Unless St. Richard's reaches our to these groups, however, it is unlikely that the school
can adequately address its resource needs.

hmercity schook. A look at St. Peter's High School in San Antonio is,particularly
revealing. As families have moved from the city to suburbah neighborhoods, they
have been replied by black and Hispanic poor. In the past decade, white enrollment
at St. Peter's his declined from 60 to 37 percent, whereas blacks have increased from
10 to 26 percent and Hispanics from 30 to 37 percent. The school now faces Its .
mission with severely constrained revenues. The median family income at St. Peter's,
often based on two working adults, is slightli less than $20,000. The rapid demo-
graphic and financial changes that have taken place make this school particularly
vulnerable to dosing.

St. Peter's needs additional resources for -pgrading its salary scale so as to attract
and keep more qualified teachers. Renovation of the physical plant is a priority:
roofing, window frames, and interior refinishing work have been deferred for
several years and require immediate attention. The replwement of a wooden =nes
housing four clawruoms is likewise an urgent need. Further, St. Peter's wants to
expand is curriculum to include business, computer, anti vocational courses that

p
H. We define family discretionary income a the total family income less the income allowance under federal

poverty standards. Since the linter is based on fat tidy W. the cakulation of discrettOTIO income is effectively
adjusted for family size.
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require significant capital outlays for equipmnt. In short, the school needs large
increases in revenues to meet its bask operational needs.

° The school faces other awl problems. in 1982, St. Pees lost the community of
ilisters that administered and steed the school. The damage extended beyond the
contributed services of the sisters. With their departure, the schocd also lost the vast
majority of its experienced teachers. As the number of religiotis staff dwindled
toward zero, faculty turniaver escalated to about 30 percent a year. The school was
thrown intoan identity crisis of sorts. As the school board wesidem remarked:;41n
the minds of the people who support us, religious faculty are what makes a school
Catholic." It all happened very (paddy; the telloul cyder made little effort to
facilitate a smooth and orderly transition.

In genetal, the fiscal picture for many inner-city schools such as St.' Peter's seems
ominous. The schools have high marginal costs relative to suburban and rural
schools. These costs contributed significantly to the substantial higher rate of school
closings in urban arms in the kde 1961 s and early 19700 Even though the demand
for such schools is currently strong, they face a situation in which tuition ityreases
cannot generate anywhere near the additional resourcesineecled. Inner-city Caholk
schools have grader financial needs than their suburban counterparts such las St.
Richard's, but the &milks they serve have considerably mailer incomes. Although
many former stndems have become financially successful, few of them identify with
the school and its new mission.

Our analyses support the conduskit, alpeady noted by others," that many inner-
city schools serving large numbers of minority children are likely to close. Unlike the
established religious order schools and suburban diocesan schools, which appear to
have some promising options, hmer-city sChools seem highly constrained Rapid
increases in tuition are not feasible. The local parishes are also at the edge of fiscal
insolvency and are unable to help. The religious orders and dioceses that sized
these schools heavily in the past are unable to continue this practice. The situation at
schools such as St. Peter's is cause for alarm.

In condusion, there are formidable financial pressures that will face Catholic
schools in the next few years. Thew wessures will not affect all schools uniformly.
With the decline of religious order, diocesan, and parish subsidies, development and
fund raising programs along with tuition increases appear as the only ways to raise
revenues. Whereas established reliiipious order and suburban diocesan schools can
use these avenues to obtain additional resourresjimer-dty schools serving predcan-
inantly minority populations are not so fortunate. The economics of increasing
expenditures and diminishing opportunities for increasing revenue; leave these
schools in a rapidly tightening vise.

9 Thomas Vitullo-Manin, Catholic Inner-LW Schools: The hater, ItioNtliogion, IX: Fluted States Catholic
Conference, 1979, Chapters I and 2.

f.unes f. Ca, Timothy O'Brien, and Donald &we, loner att. 131tave Elettietaan, tidxsik A Abair. .
waidtee: Marquette University Press, 19112, pp. 201-208
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hree facts complicate any discussion of the governance of Catholic schools. First,
there are three different categories of Catholic schoois: diocesan, parish, and reli-
gious order (sometimes referred to as private). The governance differences among

three types of schools are most distinct in the fiscal and legal areas. In diocesan
schools-these responsibilities reside with the diocese and ultimately the bishop. Ir
parish schools they are ultimately vested in the pastor as "the chief eiecutive officer"
of the parish. In private salads, they may either fall to the religious order that
sponsors the school, or, as is increasingly more common, they may be vested in a
board of directors who are appointed by the religious order.

Second, there are °overlapping and occasionally conflicting jurisdictions. Under
Canon Law, the universal rules that Govern the organization of the institutional
Church, the bishop. maintains authority over Catholic schools within his dioese.
While this authority applies most forcefully in the area of Catholic teachings, the
bishop's influence can extend substantially -beyond this domain. The canonical
situation of the various religious orders adds another complication to the governance
picture. Some of these, known as diocesan congregations, fall under the direct
supervision of the bishop, while some religious orders, such as theJesuits, go not.
Further, within the past 15 years, several constitutional elements such as diocesan
pastoral councils, parish councils, andlocal school` boards have beengrafted onto the
system. In addition, during this same period, diocesan boards of education became
more involved in setting policies affecting Catholic schools.

Third, the interpretation and implementation of the governance system vary
substantially =ma dioceses. Some- bishops might choose,to exert a great 'deal of
control over the schools. In the dioceseswe visited, however, most of this authority is
delegated to other individuals, such as the superintendent ol schools,and to advisory
groups, such as the diocesan board of education.

Diocesan schools like St Richard's are governed. by a diocesan board. These
boards of both religious arid lay members who are appointed by the bishop.
The board is charged`with recommending policies to the bishop fr W diocesan
schools in a variety of arease.g., faculty salaries, benefits, school calendars, tenure
policies, and discipline codes. The appointment of principals in diocesan schools is
also. under the authority of the diocesan board.

In addition, a school might have its Own board At St. Richard's, for example, there
is a windpars advisory board It meets regularly with the principal to discuss the

-. school budget and academic programs, and to proiride support for school fund-
raising Projects. While the diocese maintains fiscal and legal control of St. Richard's, it
does not subsidize the school. AsIxig is the school ms to balance its budget.
decisions about routine financial matters -est with the principal and his advisor,
board. Should the fiscal situation become unstabie,-the diocese would be liable and
could conceivably move to close the school.
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In private Catholic high schools like St.. Madeline's and St. Ed yard's, the key
governing body is the school's board Of director*. These boards are typically com-
posed of religious and lay members and have powers similar to those of the boards of
member schools of the National Msociation of Independent Schools (NAIS). They
have, for example, authority to select the principal, set tuitions, fix faculty salaries,
establish other financial polkies, and oversee the academic, religious, and other
programs of the schbol. Most diocesan policies, such as faculty salary schedules,
would not apply at a private school such as Sc. Edward's. The cont between the
school and the diocese would generally be cordial but limited. -

we indicated in the section on elementary schools, most governance
matters in parish schools are resolved in the interactions among the pastor, the
princ0g, the parish council, and the school board, if one exists. An organizational
chart here can be somewhat misleading, as much of the decision making is quite
informal, with a great deal of deference being given to the pasta's opinion. Like
diocesan schools, however, parish sckpols must operate within the policies formu-r
laced by the diocesan board.

Figures 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 provide simplified organizational charts for the gov-
ernance of parish, diocesan, and private schools,. respectively. They are intended to
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matter with the superintendent. On many nights, fund-raising activity is the main
concern. On other occasions, it is pastoral wort --es., a visit to a funeral home or
hospial to comfort families associated with the school community.

In talking about their roles, principals conviyed many images: community builder,
instrucdonal leader, financial and persomrel manager, reauiter, reconciler, pro-
moter, atcscer,ond general morale budder. Most of the psindpah indkated that
their primary concerns were the academic and prograrns of their schools.
They pardadarly stressed the invariance of selecting ,per who are both
academically well qualified and whose personal values are consistent with those of
the school. As one of the prindpals stated

1 look for pQaple who have a strong acadetisic backgr;und, are interestetl
westing with teenager* and are strportive of the ehilosophy of the school. I ilso
look for teachers who are willing to get involved with studems in coating and
other after-yhooractivkies.

most of the principals in the sample schools had an anima, the
administradve siructuresere pnerally cirke slim, In pan, this is due to the rehtively
small size of mat Catholic secondary schools. It is also due to a condom decision us
control costs. M a result, prineVab perform many dun would be sprbad out in
larger oqpnizadonschairing committees, students, and directing par-
ents' chts;'in addidon to administration. l'wo oT the iwindpals in 'the schools we
vied even managed toles& a Wm section.

This was one area wee school size. moiled in the pcIncipars favor. In larger
schools, the prink al was likely to have several assistants. The most stressed wind-
pals were those in the smallest schools who had to perform essentially' the same
number of functions as their counterparts in larger schools but with much *sax*

I

Historically. relke:ious
orders bate provided
support services:tier the
schools in which their
members taught. Mese
semies tune
Foutracted in the past
twenty .rears as a result
(lithe gradual
retrenchment of the
religious orders. In an
attempt to fill this
growing breach,"
diocesan etffices.4
education harms
eapanded their role.
Me resources here are
alsolimited. and these
offices are bardput to
Wert the full range. of
srcies schools flee t

igo

Since the 196 , the responsibilkk; of diocesan superintendents and diocesan
centnd offices have changed considerably. Aikethe school-buikting boom of the
1960s, dioceses fixed huge capkal debts, mounting operational deficits, and became
increasingly reluctant to bulld.moie schools. These financial premures led daceses
to move in the direaion of ceding financial xesponsibility to alremly exisdng schools.
M of these closed and the system contacted, the mem* in diocesan cakes
of - I CI shifux1 to provkling =ppm services that religious orders had.previ-
ously supplied

Both elementary secondary principals expressed the 'need for canalized
services such as training for administritors and boards, legal and &sandal
advice, assistancebn curriculum matters, and Increased opportunities for comnutd-
casket between elementary and seamckwy who*. Ile diocesan central offices,
however, generally have small staffs and hulked resources, which ainstrain their
kility to provide the number and range of services tequested In one diocese with
over 40,000 students, curriculum and sires devdopment was handled by a single.
-twofeadonal.

For many parish and 'diocesan schools, the diocesan office of - is the
major source of professional swan services in the areas of plastids*,
progrananing and evaluation. M.religious ordas corninuito reduce their services

.to schools, the need for diocesan support seems likely so increase. Diocessm budgets
in the sites we visited, however, are not expanding in respcmse tothese needs.
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Nevertheless, the role of
the diocese in the
governance cif Calbolic

.scht4cols seems like to
grow in the rears
ahead.
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lleligif.sics finders
continue boproride the
cast rnajoritv of school`
princlpalships, Their
presence in these
plAitions dearly
identifies to the general
public the' Catholic -

character of the sclifols
and bells'
adrninistrathe costf raft

a minimum. Although
this mechanism has'
been drectiee in the
past, it could disable
the system in fistscre`

M, particuharly it
reflRious Orders fail to
prepare lay
administrators and
boards to a-wore
leaderthip in Catholic
schools,

r

Some religious orders see their mission as one of providing leadership through
such key roles as principld, deparunent head, and school board membirs. Many have
made the ate to keep their own religious perspnnel in the top administrative
and board posidons. This holds down adirdnistradve operadng costs since religious
staff generally return part of their salary to the school in the form of contributed

"services. Controlling cogs allows tuition fates tube kept to a rpinimarlevol, which in
turn allows schools to,serve a broad social don of studaks.

The presence of riligiotn staff in key administrative position also serves to
reasswe parents and alumni that the school is Catholic. We heard several comnumts,
from staff and partkularly from pare-te that highliehted this in* problem: to those
outside the schools, what b a Cady . Jtool *idiom reftglotis staff?

The view of some religious order...`.. _set school govefirnmce, however, emphasizes
shirt-range drinking at the possible expense of ooktdons. In preferring to
"assign leadenhip prxridons to their own , a such nogious orders are neglect
ing the essential tar* of purring lay administrators and (saute Oahe& school
leaders. To condi= these practices could be disastrous. *

Similarly, we view the detvlopatan of acthe independent *bads as agenda to.
the longterm health of O&M& schools. These boards am undertake several inwtov
tam missions, such as long-raw Owning and development ems, and can gener-
ally provide a broad base of futrary support for the schools. Some schools hive

Moved in this directkm and are well situated fix the decade ahead. Others are
with the transition process. Unfortunately, some remain unaware of the

issues we are
To of ourn=e schoolsillustrate the Wird, of problearthat am result from

adherence to .this short-term straw. MOW the exigence of a lay' board at St.
Peter's, all long-range planging and. had.been directed by
die religion order..Their departure in 194 created a vacuum. lack of ertiaeri-
axed lay admthistrators sod bond membets l the school in a vulneralde position.
WIum we visited in the fall of 198Zand the spring df 1901 St. Peter's faced declining
enrollment and financial problems wfthout the guidance of experiemid lerulers. ft
was a troubled school king an uncertain figure.

At St: Prams', the situapon appears amble. just bengirth the surface, however, are
some very disturbing Concerns. The school relies heavily on the expertise and
resources of its sponsoring order. The order,- though, has its own financial and
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personnel 9oncerns. Serious questions are being r*Ised about its ability to sustain the
school In ow view, this school needs to look to its alumnae, parents, .and 'other
imereited persons hi the community for expertise, leadership, and support. Unfor
tunately, lkde work fix this has been laid.

On ba1ance s ooJx that sponsor tic amatory and secondary
schools the same dilemma drat religiously oriented higher education institutions
have In the past. How can they preserve tradition and ammnitrivnt to Catholic
vakies while dealing Willy whit changing times? How cah they assure that, like
many denominational alleges, thee will not gradually slip away from their religious
purpOsis to become secular instil There Is always a risk in moving forward.
Yet to stand still in this case means VIM,* certain demise.

Respect for and
deference to members
of relikious orders have
dune much ta shape the
gaernauce of Catholic
schools. In the last 15 ,

years, bElicerer, the
more general
COUCeptiOnS about the
Church gout the tiature
of religious e.sperience
in utich this attitude ic
enthead ed have
undewpne
tvottSiderable Change.
This ski*, combined
with the declining .
numbers rpf religions
.slaffatid Increasingly
.$)carre restriirreS,
suggests that a new
organizational model

neededfipr Catholic
sthoo4c. the concept .61-
colleagueship) which
recognizes that
per..vonpre Lary the
,greatt-81 riSONrce of
Catholic 1:1-bools. teen
an attractive
alternative.

It I
As mentioned in Section 4, some aspects of teachers' Involvement in Catholic

sdrools appear troubling. While teachers report drift they have amsderable author-
ity in meters of curriculum and classroom management, they claim little knowledge
of and influence over the schools' fiscal affairs...These responses are consistent vith
other data we collected indicate that mast Catholic school teachers believe -
both that they are underpaid . that the school could afford to pay them more The
situation aPPelks particularly for lay persons who constitute vproxi-
mat* 75 percent of the teachers in Cabot* scilOols but hold only about 27 percera
of the prindpalships.'

These survey data 'remits are rierplexing to us. Alduitigh they suggest sharp
organizaional conflicts, we did not encounter such conflicts in our field research: .
Our obsertitions and interviews suggest that this is due in part to the charmer of the
work in these schoolsAiany lay teachers spoke with great affectkxr about their
feelings of kinship with religious Members of faculty, some of whom they may
have admired a their own teachers`several years earlierifhey spoke of the religious
staff as "good people," "dedicated to education," and "committed to the personal
development fif each student?' And they respea the religious staff As one teacher
saki `The pociessional pride and teaching tradition of the sisters at this school are
incredible. I feel Iffte I can breathe It In the classrooms and hallways." Such pbsitive
percepdons about one's fellow teachers and the value of one's wink can diminish the
impaa of material inadequacies.*

These axrunents from the laY faculty rawest* the religious members are held in
some riverence 'and thus sate accorded deference because of the depth of their
commitment to teaching and to students' learnirs. This deference, however, is also
grounded in '4 9' Catholic teachings, in which many lay faculty were incul-
cared. They conception of the Church as interpreter ci a received truth
and a view of religious' experience That focusses on the vertical dimensics)--a
personal rdadonship with a Supreme Beim.- In discussing elementary school gov-
ernance we noted a pattern ci deference towards the pastor. Thisl, might be -

broadened at the secondary level to encompass religious staff more generally.

a

1. A NOtionol. /tonne/clads:1k Secondary &boob, PnetiosInory Ibpors, Mow 1, op di., p. 2.

2. A very tradable form of di orpiment am be found in Thumas Peters and Ruben Watennart,hs Semi qj
Excelisim.s., New York: Raper and Row, 1981
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W
e began by desa:thing our findings as a story of m

uch pickiness, but also of som
e

tensions and tw
o deep-seated jiroblem

s!T
he last tw

o secdons identify those prob-
lem

s: finance and governance. It is clear the !bilked resources in som
e 'schools

detrad fron their quality and seriously jeopardize their future. In the m
ost

term
s, there ill a need to upgrade instructional f*zilities, such as science

com
puters. T

here is
also a need to im

prove teacher salaries in order to
e ,

a
stabk faculty axe*. Ili M

oe-abstract term
s, C

atholic schools run thegreat risk- of
lost* their sense of m

ission. T
he sw

cern for dw
U

cadernic and spiritual tradidon of
the school can becom

e secondary fr. the school's desperate figli for survivaL
 A

s
religious orders relinquish sponsorship of schools and the rapid turnover in lay
faculty continues, w

ho w
ill rem

ain to interpret and teach the traditions and to carry
*on the O

ration?
It is equally dear that the pressure onliscal resources w

ill grow
 in the years

;11
.

'T
he num

ber of institutions affected is lficely to iqaease. T
he current., sources of

financial sucirort for C
atholic schools are not adequati

m
aintain them

 in the
future. T

he declining W
iles from

 religious orders, parishes, and dA
ceses, w

hich
result from

 the m
ote general social, econom

ic, and dem
ographic factors affecting the

,A
thericar C

atholk C
hun* are a m

ajor problem
 confrontkvg C

atholic schools. For
som

e schods, particularly, thope w
ith large prom

/dos of poor and m
inorities, these

fiscal problem
s are especially saious:

all
'

.
W

hile it m
ight seem

 curious to som
e, V

C
 t ee governabce issues to be equally

signifiam
t. in part, governance conceals relate directly to financial m

attersek., the
need to establitth independem

 boards of diredbm
 to m

ist in institutional planning
and

.
pm

concerns also have an internal com
ponent: w

hat
role

'4 be
the

grow
ing lay bculty? In the quiet transform

atioa of
"C

atholic sdbacdeto lay institutions, this Jam
e Is not yet aildressed.fuN

y. C
anon lair

notion ci authorky and religious ckedience seem
 an inatopropriate basis fo . the

governance
of these post-V

atican H
 school

but so do the adventerial labor-
m

anagem
ent m

odels that are prO
m

inem
 in m

uch of the public service uctor.
T

eachers are the gram
 strength of C

atholic secondary schools. T
heir. extended ,

w
ork day, diierse academ

ic and %
..cunricular involvem

em
s, art' broad investm

ent in - -
the school and them

e outs studem
s indicate uncom

m
on dedicator. W

e observe
this in our field bites m

id see am
ple testim

ony to it in the nadonat data from
 H

i*
School and &

pond It
Ilea tragic lossivere this com

m
itm

ent and dedication to
be dissipm

ed because C
atholk leadership lacked the visbn to reach beyond their

presenkhorizoi and cultural bounds anim
ating dv appropriate m

eans kr cxganiz-
-

ing and m
anaging faculty toncenn.

In addkion, there are visible tensions w
ithin the schools over how

 they art
C

atholic, and as; resuk w
hom

 they should. serve. T
he tralafam

atice of the school
from

 em
bolic in a narrow

, orthodox sense to son ecbm
enism

 w
hich reaches out to'

m
inorities and non-C

atholics axnes at a tim
e of considerable turm

oil w
ithin the

M
ich am

l the larger society. ,InevitalA
y, there are different view

s and conflicts
its,s0
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among dire views. Within the schools we visfted, however, da tensions qeeto
productive. The converssions were 'open and lively war little cynicism: This signaki
an insdnftional vft*Lin which committed indivkkials seek to preserve what is of
wortj.from the past Aik recognizing the need to reinterpret tradition)n bringing

. areardng to contemporary problem
. Nekher the problems nor tensionsendoned above should obscure fli fact them
is much goodness in theCatholic schools we studied. There is a conseases among
teachers, students, and parents about the purposes of the school. This n&ur Jai cont-

--.., mititent cremes a social contract that has pervasive influences. For teachers, it means
a commknient to both a professional role and a personal, stake in the school and in

. the lives of its studems. For studerts, it means a commitment to actively =gap in the
- instructiomd process and the life tithe school- For' both teachers and sudents alike, it

is asocird involvement bound by =goal respect The overall effeas an environment
condufive to learning, where learning occurs in bodv the acadeiric and moral
spheres.

On the instructional side, there is the tradition of a rigorous aCademic core
curricuhrm. By comentrsing effons here, Catholic schools are able to accomplish a
great deal with very modest resources. More importantly, however, our reaearch
indicates there are significant social and educational consequences tc this_ policy. In
particular, a Major mechanism by which social class differences are translated Rao

st academic differences is greatly constraked.
But the consensus of values extends beyoncracademic goals to a broad set of

. purposes fcir the school: there is ample space for concerns abcpt, builder comm-
a. nity, human relations, social tustice, and racial harmony. It it unabashedly .value=

4,

orkitecl, grounded in a set of beliefs shaft the worth of each individualand a world
view that proclaims the meaning of life encompasses more than self interest in a
material, world as we kniw it' here and now. ft is" the orientation toward persona '
goodness this binds together the culture of the Catholic sclftrol and ultimately makes
it work as a social instkudon.

In closing, o ur.research ins a modest stream' :of other work that recognizes the
positive charactei °Ate contemporary Catholic school. In a real sense, this is the hest
&times for Catholic schools. Yet, ft is also a time of cmftern and surely more change.
Catholic schools must-continue to &lex while milivainkg a commitment to their
academic- and spiritual traditions. Mai:dined inquiry can play a role in such ,an
environmem. While social research rarely provides solutions = there Is no mechanical
substitute for good judgement - ft can, however, catalyze discussion and encourage a
more reflective educational policy and practice. It is in this spirit that we cider our
work for ,-our consideration.

p
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At
Diocese of Attany
i Lame pepresentsive

'Ilmonist Cummins:. of she Word

N

Reit. Msgr. Mark Scbetamer
Direcas of Eduction
Diocese of Green
No?* Central 'legion Representalve

Sr. Lourdes Sheehan'
Vice resident of the Board
Directorof Minbtry
Sisters of Macy
Province of Bakimore
At Legg Representative

Rev. Eugene A. Sullivan -

Treasurer of the Board
of Schools

of Boston
New England Region Reprebentative

Dc. Gad D. Wets
Superintendent of Education
Diocese of Orlando .

Southern Region Representative;

Dr. Bruno V. Masao
Mead, NCEA itevearch and in-Setvice

Departments -
Staff' to the Boara

A speclat word of trpredzition to
hifirnacts x. Barrett

Fortner lbaxudve Dissector
NCEA CACE Department

Finally, the -restasch mica began wir4t a letter sent to the appropriate chief
adininistraols of the archdioceses and diocese involved in the prj*ct. Their initial
hunches about what schools would fit the sample awl continuing assivance at various
amps was most beneficial. We thank these chief adrninistrmors. .

sic Li wrence cahoot Rev. Mgr. joinsA: Man
Sr. Mary Mantosatry Rev. Map. Jamul* T. ishaphy
Archdiocese of.Baltimore Sr. An lamed Olhea
Re;. Eugene P. Salli;an Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Archdiocese of Baton Rev. )osepit St. McGee

Sr'.
Dorothy 'MonRev. Aim F. Marpiry

Archdiocese of Louisville-Sr. Pry Ilocevar
placate of Geveland
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Sr.Inset Marie Abbachi
Archdloase of San Antonio
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